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Safety not an issue for students on campus 
Office of Public Safety provides full service to campus community, including own forensic unit 
BY ASHIFY HOPKINS 
news erfttot 
The Virginia lech shooting last week left many 
students wondering how sate their school actually 
iv   Despite the seriousness Ofl the incident, many 
still leelsale 
n was a freak Incident" aenior Sarah GyseUncs 
•aid    IMl is .1 rare Bchoc4.a 
in an effort to eta) sale, the office ot pubiu 
salctv at JMU provides full-service police protec- 
tion to the campus community. Ot the M) sworn 
and commissioned police officers, 23 are full-time 
and 7 part-time. Out of the 30, 24 are in uniform 
and patrol the campus and residence hall areas 
24 hours | day, KVen days a week. Sin norm a IK 
plain clothes officers include the chief of police, 
investigators, (ethnical support, primary enme 
prevention or administrative personnel. 
[MM officers enfoy the tame responsibilities 
and training as required by any police officer in 
Virginia. I heir jurisdiction Includes all university 
owned, leased or controlled property, the aiii.it ent 
streets ami sidewalks and expanded off-campus 
liinsdiction within designated neighboring areas 
of the cit\ ol Marnsonburg. I he\ also have the 
authority to enforce all regulations and laws, both 
ot the university and ol Virginia 
JMU also has its own forensic unit, designed 
to support the actions ot the criminal Investiga- 
tion and patrol divisions ol the university's police 
department. I his group consists ot I high let hno!- 
ogy and evidence gathenng response team that 
prlmartl) engages In forensu Identification, inves- 
tigation and recover) ol physical evidence and are 
equipped to respond to am incident or accident. 
In addition to the forensic unit, JML h*>sts a 
campus police cadet program of caretuIK scn'ened 
students employed by the JMU Police. Cadets an- 
on duty from 7 p.m. until 12 a.m. Sunday through 
Wednesday, 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. Thursday and 8.p.m. 
until 3a.m. Fridays and Saturdays. At these times 
they patrol their assigned areas and provide escort 
services to students walking at roes campus   I he) 
are also responsible foe patrolling and securing 
academic and administrative buildings on campus 
see SAFETY, page 5 
Prof 
leaves 
legacy of 
learning 
n\ Kim CONMH 
senior writei 
Emeritus Professor ol 
Chemist!) Prank Palocaay died 
of lung cancer last lueeday, lean - 
ing behind a legacy ol scholar- 
ship, motivation and dedication 
to ■ervice 
According to the Pdi/y Mean 
Record, Dr. Palocsay  is survived 
in has wife and two cbtughtess 
After receiving his doctorate 
at   the Universtt)   ot  Arizona, 
PalooM]     taught    cheiiustrv    at 
[Ml trorn l9oTlo2000. 
"Frank   was   S   phenomenal 
professor because he taught 
us the pro caw oi Jaanuruj 
and    chemlstfy/     Said     Austin 
Pachet i former student and 
dose   Mend   ol   Palocaay- "Mj 
education then ttxik a turn from 
hu>iog\   to  chemistr)   because 
of his enthusiasm and lose ol 
learning 
Following     his     retirement 
troin teachiruL he remained in 
Marnsonburg,  staying  active  in 
the IML Emeritus Association. 
Palocaay will not only be 
remembered foe his numerous 
contributions to the classroom 
and   the   chemtstrv    department 
at IMI but alao to lau Kappa 
l psilon, the fraternit)  that be 
helped nurture 
i h i i.ink Palocaay waa the 
guiding   light  of  this  fraternal 
4 4 
Dr. Palocsay gave 
so much, expected 
so little, really 
enjoyed life and 
loved his students. 
— AUSTIN PARCHED 
I ■ II incr student 
i»r>',.ini/.itniii  whan  it   want  (mm 
Mnealocal fratanit) (Sana' teta 
Rho founded .it |MI In 1946) and 
bfCMM .' tll.iptiT ot the lldlHHl.il 
tr.iti-nuK I .in K.ipp.i I |<silim." I W 
lni'dnwn(7l)-.iiii 
Pilocny  wm bwohwd with 
tin- local Mil Alpha chapter nl  l.iu 
Kappa I patton In B ywnv .is !«■ 
asmed mem "itti becoming n» 
t.iiri.il'li- fortha tulurv 
Hi I\.I- .ils,. «cn active In die 
l KI Board "i Advieca and pav 
dorant .il>nit tin- ni.irn.w«»t M liol 
inhip md babuiiAly anough to 
i rv.iti- .1 idHoUnhlp fea acaaernk 
.11 ln.-v .IM.-MI H iid liis own money 
Hi- is .i ptvmi'T example ol 
lumaone »l«' honorad me life- 
long ujutuiUmenf to out [rater 
tuts.'' s.nd Mail Hum, ( h.nnii.iii i>l 
the Burn! ul Advisors    I hiring, Ins 
i. I'n-.idi'iil ul the Alumni 
Validation, Frank ealanidhwl an 
academii adholarahip uuludng 
muds inmi htocavn pocket to give 
the tusi award" 
Horn ab» aedns Palocaay with 
geOmg IM -.liol.i.ti. napectwtlh 
m ma IMI Creakcommunrt) 
IM Paloonj gave •*> murk 
expected to little rcaD) I-I*'W<I lire 
and loved Ins Mudenta, Parohei 
laid Who elae could make 
someone love-chemlatn" 
KOMEN ON THE GO 
MIMll WIS1IIOII .,"1.-   ' .i 
Junior Carlssa Vescovl was one of many students educating herself about breast cancer In the pink trailer. 
Searching for a cure 
•Y  KAIrK.tf Mvillk 
rifles arm >r 
A pink trailer MTM parked in the Godwin lot on Monday and Tuesday. It had 
laptops with headsets lined up across a pink bar. wooden patio furniture out Oil 
the porch,  I \ s, reens evcr\ when- and soft rock played in the background. 
It was on a mission to end breast cartOM 
komen On the Co. part ol the non-profit organization Susan G< Komen for 
the I ure, is a mobile community education and outreach program dedicated to 
teaching people about breast cancer. During the 2007 tour two pink trailers will 
travel In tandum ho around I1*) campuses and communities 
JMU was the first stop on the tour for one ol the trailers and came to campus 
complete with a full time st.itt ol seven people trom across the country ream 
member Nick Blake rrocn Minnesota thinks the experience will engage its audi* 
ernes 
"(Komen On the Co encourages people) to come and reallv srnpower them- 
selves about breast health,'  he said 
One way Komen On the Go empowers people is through providing Interac- 
tive computer pnigrams that answer the most frequent K asked questions about 
breast health an.I t an. cr. opportunities to get involved in the global breast can- 
cer movement and an instructional guide to breast sell examination 
learn member Kassheedan Mundine is tnim California and chose to work 
with Komen On the Go because it allows her to give back and to educate 
''IBreast carner| allc.ts everyone," she said. "It's a world wide problem." 
Mundine said that IMI   students hH>k the time to ihcek out the programs 
and videos instead of rushing thnuigh them 
They're soaking up the information,' Mundine said. "Which i-* what we 
really want them to do 
w KOMEN pane 5 
Tech T-shirts 
honor victims 
Online pub 
creates forum 
v 
it CAKIY LtDu 
contributing writei 
BY  KMIM I I S HERKINC. 
i rftei 
Ihroughout the week, stu- 
dents have IHU'II traverairuj the 
Quad wearing Virginia le« h 
apparel and sporting orange 
and maroon ribbons 
Some students have chosen 
to show their support in an e\ en 
bigger V/aj Ihe owners ot the 
Web site   IMaddv 0001 designed 
a "Me cornmemoratlvc I shut. 
the proceeds »>i which will be 
Used to but  | memorial bench 
on Virginia le.h grounds. 
fonathan Rezadoost, ..» 
owner ol the IMaddv site, nid 
he cams up with the idea tor the 
l-shirts alter he lound out that 
he knew one ol the \ I   u.tims 
When I found oul she died 
I started trying to oome up with 
Ways to raise mon.-v 
he said 
lbs accomplice, rrealv 
man 1 van Witt, designed 
the original logo, and the 
two had the idea ol sell- 
ing, it as a  i-shirt to raise 
money tor the Va,  lech 
Memorial Kind. 
Ihe original plan was to 
sell around 200 I shirts, whuh 
would gen.'rate enough profit 
to pur. base a hen. h lor \ irgima 
lech   with   the names ol   all the 
victims engraved on i plaque, 
Rezadoost said Am extra 
rnone) would be given to the 
memorial Kind 
However, this was not the 
Catf VVe made a I atebook 
merit and all ol a sudden over 
a thousand orders came in." lie 
said      V\e were overwhelmed 
Ihe site has received orders 
not just from IMI . but saw trom 
places as t.n awa) as rexas, 
California and I lorida 
Mam ot the orders have 
been auompanied In notes 
thanking them lor their hard 
work and support ol the Stu- 
dents and families ui Va lech, 
Rezadooet said 
it's good to see sail the posi- 
tive responses.'' he said 
iar JBtADDY, pageS 
Most are familiar with 
the image ol the pub as 
a cultural meeting pus «* n 
venue  in  which to so,uil- 
i/e. relax and enjoy a few 
pints. A new Web site .ailed 
( herrv I Al'iom is .halleng- 
ing that beloved archetype 
In   launching the   tirst ever 
online pub. 
It you h^d asked me 
a couple vears ago if I'd 
ever see an online pub, I 
would've     |ust     laughed," 
senior Brian Kenned] said 
i. herrv I AT was | Rated 
bj three tnends. Hill \\\\ 
Mike lledlund and Kvan 
Kiciitelli, who used tO en|ov 
going to local puba together 
before they moved to .lit 
terent   dtieS     I he   site   was 
their wav  ot recreating the 
experieri.es thev used to 
have, and it ipiicklv caught 
on with the 2O-h>30-year- 
oid age group   I lers on 
l herrv I AT interact through 
a network ol profile | 
and message boards, simi- 
lar to those on the popular 
networking   site   MysfMor 
com. 
On Februan r\ the 
site i erne out >»i testing by 
launching   their   "Happy 
Hour," t herrv I AT now has 
more   than   790,000   users 
and the number is growing 
everv   >\lw.   according   to 
a press release Irom the 
owners ol (.herrv I AT. 
Ihe   site    also   ..night 
on  with  soldiers abroad, 
visiting the virtual pub 
provides reminders ol 
borne while thev areawav 
,  < iiiHKM \r i      ; 
'    rhursday.April 26 :<K)7 
POLICE LOG 
m Ki 11 N CtJNNWt/senior writer 
Poagcaaton "f marfjuana 
A |\IL student was charged with possession ol 
marijuana at Eagle Hall April 17 at 406 p.m. 
A non-student was charged with possession of 
marjiuana at Chandler h.ifi April is at 8:45 a.m. 
|\ll students were charged with possession <»t 
marijuana at Cleveland ((all April 19 at 1:13 a.m. 
\ I\1L  student was charged with possession ol 
marijuana at  Roik.ingh.im Hall April 20 at  1:22 
a.m. 
Ilndi-rayi' possession of alcohol 
\ non-studenl was charged with underage pos- 
sesion ol alcohol at Potomac Hall April 21 at 1:28 
a.m. 
|\IL students were charged with underage pos- 
session oj alcohol at Sonner Hall April 21 at lt):50 
p.m. 
A |\Il student was charged with underage pos- 
se-ion ol alcohol al c handler Hall April 22 at 2:23 
Vandalism 
AIML student reported grattiti on exterior walls of 
a building at 1 ianson I lafl April 17 at an unknown 
time 
\ |Ml officer discovered graffiti on a section ol 
concrete wall while on routine patrol in C-14 Lot 
«£pril 21 at an unknown time. 
\ (Ml indent reported graffiti on a wall at Ches- 
apeake Hall April 22 between 2:00 a.m. and 8:10 
p.m. 
A |ML student reported grafitti on a wall in stair- 
well ol llollman flail between April 20 and 21 at 
an unknown time. 
■\ I Ml student reported a fire extinguisher being 
discharged ,iml Iratliti on the wall of an elevator in 
Eagle I rail April 22 between 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. 
Drunk in public and underage possession of alcohol 
\ INK student was charged with drunk in public 
and underage possesion ol alcohol in G-Lot April 
21 at 10:50 pm K 
A non-student was charged with drunk in public 
.mil underage possesion ol alcohol in I'-I.ot April 
22 at 2:5(1 p.m 
Number at drank In pubUca lince Aug. 2+ 79 
Siumber ol parking tickets since Aug 2s 20, 624 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
■ How to place a classified Go to www lhebreeze.org and click on the classilied link, or come into the 
office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m. 
■ Cost S5 tor the lirst 10 words, S3 lor each additional 10 words, boxed classified.SIO per column 
inch 
■ Deadlines noon Friday for Monday Issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue 
■ Classilieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office. 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student and faculty 
readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community. The Breeze strives to 
be impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights 
SUMMER STORAGE 
FREE JMU T-Shirt to ' "*uA 
each student renter! C 
i atering to Student and Fftculty 
Compare Rates and Facility 
- Fire Rated Buildings 
- 24 Hour Security 
- Special Student Rates 
- Phone Answered 24 Hours 
- Office & Resident Manager 
- Cameras on Grounds 
- Completely Fenced & 
Well-I it 
Closest to JMU 
Climate Control 
Units Available 
433-1234 I 433-STOR 
140 I   Mosby Rd. Harriaonburg 
(Just off South Main Across from McDon.ilcis) 
fax and email: ministorit@aol.com 
Bdtoi Kelt) Coonifl 
Ediioi Shall) Ned 
HO] ^6H674V 
CONTACT US 
The Breeze is published Mon- 
day and Thursday mornings 
and distributed throughout 
James Madison University and 
the local Harrisonburg commu- 
nity. Comments and complaints 
should be addressed to-Mary 
Frances Czarsty. editor. 
Main Telephone: (540)568-6127 
Fax: (540) 568-6736 
Editor: Mary Frances Czarsty 
(540) 568-6749 
edilorVlhebreeze.org 
czarstmfQjmu. edu 
News Desk: 
(540) 568-8041 
news@fhebreeze.org 
Sports Desk: 
(540) 568-6709 
sportsQthebreeze.org 
Arts & Entertainment Desk: 
(540)568-3151 
aetilhebreeze. org 
Opinion Desk: 
(540) 568-3846 
OQtnionHthebreeze.org 
Photo/Graphics: 
(540) 568-8041 
photoQthebreeze. org 
graphics@thebreeze. org 
Advertising Department: 
(540)568-6127 
Caribbean Tan 
May Special! 
Caribbean Tan 
I One year 
i Unlimited Basic Beds 
Caribbean Tan 
I 
I 
$99   ! 
des $20 bonle of lotion FREEi 
iood.ii All location* 
I bog 121 N Mam   | 
li r .. 1. U  ■£■! 
Caribbean Tan 
One week Mystic Tan i      FREE 
Buy 1       I tanning to all 
get 1 FREE'new customers 
Crit*r good at All Locations 
Including lit N Mam St (rt«) 
. itei '■ i- ■■■ !'■■ 
Offer good at All Locations 
Including 121 N Main Si   ' i 
Bridgewaler      « 
JAC cards and all major credit cards accepted 
Harrisonburg Locations Store Hours 
Monday-Friday: 9am-11 pm, Saturday: 10am-8pm, Sunday: 12pm-9pm 
Food Lion Shopping Center   1318 Hillside Av. James Madison Square   Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center 
433-9989 437-9338 438 9989 
Our new location at James Madison Square 
 Monday Friday 10am 11pm. Saturday! 0am-9pm, Sunday: 12pm 9pm 
China Express 
Chinese Restaurant 
1031 Port Republic Road 
next to Food Lion 
Free Delivery 
Late Night 
$10 00 Minimum - Limited Area 
(540) 568- 9899 
The Best Value Combo 
Dishes come with 
vegetable Lo Mein 
Spring Roll 
8 Ox. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour 
SCI Chicken Broccoli 
SC 3 Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC17 Beef with Broccoli 
SC23 General Tso's Chicken    OfllV 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
Mi'nu & Map Tumid on 
GoLookOi l.Com 
Try OUr Chef Specials $7.45   nerved with Plain Fried or Steamed RKP1 
Bourbon Chicken  LemonChicken   AnwinqChuken 
$6 95 ■; iri Sal •■ •   I ■■■■ 
*wsTJ2"C   Qjg 
I dilul   rUMa) Hopkins 
Bdhor Kaleigh Mahcr 
\ssistm EdilOl   lean Park 
brtetenewst fmailxom Camp us 
wwwjhebreezcjyrg 
Thursdav^April 26. 2(K)7 I 3 
Around Campus 
Workshop to empower 
women in the workplace 
ronighi SCOM 44** stu- 
dents mil host ,i 45-minutc 
educational workshop Reared 
toward empowering women 
in tin- workplace, it [s based 
oil ot the book Hie* i frfj 
Don't Get the Cornet office. 101 
ious thingB women do 
to NKwaje theii aottn 
I he workshop will address 
what it means to be .1 woman 
and succeed in today's work- 
place ind provide tips forget- 
ting thi- job, tin- promotion, 
and the respect women want 
For more information contact 
paenofgCtmu.edu. 
Hone marrow drive 
today in Transitions 
Alpha Phi Alpha is spon- 
soring .1 Bone Marrow Drive 
todaj with the National 
Marrow Donor Program 
from 11 .1 m. to 2 p.m. in 
rransitJons 
Attendees will lv given 
intbrmstion about what is 
involved In bone marrow 
donation, complete .1 short 
health questionnaire and give 
.1 mums swab ol .link .ells 
Participants will be contacted 
in  the   future  it  the\   .ire   .1 
potential match for s patient 
m need   resting tor potential 
donors  will  be done tree ot 
than;.- 
In the Vallcv 
Blue Ridge Mac store 
to open the first of May 
\ \\i"ni\lilt based Apple 
computer store is coming to 
thf valley seconding to the 
Daily-News Record, 
According      to      owner 
1 otdse van I 'on. the More 
H Ml open on Maj 1 behind 
the ValW) Mali on I [eft We 
Blue Ridge Mat is an Apple 
authorized sales and service 
canter, seconding to Apple's 
Web ate 
World & Nation 
World dignitaries 
attend Yeltsin's funeral 
MOROCCO — Yesterds) 
Russis buried lions Yeltsin, 
ihr country's tirst democrati* 
call] elected president. I In- hj 
neral service was attended In 
KIISSM'S political elite, current 
tner world leaders, and 
Ins  t.iiniK   <VK\  close tnends. 
reported tin1 New York trims. 
According to the Urn -. the 
service was held in lull SCOOT 
dance with Orthodox Chris- 
tian tradition In the 1 hrist the 
Savioi Cathedral, whose re- 
construction Yeltsin ipproved 
after it was destroyed during 
thecommuniat en 
Mexico t it> legalizes 
first term abortions 
MEXICO CITY — Ihe 
Mexico <- "it\ legislature sp 
proved a hill lueadsj thai 
would make abortion legal 
during the tirst trimester ol 
pregnant y, seconding to the 
I rimes, 
rhs rfmei reported that 
with tins vote Mexico 1 itv 
became the largest sntit) In 
1 .iiiM America, outside *»t 
Cubs and Puerto Rico, to per- 
mit women to have abortions 
on demand during their tirst 
three months 
Bush and < lu-iu \ 
challenge Iraq deadline 
WASHINGTON—Presidenl 
Hush and Vice Presidenl 
l>uk ( henei challenged the 
motives ot i ongressional 
its on taeaday, as the 
I mil Senate prepared 
to consider s war ■pending 
bill   that   would   withdraw 
tlOOpI   from   lr.it]   later   this 
\ear. reported the ' ■ 
frawi 
According to the 
Hush and Chene) accused 
I lemocrsts ot political oppor- 
tunism in going ahead with a 
(124 billion measure thai set s 
timetable tor leaving lr.ii| 
Living Buddhists 
breed balance 
BY Asm n HOI-KINS 
iitor 
When   freshman   Anne  Dreyfuss   is   stressed 
alter a bus\  week at school she doesn't |USI relax 
ihs meditates 
Drej hiss is a member of Lit Ing Buddhism, 
.1 campus group that intends to educate ,M^\ 
enlighten members ot the |ML community on 
the teachings ol Buddhism. Through meet- 
ings, held even  Sunds)  at 7:30 p.m., the 
group aims to show   students  how   the\   can 
use Huddhist teachings in their everyday 
life 
"It's s time v\ here 1 can he Quiet and reflect on 
what's happened last week and what s coming 
up next week,'' said Drevtuss     I gel I chanCS to 
reflect and recharge' 
At these meetings, am where trom tWO 
to   six   members   gather   to   meditate,   lunior 
Tina Christopoulos, co-president ol the group, 
sounds a bell to begin meditation, and the 
Sroup sits in inner reflection for around s 
alt-hour. 
"The club isn't realty focused on Buddhism.'' 
en Ann.- Dreyfuss said   It's more focused 
on meditation Part o( Buddhism is a hope 
lor teaching I state ot profound understanding, 
which can be achieved through meditation. One 
part ot (he noble eightfold path is disciplined ,tm\ 
KM used meditation." 
Sometimes, after sitting meditation is com- 
plete, the group will engage in a walking 
meditation, focusing and reflecting on their 
movements 
Its   .ill   sPOUt   inner   peace,'    DieytUSS   said 
"Wstrj to achieve tins within our bodies." 
Because Buddhism is based on prin- 
ciples ot compassion tor others, members 
ot   living    Buddhism   participate   in   torn 
munity service events.    In the past they 
have brought speakers to campus to present 
on various Buddhist topics and have held 
fundraisers to help support bringing monks 
to campus. 
We have given money to a group of 
Tibetan  monks that came  here  two or three 
wars sgo  who did  a pu|a (devotions 
tor world peace." senior Matt 
Hepburn, CO-presldent Ol the organi- 
zation, said 
There are currently  four or rive 
COre members,  Prevtuss said, and 
the group hopes t,. gsin more Inter 
est    People ot all backgrounds ,ind 
levels ot  exposure to Buddhism 
and  meditation  ere  welcome  to 
attend meetings. 
Hepburn   also   wants   to  pull   in 
more SCttvc members 
"It     kind     of     was      dlSSp* 
pointing to me because peo- 
ple  wouldn't  show   up  to the 
meetings,'" he said. "Peoplesre 
more interested in sppesring 
to be B part ot the dub and less 
interested in practicing." 
Hepburn    added     that    he 
thought   the   group   needed   to 
become   more   BCtiVC   as   well 
As meditation is something that 
improves with practice, he wants 
to    expand     weekly    meetings    to 
dailv meetings 
ll   the   I Jufa   did   meet   e\er\dav   it 
would be an enormous benefit to people;'" 
he said 
Dreyfuss added that while (he group 
aims to expand their membership, each mem- 
ber gains something different trom their experi- 
ence in the organization 
"Individually I think that even member 
has their own mental goal," sin- said 
Alumnus Chris MCOn ('06), who was 
involved in the organization while at (ML, 
used I 1 vi ng Buddhism to become mote attuned 
to the surroundings in his da\  to day life. 
"I'll tell you this.' he said, "Practice Zen medi- 
tation tor a lev  yean and wm'll pick up on 1 
lot more \ Ibes 
New campaign hops 
to the aid of victims Va. Tech 
colors shower 
Madison f 
campus 
BY SARAH 8UUIVAM 
I rtta 
MINI 11»1 s 1 in » I Mar phatopvplm 
The Bunny Bag Campaign Is distributing Information and collecting donations to help children effected 
by domestic violence on the University Commons from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. this week until Friday. 
Ill   |l \S  PAKk 
assistant ntwt tdiloi 
<.<. 
Young victims ol domsstU violence know 
w here to And help in unsafe em ironments, 
thanks to a coloring hook thai reveals "»'- 
ii .is ,i source ot help through i connect- 
the-dots scth try, 
When the veiling starts, go to a sate place 
Draw   ■ safe  place,    reads  one  page ol  the 
Bunny Book. "When the hitting starts gel help. 
t onnect Ihe dots to find i helping thing," reads 
another 
I lie   Hunm   Bag  <* ampaign 
hopes      tO      distribute      these 
coloring books, crayons and 
stuffed bunny toys to local 
preschool children effected bj 
domestic violence Agem ies 
and shelters will hand out 
these hunnv bags to children 
SCCOmpanled     by     a     parent 
seet Ing sssistsnee trom 
domesth v lolence. 
We       hope      to       make 
whatever small dittereiue WC 
Sars I unsford, founder ol th 
these   kids   i| s   .1   rcallv   scarv   time   AIM\   I   taut 
imagine  how   horrible  it  mUSl be to he   l  or  I 
years-old snd be going through this. But |the 
bunn)   bag]   glvei  them  something   to i.\<K   tells 
For these kids it's a 
really scary time... 
— SARA LUNSFORD 
founder ol iheBuan) Bsgt renpsign 
>5 
dii."  said |unior 
1 smpaign     I 01 
them how  to get help, and tries to comtort them 
in snj *va) that we can 
vrter hearing about a similar initiative in   the 
American bar Association that was discontinued 
several   wars   sgO  during   her   internship   at   Blue 
Ridge Legal Services, Lunsford began me Hunm 
Bag * ampaign in late Man h 5he started b\ creating 
I group on l.uclwk COM tO share her idea and gain 
support 
I talked to some Other students here around |ML 
and WC dsdded tO start this up and trv (o help out 
local children," she said 
1 he campaign is distributing 
 _     information    and    collecting 
donations in the torm ot eravons. 
v.itt bags, stuffed bunnies and 
money Norn 10 s m  to 2 p.m. 
on   the   commons   throughout 
the  week    An  Kohen.  assistant 
professor ol |ustlce studies, has 
made his office in Moody Hall, 
room 21^11 available to drop oil 
donations. 
"We     real I)     sppreclate 
donations because every little 
bit helps,   Lunsford said. "Even ii it is just a van 
small donation, •< lot ot donations have been $ I or 
12, that atlds up 
Senior    Maria    Nasal    said    she   supports   the 
see BUNNY, page 5 
The Commons is sprinkled     with  both 
|Ml   and \irgmia h'ch apparel. 1 he lech Bag 
waves in the wind at half-mast o\er SAT, maroon and 
orange ribbons an' pinned im  lapels of staff  and  stu- 
dent! 
Asstudents.it Virginia lech come together to mourn 
their loss, |ML students have become a force to support 
the Va   lech community. 
"We have hung maroon and orange banners on the 
bndge over 1-81, a road that both our schools share," 
Wee Presidenl of Administrative Atfairs Lee Brooks 
said. "We have had a moment of silence, a memorial 
cerernon) put on in i>r Rose, and everywhere you look, 
you can see Virginia lech ribbons on students." 
In addition to the campus-wide events, other oiganoBBV 
tt0flS and groups are v\t»rking to raise monev Maiu CUM 
together last McfMUn night tor | candlelight vigil and 
vtiwed to work to help the Virginia lech communit\ 
"Student Ambassadors wear \irginia lech ribbons 
whils giving tours,'  sophomore Kob Anderson said 
Brooks said Iratsnutiai are hejpins out as well 
'The frati,nnt\ Kappa Alpha Order has made remem- 
brance'I-shirts and has begun toaeU rhem to students," he 
Said  "All of the pnieeeds will go to the Hokie lund." 
I lie Hokie Fund was created DO remember and 
honor the victims at Va. Tech The fund will be us*sj to 
cover expenses Including but not limited to assisting 
victims and their tamihes grief .ounselmg. memorials, 
communication expenses and cornrorl expenses 
Other organizations otter support in other ways. 
"Intervarsit\ pravs tor the victims of the Virginia 
let h massacre     freshman Kaitv  I lautei said 
|Ml Ofganliations and clubs are working to raise 
■none) tor the Hokie Spirit Memorial lund and the 
HoklC Spirit Scholarship Kund Memorial lurid dona- 
tions go to gnet .ounselmg, memorials and inciden- 
tal needs at Virginia lech Money donated to the 
Scholarship lund is divided into individuals funds set 
Up In the families ol the victims in their honor 
Main [Ml students wen' duvet lv attecled by the trag- 
edy, but others simplv want to support a tellow universiH 
V a neighboring umversitv we feel as though we 
are a hrother to the school, and teel the pain that the\ 
feel," sophomore Rob Anderson said We show OUT 
unconditional  love and  support  because it  is in our 
nature to do so 
BBJ r^BBBBBBJ 
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CHERRYTAP: Bouncers, booze and bartenders online 
• HI UK)I \r 
'CherryTAP   Rives   than   the   oppor 
lunity    to    heap    Oil)     Mid     keep    their 
mud oil the dreadful place die) .irv In, 
said Sergeant ( harks lax" Newbold 
v. ho was disabled In s cai bomb explosion 
during his Unir in Iraq. 
Newbold ads .is I volunteer mod- 
erator on the site, their equivalent ol 1 
Kxincei Bouncen an conuTtunity vol- 
unteers who moderate content .md user 
behavior In an effort to keep the website 
Fun and seta. 
"Becoming .1 bouncer on Chern 1 \r 
is great Cor me," Newbold said, "it gives 
me the opportunity to help others end H 
helps me reel like I'm doing something 
important Instead <'t sbsohitet) nothing 
and just Liking up sp.u 1 
Chem IAP boasts several features 
th.it are similar to what you might find 
in a real bar. 
Trie sit.' has virtual bartenders m the 
form ol a message board, called MuMMs 
(Make up \i\ Minds) when users can 
\\M Questions and ask advice from the 
CherryTAP community; ranging from 
what outfit to wear to relationship advice, 
"Unlike other sites, you don't have 
to know anyone to have 1 good tune on 
1. herr) TAP, Hedtundssid toucan hang 
out with your friends or meet new ones at 
■n) time In (act main .in- ama/ed .it flow 
welcoming and immediate the response is 
the minute vou |oin 
CherryTAI1 users h.ive the opp>rt u nit\ 
to earn Chem Bucks.' a virtual currencv 
on the Web Mte. (hern hu.ks .ue earned 
through interaction Wtttl others, and can 
then be used to purchase gifts such .is beer, 
nowen and even gaggifoBke Mull pUh 
and hvergoggies tor characters I sersmsy 
also sponsor happy hours, during which 
all "Cherry bucks' earned are doubled, 
and all gifts are halt priced 
Senior Brian Kennedy lanotsurprissd 
that a virtual bar exists 
It s amazing to see how successful 
the MvSpace phenomenon has been," 
he laid     It vou had .lsked me .1 couple 
years ago ii 1 'd eves see an online pub, I 
would've just laughed 
Not everons likes the concept. 
"It sounds kind ot sketchv" sophomore 
l-mily Reid s«iid. "I wouldn't use this kind 
ol Web site over hieebook or MvSpace." 
Prsshrnsn Mlcka)   Unger thinks the 
V\eb site is too much work 
It veins tike it's too much ettort lor 
the results it could render vou, lie SSid 
"Sometimes the (nice )USI isn't   worth the ■queen" 
Hedlund, however Srdoys the fact 
that something is always happening on 
( hern IAP. 
"No matter what tuned dn or night 
you can log on and instantly find some- 
thing to do or someone to talk to." hesskl 
Additional Buyback Locations 
Zane Showker 
ISAT Lobby 
Ashby Crossing 
Rockingham Parking Lot 
nCi 
cl3]AMF.S 
MADISON 
UNIVERSITY. 
BOOKSTORE 
www.jmu.edu/bookstore/buyback 
mu.bksir.com • (540)568-6121 
% Ollettxom ONLINE. ON CAMPUS. 
KOMEN: 
Cruisin' 
for a cure 
KOMEN, from front 
lumor CariSSa VsSOOVi said 
she liked the use ol technolog) 
in comparison to a lecture and 
fell she learned a lot in a short 
time. 
It's   the   little   things   you 
can do,'   she saul    "Taking 
those five to ten minutes may 
lave vou in the future." 
Junior BeckvSchotteii)o\ed 
the set-up. 
"I think it's a really cool 
atmosphere. she said "It's 
real!) comfortable" 
Junior Mike laghtman said 
he learned I lot about the dls- 
ease 
It I good thing to be 
educated on. guy or girl." he 
•-aid. 
1 oordinator    ol    Health 
Promotions Ann Simmons said 
that the Susan (.. Komen cam- 
paign contacted the l nlversit) 
Health Center to see it they 
would he interested in being 
.1   host site.  Simmons thought 
the college setting would be a 
great place for the tour 
its been s great experience 
to share with the community/1 
she said. "Not lust ihe students 
hut the faculty and staff 
Program Pi re. lor 
ot Women's Ser\ ices at 
Rot kingham Memorial 
Hospital Teresa Boshart Vxler 
volunteers with (he closest 
chapter ot the Susan C. Komen 
campaign in Richmond. When 
contacted about Komen On the 
Go touring Harrisonburg, she 
thought it was a great idea 
"Young women, college- 
aged   women,   are   the   people 
who   we   nvi\i   to   he   getting 
[information]   out   to,     she 
said. 
Other participants included 
the Women's Resource tenter, 
/eta, Community Breast 
Health Coalition,  RMH  Image 
Recovery, RMH Health Focus 
and     Ihe    American    Cancel 
Society, many ol whom set up 
tables providing additional 
information under a pink tent 
near the Komen trailer. 
For /I A, the Komen On the 
Go tour provided an oppor- 
tunity to work with their phi- 
lanthropy year-round, instead 
ol lust during ('«tober luntoi 
lallon Casner and sophomore 
Ally Ramser worked at the 
ZTA table Tuesdai morning, 
and both thought the bus tour 
was great tor . at, lung interest. 
People will see the hig 
pink bus, " Ramser said 
ner agreed 
I his is really hard to 
miss     she said. 
Seniors  Katie  Rice,  Katie 
O'Neill and Heather Maxev 
worked      at      the      American 
( ancer S01 let) table luesday 
morning, providing pamphlets 
and other educational materi- 
als about breast and cervual 
cancer. 
"I like that all the societies 
are working together to make 
sure everyone has the right 
information  and   that   they're 
offering it In different forms/ 
Rice said. 
Maxey agreed and said 
that this is one ot the benefits 
of Komen On the Go 
It conn's here," she said. 
"You don't have to go out and 
find this information on \our 
OVi n ' 
ettfal& errentals.com 40-438-8800 
NEED A PLACE TO CALL HOME FOR 2007-08? 
1,2 & 3 BEDROOM UNITS STILL AVAILABLE! 
Franklin St. 
Large 1 
bedroom 
$600 
Westport Vil- 
lage 
4 bedrooms 
3 baths 
furnished 
Roosevelt 
Square 
4 bedrooms 
2 baths 
furnished 
Across from 
Memorial Hall 
Please keep us in mind for the 2008-09 SCHOOL YEAR! 
LEASING begins in November 2007. 
Devon Lane 
I   3 bedrooms 
3 full baths 
3-story town- 
home 
Old South 
High 
Various Houses 
4-7 bedrooms 
all located within 
2 miles of campus 
Hunters 
Ridge 
4 bedrooms 
2 bathrooms 
1 level top 
floor units 
Mason St. 
Various Houses 
4-7 bedrooms 
]  older homes with 
many updates 
iJJ 
Madison 
Manor 
2 bedrooms 
2 private baths 
fireplace 
on bus route 
College Station 
4 bedrooms 
2 baths 
3 level-condos 
i washer/dryer 
furnished 
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BUNNY: JMU students put together 
bunny bags for victimized children 
BUNNY, from page 3 
campaign. 
"I think it's a really good idea," she said. 
"A coloring book is a great wav to relate to 
little kids." 
The initial goal ol the campaign is to put 
together 100 bunny bags, said Lunsford. On 
Tuesday, the campaign had collected $362, 
107 stuffed bunnies, 30 boxes of crayons and 
30 gift bags. 
"People have just been contributing in 
all kinds of ways, both in terms of time 
and  other donations,"   Lunsford  said.  "The 
response has been really positive and so it's 
been really gratifying." 
funior Alex Byland was eager to volunteer 
with the campaign. 
"I was enthusiastic about it because I love 
helping kids, especially underpnvileged kids," 
he said. 
The success of the campaign will determine if 
it will be renewed in the future, Lunsford said. 
"We realize that a coloring book can only go 
so far and domestic violence is awful; child abuse 
is awful." she said. "But it seems like any bit we 
can do is a good thing." 
The Breeze wishes 
everyone a safe trip 
home. 
Enjoy your break, 
and don't worry... 
We'll be here when 
you get back! 
Gay?  Fine by Me. 
MIMDI   tthM'HOIt „-m,>rpluuopaphrr 
Gay? Fine by Mo, sponsored by LGBT and Ally Education, was rescheduled from April 17 to 
April 24. Other events Included a performance by Julie Schurr, a presentation by Dr. Bruce 
Joffee, a presentation by S. Bear Bergman and a National Day of Silence. 
SAFETY: JMU Students 
feel safe walking on campus 
SAFETY, from front 
each evening. 
Junior Kirsten McGlone said she feels safe at 
JMU since the Virginia Tech shootings, partly due 
to this program. 
"JMU immediately responded (tu the Virginia 
Tech shootingsl with JMU police and campus 
cadets." she said. 
Freshman Kahla Wilson said she has never felt 
in danger while on campus due to the emergency 
blue light phones placed throughout the univer- 
sity. 
"I think (Virginia Tech) was an isolated inci- 
dent," she said. "I don'l think it would just hap- 
pen on any campus." 
In addition to the 120 outdoor emergency 
blue light phones located across campus and at 
the main entrance of each residence hall, JMU 
also provides students with an emergency num- 
ber, 568-6911, that directly connects anv campus 
phone with the university police deportment   This 
number, to be used when fire, police or medical 
response is required, is listed in the university 
phone directory and attached to all residence hall 
student phones. 
Residence halls are also protected at JMU. 
While the university does not provide supervision 
for unafnliated off-campus housing, it does pro- 
vide supervision for the leased Denton Apartments 
located between Court Square and North Liberty 
Street, as well as Rockingnam Hall. 
Access to on-campus housing by university 
employees is on an as needed basis, and everyone 
wishing to enter a residence hall must scan their 
card before entenng. In addition, all university 
repair and maintenance personnel must be in uni- 
form or wear a JMU photo ID to allow for easy 
identification. 
McGlone said the residence hall secunty has 
helped her to feel safe. 
'The fact that residence halls are always locked 
is a big factor," she said. 
Read The Breeze. 
Unique Nails 243 Naff Ave (Behind Valley Mall) 
540.442.8883 
Fill Ins 
$13 
Full Set 
$20 i 
•*  *   Manloure & Pedicure 
*v_* 'A w/ Whirlpool Tub 
Now taking appointments for graduation! 
 The Largest Neils Sslon in Town 
The ~, Fdxfield 
Races 
Saturday 
April 28, 2007 
Get tickets soon! 
Tickets $35 
Parking $30 
1
 Tickets on Sale at University Outpost or 
online at wwtt.foxfleldraces.com 
432-0287 NO tickets sold at the gates; 
Must purchase tickets ahead of time 
Things to do this 
summer: 
1. Tan 
2. Sleep 
3. Look through old 
copies of The Breeze 
MASSANUTTEN RESORT 
VIRGINIA-S FOUR SEASON RESORT 
WANT TO WORK ATA F17N RESORT,1 
H5i 
p?5 w% 
Massanutten is the place for you . . . 
- FREE Usage of Resort Amenities - 
- Competitive Pay - 
- Full-time, Part-time & Seasonal Jobs - 
- Flexible Schedules - 
- Bonus Incentives - 
.and. More! 
FOR INFORMATION, CALL C540) 289-4939 
OR 
VISIT L/S ONLINE AT 
WWW.MASSRESORTJOBS.COM 
WORK HERE. PLAY HERE. STAY HERE! 
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Wisconsin thirsty 
for soft drink tax 
Bill in the state legislature would 
add excise tax on soft drinks 
B.  BOB Sromi 
The l\nl\i Cardinal 
Pick up the 2007 Bluestone! 
April 23-27, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
The Commons, Showker, ISAT and Festival 
*^et [jours, tarty! They go fast! 
Questions? Call The Bluestone at 568-6541 or email jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com 
MADISON, Wit. — Students with a Coca-Cola addiction 
might have to start paying more to feed their fix — 21 CCIItl 
more, to be precise. 
A bill circulating in the state Legislature would put in excise 
i.i\ on all soft drinks sold in Wisconsin and a $2 a gallon tax on 
sott drink syrup sold in the state. 
All money collected from the tax would be deposited into a 
dental access trust fund to reimburse dentists who provide care 
to patients under the Medical Assistance Program. The fund 
would also assist in public dental education programs run by 
the Department of Health and Family Services. 
"An extra 21 cents is way too much. If soda is obnoxiously 
overpriced. I'll buy more juice," said University of Wisconsin- 
Madison freshman Pat Moriartv 
Monarty said though he is not a chronic soft drink consum- 
er, he thinks the bill might put a financial burden on students 
cravine, .i * affeme fix. 
Il students consume one soft drink per day, they would be 
forced to pay an extra $76 a year for their habit. 
But lead sponsor, state Sen. Mark Miller (D-Monona), said 
the bill would cost onl) people in Wisconsin an average of $10 
.i J MI 
Miller added that the bill addresses the problems some peo- 
ple in the state face when seeking dental care. 
W re having a very hard time finding dentists who will 
provide the basic dental care at the prices that Medicaid pro- 
vides. This would provide a supplement to that,'' Miller Mid 
He said the bill is part of a response to requests made by the 
Wisconsin Dental Association and is backed by many dentists. 
State Sen. Dan Kapanke (R-La C'rosse) declined toco-sponsor 
the bill w itli Miller. Kapanke's concern with the bill is whether 
the money appropriated from the tax would actually funnel into 
the intended areas. He would prefer to draw money from the 
$S1 billion state budget to fund dental programs rather than 
I rtatf another state tax. 
The introduction of the soft drink tax bill comes only months 
after Gov. Jim Doyle's proposal for a statewide cigarette tax. 
Miller said the bill does have bipartisan support, though it 
is too e.irlv to tell if enough Republicans will cross the aisle to 
make the bill law. Two Republican representatives have joined 
16 Democrats in co-sponsoring the bill. 
If passed, Wisconsinites can expect higher prices at vending 
machines as early as the end of this year. 
r 
Thanks for reading 
our last issue! 
Have a great summer. 
SUMMER IN HAMPTON ROADS 
JUST GOT COOLER... 
TIDEWATER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
From here,  go anywhere." 
I57-J22-1122 / WWW ICC EDU 
WITH SUMMER SHORTS AT TCC. 
With TCC's summer short courses, you can earn credits toward your bachelor's 
degree while enjoying everything summer has to offer. Our summer schedule is 
full of flexible, convenient, and affordable classes. And best of all, TCC credits 
can transfer back to your four-year college or university. So, do what thousands of 
other students have done over their summer vacation in Hampton Roads. Enroll 
today for a summer course at TCC. 
For a full listing of TCC's summer courses at our four convenient campuses and 
online offerings, visit tcc.edu or call 822-1122. Don't delay because classes fill 
up fast. 
SUMMER SHORTS AT TCC. VERY SMART. VERY COOL. 
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Study shows that abstinence-only program 
ineffective in preventing pre-marital sex 
■Y MEGAN Hurr 
The Marquelle Tribune 
MILWAUKEE - Students who par- 
ticipate in abstinence-only education 
programs in |usi .is likely to engage in 
prerruirit.il MX .is students who do not 
participate in such programs, accord- 
ing to a studv ideated this month. 
"\-ssentialh we found that k»ds 
who attend these programs are no 
more likelv to abstain (mm having MX 
before marriage," said Ken Fortson, co- 
author of the study- 
The study, "Impacts of Four Title 
V, Section 510 Abstinence Education 
Programs," found that targeting mid- 
dle school students mav focus on the 
wrong age group. Abstinence educa- 
tion encourages students to wait until 
marriage to have sex, emphasizing 
consequences such as STDs or preg- 
nancy. 
The federally mandated study, bv 
Princeton, N.).-based Mathematica 
Policy Research, Inc., was conducted 
over nine years and reviewed the 
effecti veness of four abstinence educa- 
tion programs in Milwaukee, Miami 
Pownatan, Va., and Clarksdale. Miss 
Researchers surveyed more than 
2,000 middle school and high school 
students — both enrolled and not 
enrolled in abstinence programs 
four to six years alter the\ (oined the 
study. 
■ he studv said most sexually active 
young people start having sex in high 
school. Researchers suggested that 
continuing abstinence education in 
high school may be more effective 
"We learned from the studv that 
there are probably some topics mid- 
dle schools aren't ready for," said Al 
(.'astro, executive director of Rosalie 
Manor Community and Family 
Services, where the Milwaukee pro- 
gram is based. 
its different because it Involves 
parents and eatenvenV (astro laid. 
"It's not )Ust a kid going to a class 
I he Milwaukee program. Families 
United to Prevent leen Pregnant v. is 
run in tour schools both parochial 
and public — and one community 
i enter During the school year, the 
program meets three to four times per 
WeCK alter school and periodically 
holds parent seminars. 
The   program    is   voluntarv    .«n\ 
i astro estimated that in all its differ- 
ent forma one-time presentations. 
School year and summer programs — 
II FTP dmwi between H00 and 1,000 
middle school students each year 
He    added    that    since   the    study 
began in i«w, FUPTP has adjusted 
its curriculum to the suggestions the 
study made. 
Mark fohnaon. an uaodata profei 
sor ol theologv and Catholic etlms 
expert   at   \1art|uette,  said   he  wasn't 
surprised b\ the Study's findings 
These programs are talking to 
a group that is least likelv to plan 
ahead.'   lohnson said 
Part of the reason PUPTP targets 
middle school students is because the 
organization is not currently feder- 
ally Funded to implement high school 
programs, 
Vm have to do what the funders 
tell you," Castro said. 
(astro also said  it takes around 
$900,000 to run PI FTP each year, but 
the organization only receives around 
$780,000 in federal funds annually. 
U FTP and Rosalie Manor fill the 
gap by doing their own fundraisers 
and grant writing. 
lohnson said a problem faced by 
abstinence programs based in the 
public realm is that instructors can't 
bring God or religion into the mix. 
"You can't say, 'This is what Cod 
savs,   or.    I his is  what our religion 
Says, " Johnson said TOO can't 
use  religious argument  or  religious 
authority.' 
Johnson also said making absti- 
nence education more effective is a 
difficult task, even when it's faith- 
based, simply because of the sge 
group these programs are preaching 
to. 
"The very things abstinent s pre 
panel students tor (marriage and 
adult life) are the \cr\ things they 
aren't interested in," Johnson said 
Castro said to be more effective, 
his program involves parents and 
addresses other life issues hmng ado- 
lesccntS such as drug and alcohol use 
"It's not just about ahstinerue trom 
sex. If we focus on |ust that, kids don't 
come out with life skills, CsstfO said. 
I he] need to be able to make healthi- 
er choices when dealing with high-risk 
behaviors. They need adult leadership 
and ongoing remturcement." 
Lunch & Dinner Monday-Saturday 
Sunday Brunch 
Catering packages available! 
l^ow taking 
Graduation reser\'ation$\ 
380 University Blvd. 
Located across from 
Regal Cinemas 
564-2988 
0f>  A 
^Vshby (crossing 
Hxve & grcM svmwier! 
Hours: 
Mon - TVtwr. 930 Am - 10:00 pw 
FrifcAif »:W Am - 9:00 pm 
SAtwrt>AVj 10:00 Am - 9:00 pm 
Svmfc>AV| 11:00 Am - 9:00 \>Y*\ 
deck out our TAMvtmg Bei>, 
Computer Center. Fitness Center *Hfe 
much MORE!!! 
1191 Dcv<m LAMC 
H&rrisonburs, VA 22H01 
s^o-tn-wo) 
www.Ashbvfcr0ssiM5.cow 
Love The Breeze! Check us out online: 
www.thebreeze.org 
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Dear Students, have a wonderful, happy, lazy summer! Go to the beach, read lots of books, and we'll see you next fall. Love. The Breeze 
SUMMER 
STORAGE 
SPECIAL! 
Pay For May, 
June, July- 
Get August 
Ere.e I 
Climate Controlled Units 
Resident Manager 
Excellent Access To JMU, 1-81 And Downtown 
■     Insurance Coverage Available 
■ Paved Driveways 
■ Packing Materials 
■ Fenced And Lighted 
■ Tractor Trailer Access 
■     24 Hour Security Protection 
■     Sized From 25 to    400 Square Feet 
10 Foot Ceilings 
JMADDY: Group deals 
with copyright infringment 
JMADDY. from front 
Witt dgm-vl 
"I didn't rv.ili/i' |the .lmount el MfOlIc this would 
riijum'l, but it's .ill for | J;«HHI CMBfc" he said. 
In addition to the amount o( time required 
to have T-shirts printed, collect monev and ship 
all ot the shirts, there h.ive been some issues 
with copyright infringement. The students 
were told t hat their original design, which con- 
tained the Virginia lech loco, could not be used 
without .i Mgntd h'tter trom V.i lech authoriz- 
ing the use tit the logo, which thev were unable 
to obtain. 
After contacting vanous dull* irities at lech on the 
qUMdon ot the logo and tailing to imnc authonza- 
tioa the two were forced to come up with a new shirt 
design, which is the one currently being marketed. 
As the hrst 300 orders were printed before the m N(K 
thev will include the original design. 
"We're trying to do a nice thing, and we're run- 
ning into all these problems with copyrighting," Witt 
said, adding th.it lie still Ml that it s worth it because 
of the great response they've been getting. Already, 
(Maddy will be generating enough profit to buy two 
benches, one at Va. Tech and one at JMU, with enough 
left over to make a donation to the memorial fund. 
"Hokie Spirit has always been a very impor- 
tant part of our school,'' Va. Tech freshman Colleen 
Ackerman said "Almost any time I go out with a 
group of students at least one or two if not more of 
us will be weanng some sort of Va. Tech apparel; 
it really means a kit to us to see orange and manxm 
even where" 
Sophomore Andrew Hrdely agrees: 'The fact 
thai some of our students are willing to take fame 
during finals to honor the victims at Va Tech shows 
us that people here really do care and understand 
what is truly important in life." 
Conveniently located on Route 33E just 
1 /3 mile past Valley Mall on the right! 
HARRISONBURG SELF STORAGE 
Tknybi $>ay dps 
April Specials 
Salon 
Visit us at our new location 
2040 Deyerle Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA (540)432-5544 
-10 Tan Sessions/* 15.00 
-♦10.00 off any body scrub 
- Manicure and pedicure combo +35.00 
- Shampoo/ Haircut/ Style +25.00 
- +5.00 off any massage 
*Bc sure to mention this ad in order to receive discount. Specials end April 30. 
2557 East Market Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 432-9657 
Campbell Court 
Apartments In Old Town Harrisonburg 
a II AS KI R I   HMMI  lt(   I  \l 
FLNKHOUSER 
REALTORS' 
1
 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
1
 Close to Campus 
'Off Street Parking 
1
 All New Appliances 
1
 A/C. Washer & Dryer. Hardwood Floors 
434-5150 Check Out More Information @ 
vwvw.OffCampusHousing.com 
EQUN Howng Ocportutfy Ear* CcftMl BtnM* Comrn«n^CMci»kridtpfln4anlhrOi>nMAndC9prMM 
Editor; Anna Young 
iipininni" ihihn ntJH 
1340)568-3846 Opinion 
■v BRIAN GOODMAN 
mouihfnn v of ih< 0HMOI 
LIBRA: I hi- MM An conhdcnt that a spec- 
tacular interaction between Venus, Mars 
and Jupiter will, against impossible odds, 
cause the sun to MM at some point this 
evening. 
SCORPIO: Ursa Major 
induates ihdt. m celebration of the good 
weather, you will find yourself on the quad 
making pollen angels in the grass. 
CAPRICORN: Neptune's mournful position 
in the southern sky will lead mi to grieve 
for RosieODonneH's impending departure 
from "The View' Though Rosie was the best 
man for the job, remember th.it she'll always 
have Fox's "Celebrity Boxing.'' 
AQUARIUS: The waxing mooil SUg 
that ( arne Underwood will be arrested for 
destruction »if proper! \ alter her name is 
blind carved into the leather seats of her 
ex-boyfriend's pretty little supped-up four- 
wheel drive. 
PISCES: The position of Uranus will lead 
President Bush, in preparation faff his 
impending veto of the Democrats' Iraq 
timetable, to replace his middle initial in his 
signature with a sketch of a middle finger. 
ARIES: You will live a long and happy life. 
TAURUS: While wandering the commons 
late at night, you will be 
visited by the ghost of Boris 
VUsui, who will implore 
you to phone in one last booty call to former 
Secretary of State Madeline Albright, before 
passing out drunk on the Warren patio. 
GEMINI: Now that Toyota has surpassed 
i .riu'ial Motors as the world's largest 
automaker, Detroit will finally realize that 
it can no longer continue to make mediocre 
vchit les out of recycled washing machine 
parts, sawdust and gypsy tears 
CANCER: ( hamN are good that 33 
children will die in African refugee camps 
today; chances are equally gottd that none 
of us will give a damn. Chance advises the 
African refugees to call back when they're 
white, wealthy and Christian. 
LEO: Orion's prominent position in the skv 
will lead you lo bring RICO charges against 
the Alumni Association and the Madison 
(. IMM *. hallenge lor their incessant and un- 
appreciated mob like extortion techniques 
VIRGO: In light of this year's weather pat- 
terns, graduation will he subject to a two- 
hour snow delay The tatt's will then bequeath 
the ceremony with 110 degree heat and a final 
farewell Knit with the dog food smell 
DMnfl 
WV 
A "who-knew-men-m-white-boxers-were-so-sexv1' pat to 
tin- members ul the RKM k.ipella group "Exit 247 B-llat PTOlMt" 
who performed a hilarious routine during Relay tor Life. 
From a junta ye/ whom 'ion' tittuped* Mai when you ■«■< 
ttUUkd the Cmw4 with an off-keu MTM0M ot   l.ivin OH ti Pnutl 
t 
An 'l-wasn't-e*pcetmg a-2-lor I-deal" dart to the Parking 
Sen lots employee who batted mi twice m one day. 
From eentf ffUaVfll and alum who MB Iven M9V Hie yean) and 
has never been tuketed until uom Ml 
A 'VPUan'-swtvtei^ian-a-peppermint-nKicha'' pat to the 
students working BWVJ ard shitts ,it starlnii ks during exam week 
t'wn a fruitful ttudemt mtnaget who would have had to pfdk 
up all the mifh nentifand h M hippy the donn't have to now 
\ 'WIJ to rum-a-great-weekend" dart to the person who 
MOM mv bike from in tront ot the hbran alter I completed nn 
first Olympic distance triathlon on it. 
From en angered hi-atkttte Mho thubh won will ever tide it 
as often ami ft) Hfll M ' •'''/ 
A "thanks for keeping -me tool on a hot dav    pat to the ON 
. M3 found it amusing to hit me with a water btiloon. 
FfOM a not WMH WtlO MM ihtiullli/ tlinnkfttl frt 
mv ruth of add water tn the tfrdeptt wmthei 
A "way-to disregard-all mv -hard-work" dart to the Hlue 
Mont stall lor labeling me .is an International Busmen m.i|or 
From * proud grmtuotint ttntot who wormed extra hard |OJ ha 
internationalaffom degree from thei otlegeoj Arts laid I enters 
Thursday. April 26. 20071 9 
Breeze Horoscopes 
SAGITTARIUS: While 
dancing around D-hall. the Duke Dog will 
reveal his real identity — Bob Barker, who 
will remind us to spay and neuter our pets. 
He will also cryptically mutter repeatedly to 
himself "the price is wrong, bitch." 
Submit Ihirts cV Pats online at thebreeze.org, ore- 
mail submissions to breezedp*'fiotmail.com. 
/ woi ,** pen are wbmttted wonynoustu ami are 
pivited on a MMVaoaMMfOMM. Sid "Missions err 
based upon OntptTBOn •> opinion ofa-{iirn *itiui- 
th'ii ;*TM»I or tVBd, and do mt neees-tiiilv » 
■ -ruth. 
House auditorial 
TOHXNOD NHO 
VIRGINIA 
Both sides of the gun 
l he recent snooting at Vlrginii lech has once again raised 
the issue ot tun control, sparking heated debate on both sides. 
I he issue strikes | parti) ular chord M ith \ irgimans, because 
the Runs Cho Scung-Hui used to complete his disturbing IpnffS 
were purchased from I pawn shop and firearms dealer within 
the state. 
Cho was given the green light when 
he provided hie driver's Uo 
card and checkbook with a matching 
address despite Ins brief detainment 
in a mental tacilitv tor issues with two 
women on the Va, lech campus Officials 
taj thai because he was not involuntarily 
committed, it was not required that his 
name be reported to the \irgima St,it,- IV 
lice and entered into the National Instant 
Cnminai Background I heck System. 
Gov. Imiothv M. Kalne said Monde) that he is consider 
in)', Issuing an executive order thai would require gun sellers to 
Dive more information available regarding the mental health of 
potential buyers 
I here is nothing wrong with being thorough before selling 
I gun to an individual   I here is sSpSClally nothing wrong with 
withholding the purchase ot a gun trom an individual who is 
deemed a danger to himself 
I hen- is. however, something wrong with trying to place the 
blame for the rampage on the shoulders ot the individuals who 
sold Cho the guns Hindsight is 20 20 while In retrospect all of 
the signs point to Cho being exactly 
the kind of person who should be 
barred from even looking at a gun, 
it is our hrm belief that trying to 
blame the gun sellers, administrative 
officials, teachers and police for not 
anticipating that he would execute 
the deadliest shooting in U.S. his- 
torv is fruitless and doesn't change 
anything. 
Tightening background checks 
to prevent those deemed    mentally detective,'' as Cho was, from 
purchasing a firearm is ,i legitimate outcome of the terrible events 
that transpired, but it is important to take what happened and 
learn from it to I reate smart policy rather than point fingers at 
mdiv Iduals In >m attempt to explain the horntu occurrence 
There is something wrong 
with trying to place the blame 
for the rampage on the 
shoulders of the individuals 
who sold Cho the gnn$. 
Breeze Perspectives 
The mystery of a madman 
We should accept abnormalities and become better communicators 
■> Srrvr BOROWSM 
coMfriburmj writtt 
He has been tailed evil, an animal. 
inhuman, a monster, a loser and even the 
nCC ol Satan " Some forgo metaphors 
entirely, claiming the reason he shot MUI 
killed & people was Iv.ause he was 
simply a bad person But realistically, none 
ot the emotional appeals the media have 
used m the labeling ol ( ho Seung-Hui, the 
■hooter in the Virginia le. h killings, apph 
Ul the rational. 21st .enturv   world thai we 
live m todaj 
The fact cannot be denied that ChoSeuiW 
llui was mentally ill. whether it was inform- 
ing people about hisguirnend who lived 
onlv in the dimension ot his imagination 
and traveled hv sp.neship,    taking twentv 
MCOnda tD respond toanv questions asked to 
him, wribng psychoticallv |uv enile pin I or 
listening toCoaeCOVeSoulfl    Shine' on re- 
peat tor hours and serawhne, the Urns In the 
sting across his dormitory wall, all the signs of 
madness wen-then-in t hoSeung-Hui. 
I v en in his final v ideo. it is uru le.ir 
exacth ivhyQw carried out the attacks His 
manifesto is ev en more s, altered and "lack- 
ing logical governance," as MSNBC justice 
.orrespondent I'ete Willi.ims put it 
Tnasporadk natured Ins thought pn>- 
tess demonstrates, har.ictenstusots, In/o 
phnina. a tomplex disorder that involves lial 
lucinations and delusions P.inmoid delusions 
and feelings ot piTM-cuiion someamesoccur 
in then cases in addition. < ho displayed 
s\ inptomsot disconnection in»m general ton 
seneus raalit) consistenl with a form of au- 
tism known as AspergerSyndrome.Cho had 
also been previous!) diagnosed as autistic 
killings, the March lor ■ scapegoat to take the 
blame was on But they Couldn't hndone. 
I he usual lopil s thai so .ailed authori- 
ties and me mecUa come up with to try and 
figure out whv a school shooting occunedt 
were 11lev itahlv diSCUSSed        v lolenl video 
fames, rock inusn. Satan, an abusive child- 
OOd, the internet   drugs   Hut in the end. 
M t .ire left w ith onlv one v i.il'le t BUSS Ul 
this Case. Il is a cause that links main ol 
the incidences of tnme. sspeclall) school 
and workplace shootings, across the world: 
profound mental illness. 
Mental illness can be relative What is 
normal to one person mav be an extreme 
eccentridt) to another However; mere arc 
some objective elements to the diagnosing 
ot i mental illness in t bo's case* those ele- 
ments were strong enough fo| a OOUri to de- 
»Ian him an   imminent danger to |him|selt 
or others,     and that he was Incapable Of 
volunteering hiniselt tt>r treatment   Iragi 
lallv, help was not to come in time. 
We must attempt to recognize those 
around us who need help.Sometimes, 
this t.\n be more difficult than it sounds  It 
mav not alwa) l he ohv IOUS w hen a [vrsoii 
is ruffertng     it could be anyone: your 
neighbor; a friend, a stranger, a relative 
I he easiest uav. tlienlnre. to alleviate the 
social problem of alienation ts to keep our 
channels ol communication open with our 
fellow human beings When mental illness 
is coupled With em ironmental tacturs like 
Isolation, the chance that a mentally ill per- 
son ma) ait out ma negative uav becomes 
even greater. > ommumcation with every 
member ol ndet) is. thewfoee, absolutely 
vital tt) prevent events like those ot April 16 
from occurring again 
It mav be ditticult in light of these sad 
events  However, we. especially those of us 
who are college students, should continue 
to enibrave everv individual as part of the 
community, in the ideals ot humanistic and 
demCM mtk traditions, regardless of his or 
her eccentricities  And it may be difficult 
to forgive, but in demoni/ing the perpetra- 
tors ot suth heinous acts, we lose a piece of 
ourselves      the hatred we tarn on a day to 
d.n basis onlv serves to poison us mentally, 
from the inside out  We must remember that 
those w ho an1 labeled eccentric aa> people 
much like ourselves, save thai they may 
lack the t.ipautv to suppress their emotions, 
mav be isolated In s,Hiet\ and mav harbor 
a mental illness 
Stew BonwaAy b a uwhomort biology mapr. 
t no's possible mental disorders did 
not affect nia intelligence In fact, ( howas 
Bcadenticall) ■ucceasful, and tins is m part 
what prevented sodet) horn stepping In 
and declaring him legally insane   I his h.i- 
alaobeen wh) some have been nriuctanl to 
admit that mental illness was a tat lor in the 
killings, and why some ding BO the primi- 
tive notion that Cho was sunplv "evil     lo 
.in onlooker; ( ho would seem very normal. 
Butacadcmit success Is b} no means a nod 
measure tif a perSOn'l HUdt) 
In late 200% Cho apparenllv phoned his 
roommatea over I hanksgh Ing break, telling 
them that he was mi va.ation with Russian 
Tresident \ ladimir 1'utm in North I .irolma 
and t l.iuned that he had grow n up with the 
president in Russia 
( ho s deluded and possil.K sihi/ophren- 
it betters Mvm to have pervaded his life His 
autistic Miav mr made il Impossible lor him 
to communicate normall) withsodeh He 
was Isolated, snd this ninfbrced theautistk 
tendcnc] tocrealenmcan worlds to live in 
I he da\ that the nutliagot wind ol the 
vf^S 
-mm 
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through Murky Waters 
War heroes are far from the Bat Cave 
*\ Aiiv SntMn 
senior writer 
It 's .1 question itmrth-^r.ult'iN h.i\ <• Km In Ing unsuocessfulh 
to answet tor generations     W ho s iH'tu-r. Batman oc Superman? 
Spidcrnunori aptain America? Which hero is more heron ' 
WB low track 0| (MM IUTIK"- .ittiT a n hUe. Our adult hcn»cs 
ircn'l thi- kind who seek OUl danger       ImteMt HM «Ir.m them trom 
real-lire people who tie thim n Into esctraoidinan situations 
(>n luoaaay, however, two of theae heroes    I pi I'.'t nDmanand 
former I't. |easia i MKII    KM that legendary status during bsstimon) 
in tn>nt ot Iru> House Oversight ,ind Govemmenl RWonn I omniilhv 
111 lit l.in M as .i legend brt. <TV W- !H\ .inn-1 war ln'n • I le U\ >' up a 
multi-million dollar contrail to pla\ ti>',ht end lor the An/on.i t .irdnuK 
and joined IheekteAnny Rangers. I le waa kilWI m action In Afghani' 
atanin AprilOl 2UMand th*-gn\ I'nmit'nt OjUJoVJ) rqx'rtiii that he had 
KvnkilWI leading a omaaterHattack during an ambush An Invest! 
tioti into his death, howevec haaahown that he was actual!) killed in 
\\ tmdunnj;tlK'aml*ushand that the j",o^ "'ninu-nt aiwn-dlhe 
Inddeni up, pusthumousi) awarding him the Silver star far bravery 
I vmh was an anon) minis soldier dm ing a water truck during 
the Iraq Invasion in 2001 when her COnvO) WM amluished and she 
waa said to have been captured i S troops rescued her tram an 
Iraqi hospital in a raid that was deputed ,is dangerous snd dar- 
ing, but her teetimon) showed thai instead, sin- had been taken to 
the hospital alter breaking s,\,>ral hones fend WSS well -i.ired tor. 
t \\ reports, and I vnch'a teatimony confirms, that the Iraqis m the 
hospital at the time laid there were no Iraqi soldiers present ill the 
hospital at the time ot the raid 
When their respective stories hit the press, thev WCfC immediately 
seized upon and sent out to a public very much in need ol aome he- 
ron reinforcement In the middle ot two quick!) deteriorating wars 
it is clear from (uesda) 's trstimom and \n\ setisjations that 
the) "ere m.wuiUt tured into the superheros ot USdc school fame. 
I his is not to minimize the heroic aspeets ot w hat these soldiers 
accompliahed     me) both served with distinction In extraordinan 
arcumst.lines and are WOrth) ot our reaped   I he\ were, however. 
victimi ot propaganda, along with the publk 
JZ 
«e La Be Da 
P^mf* isfitTtll    FLOCKS    foK    VVCM*t4 • H 
Breeze in for 
Flirty Graduation Dresses, 
Shortie Shorts for the After Party, 
and Free People for 
Everything Inbetween! 
124 South Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA. 22801 
(540) 801-8110 
Monday - Saturday 
10am - 6pm 
MfWvv.ladeda.net 
vvww my space com/ladedaboutique 
I he government's need tor misinformation reminds us ot w In 
0 in need ot heroes and whv we are vulnerable to that 
same propaganda. We are beset bj »illaina In all aspects ot our 
life — as benign as spoiled celebrities, as insidious as comb ing 
politicians or as truK horrifying as campus killers, global warm 
Ing and genoddal foreign governments. I he level ol evil varies, 
but on all the pages ot am news Web site there are \ill.unv 
And MI we are susceptible 10 theSUggeStkMI thai someone. 
anyone; is larger■th.in-lilc We want to think lillm.m led a .ounter- 
atta.-k against Al Qaeda because once the terrorists are tamed, he 
might return to protect us trom the monsters in our k loSStl 
I his need Is natural in a sodet) as Insecure as ours, but the 
wa\   in which we are manipulated as .1 result is horntvmg   '• *hr 
government has no qualms feboul h ing to produce heroes, how 
deep does its v ill.iin\ go? We know enough lies febOUl Iraq to till 
volumes — everything trom I ynch to Abu < Ihraib to Haluburton's 
no-bid contracts I he lies certainl) don't stop in Iraq. 
1 hese villains are the ones we need to clean out, and in a sense 
even «Itizen needs to become i hero and atop believing everything 
at tirst glance. If a easy In the 24-hour news world to forget or not 
ask questions but wemust look deeper al everything we see Oth- 
erwise, we II be lett with whatever beliets thev want us to have. 
Perhaps then' is some hope tor superheroas. I A ndl Stood up to the 
government this luesd.iv and threw its propaganda ba.k in its taee. 
I he bottom line is that the American people are capable of 
determining their own Ideall tor lieriH-s. .ind thev don't need lobe 
told elaborate lies.'   she laid. 
instead ot pre-packaged heroes trom a propaganda office, we 
must demand the truth and make our own decisions   hliman and 
I \ ndl are still heroes even it the) Couldn't beat Wolverine, |ust like 
all the people who fight the long odds everv da\ 
Sirnry H <' satin mthnpoktgif and S.VMP nst/or. 
The Breeze staff would like to 
say have a great summer! 
iw n. aut. at. 
, VA 12*02 
Moa.-Fri. 7:30 - S:OOpai 
OFF 
JMU STUDENTS 
Michelin 
BFG Uniroyal 
14 l'<lim Safely Check 9 
» Oil (hanije Brake S«mce . 
• Suie Inspection ,\C Repair « 
• Minimi.-in 
Eat in or Take out! 
GREAT 
"Bread & Kebab" 
Catering A vailable 
For Graduation 
Serving Authentic 
Mediterranean Lastern 
I usiiin Conking Now Delivering 
FREE! mSsQ&^DSsm 3CM&& 
With Delivery: 
1 eaturing: 
Authentic Chicken, B«(, '"•" 
I amb and Steak kebabs 
(-\ rosj Hummus I alatel and \ ey;et.u i.in Dishes 
219 Burgeas Road 
(next to Qdoba * .nib 
4 >7-4832 
iuiuttexi Water 
nr Ki'Uiul   Inn   ir rliis  Iiuh'«>r   » >uril»M»r Park   i 
HIR1N c 
LIFEGUARDS & WATER ATTENDANTS 
We will train! 
Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939 
Got application online C<8 www massresortjobs.com 
Resort also HIRING full &  part-time - year-round jobs! 
It's Your Future 
MAKE    IT    COUNT 
BRAND NEW TOYOTA 
2007 PRIIJS HYBRII 
LaaJng thr- mdmttv m hytikl \>fH bivilogy - 
Muelooth wm^ns technology. Smart Key System, 
I' ranwra 4. Federal U» benefits! 
Everyone has their reason to dnve a hybrid Some want to save gas some want to help save the 
planet Now Toyota is offering a College Graduate Financing Program that puts cash in your 
pocket and lets you DRIVE FREE FOR 90 DAYS1 So what's going to be your reason? 
Call Steven Toyota Today 1-800-TOYOTA-2 
Drive a hybrid tonight! 
2970 S. Main Street • Harrisoiihiini 
5404341400 $**«* open 7 days a Wfc. Including; 
Sunday 12  M 51 
ipi^r.nU Pan i M-Ki-ln / 30am-6pm. Sntiintay 9am-5pm 
YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL AT 
THE MILL 
GREAT PRICE 
GREAT LOCATION 
[V      GREAT SERVICE 
GREAT PLACE 
The Mill Apartments 
11-A South Avenue 
Harrisonburg 
540-438-3322 
www.themi I la pts.com 
themlllapts@yahQO.CQm 
Call for Availability 
Hours: Ron Turner, Community Manager 
Mon-Fri 9A-5P Professionally Managed by 
Sat 10A-2P or by appt. Weisz Properties, LLC 
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Through the Looking Glass 
The radical rantings of Preacher Fred Phelps 
Zealous preacher has found a new group to prejudice against: the victims of the Virginia Tech tragedy 
BY SARAH DEIIA 
Mfiior writtt 
A, COfdllW to Ired Phelps, the leading preacher ,»l the WaiUXMU 
Church, -ill "t m; years o< Sundm school and the times I received 
I loly Communion were .ill done in vain. In the eves of Fred Thelps, 
I .im one thing: a Roman Catholic, and therefore I deserve to die 
and go 10 hell. Somehow, when | man like Phelps who DIMM lies 
that   God li.itrs ta»-,\    "God hates America" and celebrates all the 
deaths ot those who died as a result from the 9/11 attack as well as 
the Iraq War. I have a hard time believing that I'm the one with I 
soul Indi 
Phdpa doH not diMTiminate with his damnations: on the contrary 
damnation is something that many groups will expenerue (,.ivs. 
|eWB  Muslims. Roman l athoto, Sweiies and< anadians alike are all 
damned Why exactly the Swedes an- in that category I'm not too sun1, 
.is ihe\ have been consistently one ol the most neutral gmups ot people 
in the history of the world Perhaps thev looked at Phelp*. tin- n rrjfUj 
way when he WMdeddlM whoNaGOQ W as damning that day. 
I his man, whet claims that those who never repent, practice homoaex- 
ual activities and do not affiliate themselves with the Westboro tliurrh [an 
Inrtepmdml branch mmi Raptistsl are going to the nerydepths o* hell. 
But Phelps has recenth added another group to that list  the 
victimaoftM Virginia lech massacre. Phelps thinks that God willed 
the killer to BftOOl all ot those ^2 students — thus proving Cod 
hates Americans and that the deaths were "jU0t" The congrega- 
tion, which has 71 confirmed members (ntlol whuh are related to 
Phelpsl, took it upon themselves to protest the funerals of those 
Virginia lech students who were brutally murdered, and they hid 
behind their lirst amendment nghts to do so. 
Howevet a stop has been put to these absurd protests by Mike 
i .allagher, who promised the group a three-hour slot on his nation 
alh aued radio this past Aieadaj Phetpe aaieed to atop piomUiig 
at the tuneraK m evchange lor the spot on the air, even though he 
and his foUotven still stand behind their position. l>n Callaglier s 
Web site, he explained his decision to have the church members 
OH his show   "It im radio Snow OUI prevent a circus atmosphere 
ot protests counter-protests police protection and media coverage 
from taking place m front of churches when- grieving lamihes are 
trying loan ROOd-bye to their loved ones, then I think that's a good 
thing " Callaglier abo added that he underst»H>d if listeners didn't 
tune m or agree M ith Ins dadaton 
You've tanned with the rest, now come tan with the best 
Slimmer is right 
around the corner... 
What's on vour mind 
Unlimited Tanning until May 5th for $1.5! 
Competitive Pric ing with the area's (leanest salon and most friendly servii e 
243 Neff Avenue       www.tanningtruth.com      540 438 8267 
Ternble things happen in life; newborn babies die. people get 
cancer and young students are killed in a senseless .n t ot hate  I. as 
well as the American people, do not know win these horrid. | 
m lile happen, nor does ,mv priest, doctor or parent. We make up 
anSH en >HK\ S.I\ there is I reason lor them, and we attempt to |us- 
hh the actions ot those we will never understand and try to pick up 
the pieces of our emotionalh   Scattered --elves alter smh a traged\ 
When I first heard about Phelps, I felt nothing but anger and 
frustration      as his mind appears to be tightlv closed with no 
intent to expand —but now. I fuel fed sorrv tor him  I want no part 
ot | God who hates not rust a laundn list of people, but am one lor 
that matter Stating thatGod hates Amenta, the UKorBCCO think 
Phelps has other stuff on his plate besides watching the British 
news) is complete nonaCOJe 
The 77-year-old preacher is right that the first amendment ot 
0Ur( onstitution allows tor two things the treedom ot speech,and 
the freedom to sound like an Idiotic hateful man whohaatoo much 
time on his hands Perhaps I'helps should stop protesting at so 
many funerals, era. k open that no doubt dustv Bible and read a tew 
pagei — maybe he'll learn something. 
Sarah Delia it ii tOphotmn Engfkk an.1 art history major. 
The Best ofWhat's Around 
Parting advice 
Graduating senior reflects how 
JMU can uphold its excellence 
BY (  K\K. hskllsllis 
tutor writa 
Leai ing college,! tier tour yean is like leaving a bar at I0JC 
p.m." Unfortunately, tin- parental caah Sow aeemi toonh be work- 
ing tor a four-year period and graduate school is luring me In like 
the Sreni did Odysseus Over the past three wars spent al [Ml 
one semester abroad and one semester doing an internship, I leave 
with an extreme!) satisfied feeling from the time I've spent here at 
this tine institution 
Minus one radical profeaaoi and <w Mel Gibson copycat 
encounter, [Ml   has provided me with everything a student could 
ever want trom college lite. In a last attempt to help ensure that 
[Ml continue! to be the college atmosphere thai l enjoyed, l leave 
with a few logical suggestions to help keep |ML the wonder- 
ful place I have known it to be   Iheac suggestions are hopctulk 
Straightforward enough to not warrant an exclusive column solelv 
dedicated to their analvsis 
lirst. until more dormitories can be built, do not increase the 
amount ot students aCOBptad 0* h '.ear   Alter witnessing the v ov 
age that students make Iroin Koikmgham Hall each dav simplv to 
stand in a mile-long line at D-hall. I pity that their college htestvle 
consists ot a daih commute. Accepting more students to ottset 
nsmg costs wi|| essentially create higher costs from the dormitories 
that must In-built to house all the extra students  It [Ml   hopCStO 
raise its student population to21X000by 2010. it should work on 
housing options fast before adding Student! VS en v ear 
Next, speaking of costs. || |\U  iagoing to increase tuition. 
tee ADVICE, fmge 72 
MARTHA MITCHELL, STUDENT, CITIZEN, AND 
SECOND LIEUTENANT, U.S. ARMY. 14     434-0601 
*d       hrs/day ^ m eji 
Late Nights ZS 
Late Mornings AeV Discount with 
Satisfy your late nigh namdiits! CoIlCfiC IDs 
Serve breakrast anytime. 
Great atmosphere. 
STUDENT       CITIZEN       OFFICER 
Graduate Loan-Free 
The Army Health Professions Scholarship (HPSP). pays for Medical or Dental School 
A few of fie Van, benefit? are 100°*. fuH Tuition. Over $1300 00 per month 
Stipenrt i for "»st of "quired books and eauipment If you're 
in or abo:«* nn«! s< noo1 find out howthe Army HPSP can help 
yi-i, a.-hwevour career goals. 
lad OT Terr Mtman at 804-530-8548 or 
ierripittman@usarec.arniy.mil 
U.S.ARMY 
The Breeze wishes 
everyone a safe and 
happy summer! 
^o* \JrJ1 
MWW 
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KAPLAN TEST PREP AND ADMISSIONS 
GRE class 
starting soon! 
NEW SCHEDULE ADDED AT JMU: 
RECV7009 - Monday Sessions 
6/11/07-8/06/07 
Higher GRE score guaranteed or your money back. 
Call or visit us online today to enroll! 
1-800-KAP-TEST      |    kaptest.com/gre 
6GRA0007 *GRE is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service "Conditions and restrictions apply 
For complete guarantee eligibility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg The Higher Score Guarantee only applies to 
Kaplan courses taken and completed within the United States. Canada Mexico, the United Kingdom, and France 
ADVICE: JMU 
has some room 
for improvement 
ADVICE frommgell 
then do it tor the appropriate reasons  In an ideal world, JMU 
could allocate enough mone> to help all the £tH»d causes and 
organizations on campus, but this is not economically feasible 
without holding thf student bod) hottAM to paving tor the 
in rtMtd costs b\ r.nsme, tuition. If one group gels to have 
tuition raised to fund their politically charged cause (the Green 
Tax) then why not raise tuition to allocate monev (or every good 
cauCC and group on campus? What is to sav one cause is more 
important than another? 
A more logical option instead ot making those who mat not 
agree with the political cause have to pay tor it is to make the tax 
optional. JMU could have redistributed its monetary resources 
more evenly (mm ether activities to fund this initiative instead of 
oveispendinfl on some other aspect ot campus hie. 
Finally, when diSQISSins BVSn redistribution, it would be a 
great idea lor (ML to periOUSl) restructure its overloaded General 
I ducabjOfl Cluster I hree pn>granv and in particular the sum. I 
0OUISS8 Ol all the courses I Studied at JMU, none were as hard as 
my CSCJ KM class in this introductory science course, I received 
one of the worst grades ,■( mv college wireer, when compared to 
my Upper level politics and toreign language classes. Not only that, 
alter lucfcU) being nre-enrolled during freshman year, it took me 
until mv |unior and senior ve,» betore I could even get into another 
GSCI course. 
I >espite the i omplete misunderstanding *if the term "general' and 
the inadequate abiht\ to lunnel students thmugh the Genfcd program 
besom then*senior year, (ISO remains one ot theonK courses that 
[Ml doSS no) oiler irans|l-rable credit tmm most aenmunity OOtteflN 
M h\ continue to rvijuirv more adanca class)-, nan ma (lenEd m]uin> 
riient while not allowing students the option to complete it at another 
institution and thus having to become a htlh \ ear senior? 
Compared to older universities, I (eel [Nil  stands out Mi'.mri- 
cantlv in the quality ol education and ennwable atmosphere it 
provides to its students rhese possible suggestions could continue 
to keep it that way because then- is always room for improvement 
And in the final words .-i 1 lave Viatthews: I shall miss this thing 
when it all rolls bv" 
G.iiy inikii■. frifennrtowaf< 
—-  
N* 
£ 
Space Still Available for 2007-2008! 
Deer Run Apartments offers spacious: 
- 2 BR apartment $575 
$287.50 per person 
- 2 BR apartment w/ study $650 
$326 per person 
$200 Security Deposit plus 2 months rent required to hold 
apartment for the 07/08 school year 
Call 434-3173 for more information      jzf 
899 Port Republic Road 
2L   
BOStOn BeanerV        112 off Appetizers Every 
Tuesday from 4:00pm to Close RKSIAI KAM     » .1   I \\ KKS 
CiVf the Boston flavor down south. 
25 %OFF any sandwich, salad or entree 
with purchase of a beverage 
1625 East Market St 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540.433.1870 
with Jac card not valid with any other promotion 
"offers are not to be combined with any other offers 
AKA   AZA AZT ATO A<t>   AT AAA AX ZTA   0X   KA   KZ   AXA   TIKA   nKd> 
I        OKEEK WEEK 
I • • 2007 ••...! 
^L.   UMTS Ol CANNED FOOD DONATED       i*    ^OO 
m
   TO SALVATION ARMY: \Wft9\W\W 
<    ^   VOLUNTEERS AT BOYS & GIRLS CLUB:      36ft 
H 
2 
<     + AMOUNT RAISED AND DONATED TO    ^feT   Of Ml 
fe     ^   BOYS & GIRLS CLUB: *■* f 9****** 
H
     ^ NUMBER OF BLOOD DONORS: 
x 
w 
w 
w 
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THE FEW, THE PROUD, 
THE GREEK 
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GAMES UNO 
POZZIES 
The Spats 
5EEE...IM (SLAP T 
'RE $0 HAPPr ) 
ABOUT V i 
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SUPER CROSSWORD 
by Jeff Pickering 
BV\ ALWAYS HAPPY WHEN 
WW'WfUSrGUlN&ER 
THAN HER'TO-DO'UM:    _ 
THANKS FOR READING THE BREEZE! 
The Department of English 
Congratulates 
its 2006-2007 Graduates! 
We are also pleased to announce the following recipients of senior 
awards and continuing student scholarships: 
Andrew Ryan Newton Overall Excellence Award 
Lindsay Ann Ficsthumel 
Joseph Forrest Fridley 
Thomas Fine GiegOf) 
Brian Matthew Kim 
Heather Meredith Luciano 
Sarah J. Marbach 
Alexandra Marie Meador 
Benjamin Charles Nicholson 
John Matthew Pollard 
Gregory James Thompson 
Rebecca Rolston Ward 
Douglas Kent Zimmerman. Jr. 
Anthony Ryan Carter 
Ashley Nichole Lowry 
F.lla Rebekah Saunders 
Geoffrey Morley-Mower Award 
African-American Literature Award 
Film Studies Award 
English Language Award 
English Service Award 
Creative Writing Award 
World Literature \u.ini 
Renaissance Award 
American Literature Award 
Teacher-Scholar An ard 
Women's Literature Award 
David liallman Award 
Joye and Robert l.edford Scholarship 
Faculty Prize in English Utnguage and Literature 
Stanley Rhys Say Scholarship 
B1 GEORGE! 
ACROSS 
I Smash letters 
4 -de -lane* 
7 Valhalla villain 
II Ruined 
l'< (irccnish sellovi 
II MiktUke 
I'l Inhered a foal 
20 Navy builder 
21 Film directed by 
i bonja Dakar 
23 Opera by QooffB 
Gershwin 
25 "Aida" composer 
26 fcntir< 
2S Turn about 
24 Congeal 
III Always 
32 Art deco designer 
34"_Ue"C59hW 
37 ILnginccring feat by 
(Jeorge (iiwlhals 
4" Seem 
41 Petty or I'oston 
42 f-unnyman Philips 
43 Cry of concern 
46 Nightingale prop 
41 Tune 
S2 Strait 
S6 f\\   l-.imily  _'■ 
5X l-olklore figure 
59 Active types 
60 '(.X Bee (ice- hit 
'•2 Spanish shout 
6i Shelteri'J.at se.i 
63 lam 
67 PnnJucer Prince 
6X I iher source 
69 Novel by (icoicc 
Orwell 
73 Sonj; In (»eori:e Hal 
rison 
76 Lonely hsh' 
77 Max _ Sydow 
7X Bailiwick 
KO Hautlv.y 
HI Sapporo sash 
Ic gals 
H4"Thc Ciealion" com 
poser 
«' filter Runyon 
'ti loncues of fire 
92 Sign a check 
94 hion/e feature 
95 Paradise 
96 Role for Li! 
97 Wonderment 
W I -il in the eicning 
100 Rock's David Lee _ 
102 Roto played b) 
.•ones 
108 Itasieulh's locale 
111 Scandinavian seaport 
112 Drench 
.' J 7 ■ 1 M II ■i n n 
II ■ ' ■ 
.' " 
. ■ V BH HH    ■ 
11 H ■ ■BB ■ ■ 
BUB a^B43 11 IS    1           BH>tt *' ai 1 
-■ VI 1     H57 w *   I 
•• BHBj v ■ iBBh:> m ^v' m 
" 1 
• BBBJ BBB ■ 
1 ■ U    ^W" 
■'; > BUB 
1 II BUBj   > aH" pUBjioo 10' i ■ ioa IM ioSI ■ * 107 1 ■ - «   ■! HUB ■ ill ■BB ■Hf i* IV 
•-v 11 ' Vm 
-.■" ■ " u ■ r ■ ■i ■ u BT^ 
11 I wast enda ' 
114 Swcns.m u|    IJCIIMHI" 
116 Data 
I IS Kinshasa s country 
122 Play by George Bcr 
nard Shaw 
I2'> Conk sirip by 
QOOfjJC Hernnian 
128 tVsgncr heroine 
129 Designer Pcny 
I HI Sundown. i» Shelley 
131 Splinter group 
I <2 Heavy MOWS 
•       LUd   _ " C7Mhlll 
I34WU) 
i W   in'id you IO!" 
DOWN 
1 Eastern Ruropean 
2 I fete .I taxi 
I \vt.>r Sh.int 
4 RcowM 
5 Bit of wit 
6 Melodious M, I nine 
/ Ray il ^OoodPeUu" 
S Rink legend 
'» Beerbnidi 
io Pastoral poofnt 
II "The Burning _" i 84 
tilttn 
12 Research sue 
I * « mpuleni 
II NQftll SOB Itcdi'i 
I.S Heron's home 
17 Oennu p*>n 
l9Rabufl 
20 "Slaninun   S.IUI 
22 Parvatl s MKHJSC 
24 MuStangBBttd Pintos 
27 ■* cadpa" 
31 Partni EMI 
ttPmachc 
35 Driva md drives ' 
36 "_ Spec 
*7 Use .i ewei 
tx Snowballs, umetiinci 
W Designei Chanel 
41 Explosive initi.ds 
M \iniior Wallace 
45 Honolulu hello 
47 Native Ne» A-alandei 
48 Damascus dish 
50 Censure 
51 Onuaooi WUcoa 
33 Munich mister 
M Luncheonette lun 
Ss \usir.ih.in st 
56 Wing il 
57 Descartes >» Leveaque 
59 Crusoe'i cnttfor 
<>l   U.H..i .11 
64 Sprila 
66 Vow 
68 It's heatd in a herd 
69 Beginnin| on 
Wi laved •      House" 
7i Ancient epk 
72 Pholofnphei Adams 
74 Robed Ol    \uplaiK-' 
7^ I iHintain order 
7,
» Sweeter letter 
city' 
83 Chemical ending 
«5 Bargain 
87 Pme l.-r 
88 Burden 
B9 Short sn<H>/e 
'(I i\ tycoonCrrtfAn 
i
»
:
 I Kline) bind 
•M Cuban currenc) 
96Audns) Meadows' 
hinhplacc 
1
'8 Spenchhrifl 
101 Clan 
031 lyptian deity 
itu Arm bones 
103 Political abbi 
106 Make fun oi 
l(>7 -\pprovaa 
108 Reckless 
109 l>|K-t.i peat 
no Hunk alike 
IM Send out 
115 With skill 
1 I 7 I ii.ui in-iruiiienls 
I 14 lurner and I'appas 
120 Marathon 
121 Kitchen addition' 
123 Vintage 
I 24 Sis 
125 Barley beverage 
127   _ which wa) (can 
U-ss|> I 
See today's 
answers on- 
line at 
thebreeze.org 
Weee Gol m LooUt Obot on me ±Am 
Come Live With Us in Sunchase 
Contact us for more Information 
virtual tours online at: faY 
www.sunchase.net    540-442-4800 ^* 
14  I'luirsd.i). April 2f>. 2iH)7   nww.thehiTczc.01 i:\The Breeze 
Take the Roommate Quiz 
1. Does your roommate use the last of the toilet paper, and you find out when it's too late? 
U Yes UNo 
2. Does your roommate have overnight guests that never seem to leave? 
LI Yes J No 
3. Does your roommate borrow your clothes and never return them? 
JYesJNo 
4. Did you like your roommate better before you lived with them? 
U Yes JNo 
5. Does your roommate eat all your food in the fridge and never buys any of their own? 
U Yes UNo 
If you answered yes to any of the above questions then you need a new 
roommate and a change to College Park Communities! 
• individual liases 
• fully fiirni.i c I 
• full size beds 
• private bedrooms 
Wrisher & dryer in every unit 
• fully equipped kitchen 
• deck or patio 
• mini-blinds on all windows 
• ethernet access 
• cable TV 
• electric included w/cap 
• water/sewer included 
full clubhouse privileges at all 
three communities 
bus stops within 
apartment community 
monthly resident events 
Stone Gate Apartments I   1820 Putter Court I  540.442.4496 
South View Apartments I   1068-N Lois Lane I  540.432.0600 
Commons Apartments  I  869 B Port Republic Road  I  540.438.3835 
collegeparkweb.com &B 
MM 
I dbM  Kdl> Filter 
Auburn Bdkor Megan WUIiaim 
bm:e<irts(° ■gmaihom 
(540} S68 3ISI 
What's going on 
around here? 
arts 
•  IVSinrUxui 
Gallery 
The culminating event for 
the semester for the Institute 
for Visual Studies will be on 
display in the Nexus Gallery, 
located in Roop Hall, room 
208, through May 4. 
a    Undergraduate 
Exhibit 
TheJMU Undergraduate 
Art Exhibit is on display in 
Sawhill Gallery, located in 
Duke Hall, through the end of 
the semester. 
theatre 
• "Prom«th«ut" 
Check out Theatre ll's final 
show of the semester, "Pro- 
metheus," running through 
Saturdoy, with shows each 
night ot 8 p.m.. Tickets ore 
S3 at the door. 
%i 
music 
• JMU Brass Band 
Come here some of JMU's 
finest as the Brass Band hold 
a concert in the Wilson Hall 
Auditorium tonight. Admis- 
sion is S2 at the door. 
• JMU Symphony 
Orchestra 
JMU's Symphony Orchestra 
closes out the semester Friday 
evening with a concert in 
the Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Admission is S? at the door. 
'Burg;- 
• The Duhlcs at CST 
This Grammy-nominoted 
musical group from Canada 
slops by Court Square 
Theater Thursday night. The 
show begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets for students are SIS 
at the door. 
• DJ Night at Isis 
Head over to the Burg's 
hookah bar, Isis, for a great 
night full of fun and danc- 
ing, beginning at 8:30 p.m.. 
f)  Oasis Gallery 
Check out some photo- 
graphs by Frank Doherty at 
the Oasis Gallery, located on 
South Main Street. 
• Caesar's 
Restaurant 
Head over to Caesar's Fteslau- 
oront for some free select 
appetizers ond live music 
from 4 to 7 p.m. Saturday. 
Send us events at 
breezearh 
Ogmarf.com 
A&E 
wwwihebreeztx>r% 
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iC^U: Review 
Prt. met hers 
throws audiences into the action 
No scenes, props make 
Theatre II play unique 
■v KATHLEEN HKKRINI, 
staff writer 
Theatre Q'a newest production, "Prometheus," 
started off with a bang as the doors flew open and au- 
dience members were ushered .nside by the cast in a 
frenzy of excitement. I he show took place in the Ex- 
perimental Theatre, a black room with a circular stage 
in the middle. 
The audience members were forced to sit or stand 
around the main performance area as the actors 
roamed amongst the crowd, often speaking directly to 
members of the audience and never losing their com- 
posure. 
As scum as the audience entered the dimK -lit room 
and saw Prometheus chained up in the center of the 
unle, all voices fell silent and people stared in awe at 
the skinny man in rags chained to trie ceiling. The grat- 
ing of his iron chains on the floor served to mirror the 
harsh reality of Prometheus's predicament. 
For an hour and 20 minutes, the audience watched 
with somber expressions as the characters exuded 
pure emotion. The anger, passion and excitement in 
their faces and movements really gave the impression 
that the audience was in the presence of people from 
another lime penod, and the audience looked alter- 
nately solemn, thoughtful and slightly scared. 
The eerie setting and lack of scenery or music 
served to emphasize the subject matter, as 
the       char.u ters 
debated   Pro- 
metheus situation and the reasons behind it With 
Prometheus nearlv sobbing with emotion, the actors 
roamed the audience, creating a sense of unease and 
watchfulness At times, the theatre seemed more like 
a haunted house than a stage. 
Performances in Theatre II lack certain features 
usually expected with drama productioas, such as 
chairs for the audience, an intermission and a back- 
stage for the actors when they are not in the scene. 
This unique setting required the actors to remain in 
character for the entirety of the SIHIW, a feat they per- 
formed spectacularly. 
I lure were no props used except tor the .hains 
and no scenery. There was verv little real action at all 
and no music or dancing. The show relied solely 00 
the dialogue and depictions ot character, which was 
its greatest strength and fueled the show with ener- 
gy. At one point the intensity of emotion shown in 
Prometheus's darklv glittering eyes was enough to 
send shivers up the spines of many in the surround- 
ing circle. 
By the end of the play, the actors looked physically 
and exhausted from all the emotional outbursts. As the 
lights dimmed and the audience members began to stir, 
they were yelled at and pushed out of the room by the 
actors, who declared 'Trie show is over - GET OUT!" 
and actually pushed people from the room. 
Overall, the show induced feelings of unease. 
"It's hard {doing this type of show |." ..ml iu- 
nior audience  mem- 
ber     Jackson 
Junior Asher Nicholson lies chained as the main 
character, Prometheus, in this unusual production 
In Theatre II. 
Thompson said. "This is really different from ever) 
thing I've seen here before." 
He felt that the show really broke boundaries and 
that it's main strength was that "the cast was reallv 
into it." 
The unique staging arrangement was not as much 
of a surprise to the theatre students in the audience. 
To be able to make the audience a part ot the 
show is awesome,' Thompson said.'The goal was to 
be avant-garde. The fact that they tned is what counts 
- I admin1 that " 
Sophomore lesika Hayes agreed with Thompson 
" 1 his show definitely does a good job of throw- 
ing you into the scene," she said    It was very visually 
stimulating." 
Ihe play, starring junior    Asher 
Nicholson as Prometheus and 
directed by senior Kevin 
Hasser, will be show- 
ing   all   week   in 
Theatre II for $3. 
photin by EVAN DYSON Wafer ph.m^rapher 
No props or scenery make "Prometheus" rely on audience partlcpation and Interaction throughout the entire show from start to finish. 
Women artists deserve the spotlight, too 
Column designed to 
reverse trend on male- 
centered reviews 
m |iss NOVAK 
KflKV writa 
Modest Mouse, Snoop Dogg, Iggy & 
TheStOOgeS, Tam.1 At the Disco, Hall Out 
Boy, M\ Chemical Romance, Mob Dylan, 
Old Crow Medicine Show and Pink 
I loyd What do all of these artists and 
bands have in common? 
They've all Urn on recent covers of 
various mtlSk maga/mes .ranging trom 
Alternative Tress to Rolling Stone. 
John Mayer, Modest Mouse, Incubus, 
The Shins, Bright Byes, I'amicn Rice, 
Deck and |orr\ I ee I ew is What do these 
artists have in common? 
I hev've all had album reviews print- 
ed in 7K Breeze within the past two se- 
mesters 
What do both groups of these artists 
and bands have in common? 
I here are many things, hut iyw | har- 
actenstK in particular stands out thev 
are all male. 
I his is IK »t an attack on male artists. Each 
of these kinds and pertomiers an1 talented 
and worth reading about (that 'fl win I chose 
to n-view all irt ttWOl) However, this mo- 
nopolv of male hgures in musk is mislead 
Big \s these lists make clear, mm an'simply 
mon' recognized. Just take a moment to think 
of who am considered the greatest hands of 
all time: The Beatles. The Rolling Stones, The 
l iratehil I Vad, I he I )oors and I ed Zeppelin, 
an- all common ansvv ers w hicluome to mind 
— and they're all mak\ 
There are many possible masons tor this 
ssemingly male-dominated industry Per- 
haps it's tradition or habit which defaults the 
public's mind ti > accept this skewed v u\\ . -\ 
a much mon- diverse musical reality. 
However, mv goal is not to spmilate as 
to why women .ire so trequentU ignoied. but 
rather to draw attention to women who need 
to be reeogm/wl for their talent and artisti, 
ability rather thin their hulios and s»-\ appeal 
Women play a BiaJOf role within the 
musk   industry   though   thev   generally 
seem to not receive due i redH 
lor example. Willie Mae 'Big Mama 
[tartan enjoyed her greatest success in 
1953 when she reached  number one on 
the Rhythm and Blues charts she sold 
more than 2 million singles of the hit, but 
received only one myall) dude tor $500. 
Hues yean  later,  Elvis  reached number 
one on the Rhythm and Blues and lop 41' 
charts with the Same song,   Hound Dog 
Motown,   the   most   sucvosstul   Mack- 
owned business In the US. dunng its pome, 
is known as the OValion ot Bern dordv 
I lowever, both ol his sisters were vice presi- 
dents ot the busmen and his wite w as DBKU* 
tne vice president She frequently wrote lead 
meets, and often performed back up v. - ala 
Vet what credit have these women received' 
Accomplished females like hna lurn- 
er, loan Bae/. |anis loplm and Voko Ono 
all made profound contributions to mu- 
sk luit liow are they often remembered ' 
I here can't be lina without Ike lumer 
loan Bae/ w ill U irever heatLrcliod to Ik<b Dylan 
and the folk levtvalsof the WK feresJopm 
was considered the Innale |im Momson.And 
mko OnO vvill be eternally menmnali/ed tor 
her relationship with John I ennon. 
It's time to reverse the trend 
Women are powerful plavers in the 
WOtld • >! music While the ODVCI ot Rolling 
Stone may profit mon- from Bevonee s body 
this column will be a spate to bcut on her, 
and other femak-'s artists ability as perform 
ers While musk Videos U\ome popular be- 
cause of dance moves, tins will be a place to 
consider the Ivncs While manistroam nug.i 
/ines will disniss the same artisf over plaved 
even dav on the radio, tins will be a place to 
discover a new name with real talent 
There are bnlliant artisis out there, 
male and temale. black and white voting 
and old, new andclassu  But this is a spat e 
for the ladies. Whether newly discovered 
recently released, causing a commotion, 
breaking barriers, starting bench or just 
beOBUM thev are that good, this will DC I 
place ot recognition tor the women who 
oVeetrveitmoel Notbecausethe) workout 
fbf tour hours every dav .tnd hav e a gnat 
make-up artist, but because they hav !■ real 
talent even the Beatles Stones and Zeppe 
lin COUld be .1 little jealous over 
Local artist shares his 
talent with community 
Amos Lee at JMU 
Production class brings artist to campus 
Greg Ballou makes 
the art world his world 
m AIIX SJMM > 
wnioi whta 
The blue doors .»t Ballou Studio mi 
Market Street hide an interior that looks 
like something Ironi the imagination of 
every kid adventurous enough to climb 
a tree in the backyard. 
I his   isn't   surprising   considering 
thai the Studio's owner, artist Creg Bal- 
lou, hopes to spark the creativitv and 
imagination ot those who sec his work 
I 111 house i~ I spark in itself he Knight 
the then condemned propertv 14 vears 
ago with a Mend with the intention of 
remodeling After stripping it bare, his 
friend abandoned him He was left to 
finish the profed alone 
"It was kind of like living in a third- 
world country," Ballou said 
Ihe end result looks like something 
out of Ihe Swiss I amilv   Kohmson 
With the help of some friends 
turned-tenants. Ballou has trailed a 
home with a second floor consisting (>| 
all balconies and overlooks, with skv 
lights and a chimnev that will soon he 
converted into a waterfall. 
like main works ol art, the house is 
I work in progress marked bv   periods 
oi hwuded at th its 
We    redid 
the   bashrootri 
in one night,' 
Ian       Ki.hatd 
said.   Richard 
is one of the 
house's resi- 
dents and a 
veteran land- 
Si tpei     M hose 
own   room   is 
a split lev 
el,     with    the 
ground     floor 
a livmg-ro.nn area and the ''Bedroom" 
a plattorm set al>out a find lower than 
the ceiling,   reachable only  hv   ladder 
Ihe bathroom |fl QUCStion is the si/e of 
many college students' bedroomi and 
nn ludes a fish tank and lull wall tape-. 
try by JML alumna \aonn s, ullv 
Ballou also is a former |ML student, 
n  UrTJSrpeec 17 
B>  AtUM  LOWI 
contributing writer 
c.«w*v .4<>KK>h\  
it you've been fortunate enough to 
somehow come across the soft hushed 
neatness resonating, through the vocal 
i holds oi Amos i ee, then you're one ot 
the lucky ones But if you haven't yet had 
the chance lO hear his soulful sounds, 
then   ihis   Saturdav    is   vour   chaiuc   to 
rented) vour musical well-being. 
1'em.ips you've heard him bSSDH n .1 
just didn't realize it After all. Ins music kis 
been iratured on hit i\ shows like i ire] i 
Anatomy;' blouse," StudsooQ One tree 
HO" and 'llvOf.    But snrtsVv to Nkk 
I irake I Ihot Smth. |etf Bu.klev or am ,A\M-I 
of the musk industry s ijndergrouna swor 
lU-s, I ee has ijuietlv stav ed IIIM1II |hf iSfSM 
I lis ei» mv in. HIS J» IS ik-tnit allnim nude 
It all the wm to No 113. Last year's release, 
Siatpfyanri Otmmd, pi-aketi at No 716 on tin1 
BillUunl -^t * > His SOUIH! is a bit gciin>elu- 
si\e. as iliim-. .alls it "blues    his M\Sf\ne 
page adds toeV .HK! "soul" to that, and the 
\ew Virk Irmas cattsd Ler/a musk   adult 
n»k His reoord omip.uiy, Blue Notes R»>- 
o >akpr\ muses the finest m j.i/ysiinv !">'.' 
and tlien* BBH > seems to be quite a lit«»t K&B 
thrown into this mushes] fimVtsJI 
I hemstniment.il pan's,.t the album am 
entoyabr) simple whn ■ little faaa thrown 
Amos Lee 
Friday 
$1? w/ JAC 
8 p.m. 
Memorial HaH 
in for measure, Ihe drums peal slow and 
Steady, ■ guitar or tWO pluck out a CSttOnt 
meiodv. and thepiuto/oman keeps up the 
hamiom   It's plsSSSnl k) listi-n to without 
King UH> musically compk'x. 
I >n.e hsteni'rs 
hear his voice, how- 
ever,      thev II     find 
thenuervea    caught 
hiHik, line and sinker 
t omplemented In 
background u-.ils 
that        approximale 
aoulhetn goepel, the 
songs an' engineered 
with the attention on 
his cone and words 
I ee s Krus are niostK  ol a sad, soulful 
nature, sung s«iltlv   and  sweetlv    like a 
melaiuhoiu. modern dav Marvin Gaye. 
Focusing  pnmanlv   on themes ol   love 
and   friendship,  he changi-s up  Supply 
tun! Dnnend with "Freedom  voicing his 
dissatisfaction when violence is used to 
resolve oonffii t 
Lev will perfonn at Memorial I l.ill Sat 
unlav at K p m Brought to vou hv Ml I 
422 Blink of an lye Productions, this 
benefit coiuerl in Memonal Hall will raw 
money lor the New Orleans Musi, Relief 
kind Tickets lie SIS' to the general public 
and*l2tor|A<  Cardholders. 
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'Requiem' is a step in the right direction 
K>   |o\i Suroi \ 
GRAND FORKS. N.D.     Between the spoiled 
cene displays of wealth thai have 
i  synonymous with Orange County, Ifs 
easi to overlook .1 metal scene that ki producing 
1 wave oi bands read) and willing to steal your 
d take 3 our mom out 
I ha latest band to step oul 0! tin-- scene is 1 he 
lion, and with some production help tn>m 
1 d Sevenrbld's lead singer M. Shadows, thej 
have put together 1 debut album th.it is a raucoua 
mn-through oi ever) thing great about metaL 
I hi- ten-track album has three songs trom their 
dim that have been rerecorded and refined 
her their hrM lull length div. 
\s Requiem moves cu.    I hrough Iheae I yes" 
anceWith the De\ M  continue to drive ttus 
coming nut .nut hitting you hard and tast. 
take .1 little ott the throttle »«>r .1 chorus or 
guitar sola Irus pattern continues throughout the 
whole disc .mil the expertise of Shadows come 
through even step ol the way. 
Jealousy^  "lime is Gone", "No Angel   and 
rhe End is \ear" highlight Requiem as 11><-\ iw 
showcase the -kill*, within the band I he decision lo 
ppi -««i to scream on .ill their trades is the 
bigger! sum»<t the band 1 evohitii in, hut there .ire also 
-thei sums that the\ are taking a step lomard.On the 
tracki tli.it have been wreootdad, theuver.ilis.HUKi is 
tighter and the band st runds mi ae p» Ashed 
the Confession also make .1 step forward .is 
their guitar Solos .ire mere epk and DM) bring the 
band's sound to .1 different level rhe sweeping 
style ih.it swine,-, from speed and dropped tim- 
ings to difficult passages makes the band sound 
JS though .ue ready tor an arena tour, hut tor now 
the) H ill have to continue paying their dues on a 
small label, 
The obvious question I am sun' you're sating 
is. when- is the ballad? 1 00k no hntherthan tr.uk 
eight, "Rei|uiem     1 his ai oiMu traek is introduced 
witn an orchestra and .it ever) step of the song Ihe 
Confession psssss ever) teal As'ltoquism' builds, 
'IK- mood is tirst driven bj the soft sounds of the 
scouaw guitar and vocals but as the song starts to 
t.ule the energ) is picked up b\ ,i well-plated gui- 
tar solo and outro with the accompaniment of the 
whole hand. 
Raauarm is ultimately 1 step in the right direc- 
tion t»>r this young band as the) tun t taken notes 
fn»m their melal heroes and put together .1 dis, 
that keeps the metal rolling strong from start to 
tinish. hut also showcases the abihu of the hand 
to transition to the rnoremeJodu sideol metal in ■ 
heartbeat rhusearnlcas transition between all the 
aspects of rhe( onresslon's sound produce an al- 
bum that u a great glimpse ol what wecan expect 
from this band in the future. 
Find a new hairstyle for Spring 
Express yourself this season with a 
style change that's just right for you 
91  KHIMA  l.OKISSON 
(fs(/ DMy Bmvmeto 
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR 
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE. 
 $50FF  
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change 
(withJAC card) 
Bring in lhi<, cojpon and gel $5 ^ off your neict oil change at your nearest participating Jifty Lube ' 
Come In every 3.000 owes tor a Jifty Lube Signature Service* Oil Change 
Trtu coupon It only nrdMmjbfe MI thm Jttty Lutn Ml 1970 £jir W«r*t I St. Harhionburg. VA 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change 
$29.99 
less $5,00 IwilhjACcard) 
$24.99 
'.     !■■;   „'i.'—, ■ - ■ ■■ --.,.!■> 
1
 FREE too oft on yow way ftomt1 
CORVALUS. Ora. - After .1 long, dreary win- 
ter in Gorvalfii moal of us .ire raad) tor .1 change. 
Your hair has probabt) bagun to blend in with the 
dull, lackluster surroundings of our ■unahine-chal' 
lenged little town Roots .ire grown out color has 
laded and JTOUI hatr has more splits than a g\m- 
nastlCS meet 
Spring is a time (or tresli starts, so begin 
VOUr head-tO-tOe makeover with   .   your head 
Here are tome tips from the beauty section ol 
About com tor choosing the right color for j cur 
hair. 
As my roommate recant!)  did. experiment 
with .1 new hair color In  using 8 semi-permanent 
dye 1 hat way, it you don't like it. It's gone within 
I tev\ washes 
If you plan on going two Or more shades dark- 
er or fighter, it's best to RO with a permanent eolor 
and to get it professional)) done 
Hair colon are either   Classified   as 'warm' or 
'tool' shades 
Most 1 aunaSj Asians and people of African de 
cent tall into the warm categor) 1 hev have golden, 
olive or dark skin and their eves tend to be shades 
ol brow n I heir veins run green and they tan cas- 
II) 
People With warm sktn tones should sink 
with golden hair iolors. sueh as laramel and 
bron/e. that are slightly darker than their own 
skin tone Attempting to go too light on natural.) 
dark hair can result in an unflattering, orange, 
1'rassv   look 
People with tair skin and light ayes, (green or 
blue), fall into the "100I   CatJ 
I hese people often burn in the sun and then 
Veins show up blue I ool" people should st.u 
with ashy blond hair .olors and COOl bfOWns 
Cold, auburn and copper may bring out tru 
rather    unbecoming   ruddiness   ol    their   skn 
tone 
rhemafOfit) Of people.an pull oil red hair, but 
once ■gain, skin tones pun an important part too 
or pink skin tones make the look v\ ork best. 
I Virker hair makes brown or gretn SVes stand 
out more than blond does, but WeVe all seen what 
ean happen when pale people go ultra dark a la 
Ashlee Simpson 
Avoid the \lorti.ia VdamS washed out hnik In 
avoiding shades that are UH> dark. 
People who had blond hair when they wen 
little generall) have the ne,ht skin tone to pull il 
oft as adults Hut keep in mind that skin with vel 
low undertones doesn't l»'»>k great m i;olds. ami 
pink skm tones should steer clear of strawbem 
Blondie 
Women with short hair j;enerall\ look bettei 
getting lull Color done rather than |ust highlights 
I on)-, and medium lengths look more attra.'iw 
with highlights. 
I he more shades \m\ rCQUeSt (usually up tt 
five) the more natural \our hair will lixik. 
All over-oolonne, needs to !>■■ touched up e\er\ 
4 lo S v\eeks and highlights need tO be retiHi.hed 
every 2 to 3 months 
lo keep vour kiks liK>king lus,ious. usi- a COr 
orenhandng rJumpoo or conditioner at least ono 
a week. 
It you don t like \011r d\e |ob. go baek to yOUl 
st\hst and ask them to ti\ it VOU paid good mone\ 
irgeoUS hair, so don't be atraid to get \0111 
money's worth. 
Thanks 
reading 
The 
Breeze. 
See you 
in the fall! 
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N.C. musician focuses on lyrics 
The Tourist remains 
earnest on debut album 
m Doui. CAMIHIM 
The Recswfnf 
POTSDAM. N.Y When the banjo kkks in 
- - title tr,i»k. you have to 
wonder what you're getting yourseil into win 
is a kid irom North v arolma writing music tb.it 
could have been found in a Midwestern saloon. 
and win does tin-. King have to end eoquidcl) ' 
l be [burial is Hunter MacDeimut, a sm^r 
songwriter From North c arottna, and his debut 
on tin1 fledgling Hrefl) Recordi is consistent, yet 
si\ bstuaib all over tin- place 
NU Mom Ma Ere icatunNhaniiiarxIbounapiano; 
other turKN Indude guttac ai a «dfa i\ strings, and sleigh 
bafll VVhilc It \n\one Asksl'mlVad" isanentireh a 
cappella track   M\ Mv'   sounda like some bvbnd ot 
Vplc and 11*™ ttvkt, iQne IW* retails iron 
& Wine, but not too much. MacDermut's voka IB dis- 
tinctive; it's reminiscent of ColdpLn s (, hffta Martin but 
lea melodramattc and ■ Base nn human. 
Sometimes bis voiOl WSJWSj sometimes it cracks 
but ti»r themost part, it perfectly a rnipk-mentsbis s. *igs 
Whik" he's musH.ilK all 0VCT the pUe. Mad Vrmut is 
NXUBCd KnuilK Main of bis simp deal with disillu- 
sionment and Mure vanuy,degrees ofhope. 
'TheOl' Ball and Chain, a dialogue between 
a lather and son. contains perhaps the most wish- 
iui thinking    ir\ to start anew   fou need to find 
lOmeonc who can rebuild vou/ Good luck eon ' 
Other songs arc slighib IBM uplifting    >ou'd be 
more than I bargained tor    t .HIS.- there's no j-vrtixl 
one/ No moment in the sun     No diamond in the 
rough/ But you'd be dcee enough for me." (nedce* 
mg line of the album, from the King   I II See What I 
( an I v iepemaps the saddest i mafraid I can't fall 
am larther. or tall lor another   I IcrvMa.l Vmuitdoe*. 
what hedoasbsal He weara haa heart on hie sleeve. 
\ol X>m: MtH Eva is available elcctronualk 
at mvspace.com/wearefirefly.  I he lounst'i Web 
site is tmmtotttetourol com. 
ARTIST: Ballou hopes to inspire 
other artist with his art collection 
Summer in Maine 
vi ) Male and female counselors needed! 
Meet new friends! Travel! Teach your 
favorite activity. 
Tennis Swim Theater Costumer 
Canoe Sail Art Pottery 
Water Ski Kayak Copper Enameling 
Gymnastics Rocks Photo 
English Riding Ropes And More! 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP June to August. Residential. Enjoy our website, 
Apply online. 
Tripp Lake Camp for Girls: 
1-800-997-4347 
www.tripplakecamp.com 
JtTtST.frompogelS 
■bout fifteen years removed, 
who spent si. Mars in the art 
program.   Although   he   never 
graduated, he lists two former 
professors as major Influences 
and has stayed involved in the 
IML community, working with 
itudenti like Scully and partici- 
pating In Hertisonburs/s Gal* 
levy Walks 
I he Arts ( oundl ol the Valley 
baaed in Hanteonbunt oeganizas 
meGaOef) Walks, and the new di- 
re. tor. I\ll  ahinmus kai DeUWl 
has welcomed the chance to work 
with local artists like Ballon 
"t I is desire to conned artists 
in the community is in line with 
the Arts i outu ii goals/ i teener 
s.ud. He also said that ballon is 
weU-respected In the art com- 
munity as someone who makes 
art Iiis sole profession 
I he art is a blend of medi- 
ums he Lfl prmiarib a painter 
but he savs his passion lies in 
BCUlptlng and   lie integrates   , e- 
rarnlcs, glaai and round mate- 
rial into Ins paintings, giving 
them the three dimensions ot | 
sculpture. 
"I just want to push peopie'a 
imagination," Ballou said 
Mis topics van from land- 
KapeS tO more abstrait pie.es. 
and bomesuilpted action fig- 
ures can be found all over the 
studio 
"I'd preter to be a lot mofC 
creative than what's current!) 
out there, he said 
ballon nys he splits time 
with what is marketable in the 
communit\ mostb landscapes 
and wildlife - and what he con- 
sider*,  his creative  work.  This 
spht doesn't bother him as it 
would some artists. 
I tr\ to think ot eadl one as 
a Mapping stone to the future," 
lie said   lie tnes to learn trom 
each piece he creates, but he 
heel)  admits the practicality of 
painting i variety ol topics. 
I   OMlId   either  ^o   that   or 
fantastic Sams 
OPEN! 
TtuitHstlr Sams 
^6Cf' 
In time for graduation: 
ALL 
ADULT 
CUTS: 
Harrisonburg 
1310 Hillside Ave 
NearJMU, off Port Republic Rd 
540-433-2229 
M-F10-8 Sat 9-5 Sun 12-5 
No Appointment Necessary 
Reg.$15°° 
INCLUDES 
shampoo. 
condition 
and cut 
*5 fin  Anv Color Service \#V# Color starting at $ 35 OFF fantastic Sams 
Limit one person per coupon Not valid with other specials Long or thick 
hair extra Valid at Harrisonburg location only Expires 6'l 5/07 
Most sd ons independent y owned and operated. 2007 Fantastic Sams Franchise Corporation.www.fantasticsams.com 
RMflBH ofORBQ H VI I nl 
"Sunflre." a painting by Ballou, la just one out of many In 
his collection at his studio. 
tend bar/' he said. The prolession 
wouldn't be a MM one tor him 
— after leaving |MU, he helped 
open "almost every bar in town," 
painting only sporadically. 
I was doing about one 
painting a year and calling my- 
self an artist,'  he Mid 
About four years ago, Ballou, 
who turned 411 in October, says 
he realized he didn't w ant to be 
the "old guv in a college town 
and rededicated himself to his 
work and learning to live sim- 
ply. Now, he has small showings 
at seven places around town, in- 
cluding Cinnamon Bear. Barnes 
and Noble ami an installation 
piece in TDU. The piece at TDL' 
is .1 work in progress and many 
people have bad the chance tu 
see Ballou working on it. 
i he anal thing has bean 
watching the piece evolve OVSf 
tune," taylor Down Under Pro- 
gram Coordinator Shari Scofield 
said  I be pie, e is a sculpture and 
painting combination and hang- 
to the right ot the stage. 
Ballou's dream project, how- 
ever, is more ambitious than art 
shows. He hopes to find fund- 
ing to produce a documentary 
where he would interview thi 
top mone\-making artists in tbt 
Country and find out what then 
career paths were. 
"In art, everyone follows , 
different path." he said "Wher 
1 went to IML. I was taught I 
lot about ot aesthetics but tht 
practical nature of painting ww 
never addressed." 
Me wants his documentary 
to serve as a guide lor younj 
artists |ust getting out of school 
I his project as well as his art 
serves to define his goals 
"I really think that I'm trying 
to inspire other people to get out 
of the box' he said "All man i* 
remembered tor is art or war. I'd 
rather be at the birthing clinn 
than at the morgue.'' 
YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL AT 
THE MILL 
*        GREAT PRICE 
»..    L.M. * GREAT LOCATION 
rhe Mill—    GREAT SIZE 
GREAT SERVICE 
GREAT PLACE 
APARTMENTS  M 
sr 
The Mill Apartments 
11-A South Avenue 
Harrisonburg 
540-438-3322 
www.themillapti.cQm 
themillaptseyahoo.com 
Call for Availability til 
Hours: Ron Turner, Community Manager 
Mon-Fri 9A-5P Professionally Managed by 
Sat 10A-2P or by appt. Weisz Properties, LLC 
Have one shell ol .1 summer, 
Love, I In' Breeze Advertising Staff 
IN  fhursday, ^pril26.2007  www.tlwbreeze.org The Breeze 
thebreeze.org 
<s.     I'.al In, Take Out or < mi i inj{ 
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*t> Best Wishes ^ 
Graduating Class of '07 
Have a great and safe summer 
AdoptaPlatoon car wash this Saturday 
10am-3pm at the University Blvd Exxon gas station. 
Come and support the troops! 
\tM\t.kitclii-m-hissics\ Vrom 
1UU 
rW 
CARE would like to thank all of its volunteers, 
especially those who showed the most dedication 
for the spring 2007 semester: 
Emily Butzer 
Tiffany Kim 
Ali Nicholson 
Christine Tran 
Sarah Williams 
Stefanie Wisda 
Classic game recieves an 
upgrade thanks to Wii 
IYCAM1 I'M I 
Ihc Miiijurllt   Inbuilt1 
MILWAUKEE Originally a GanwCube title? 
( h.vk Garnet uba acnievabla viauala? < heck 
Tacked on WII remote waggle? Check. 
Scninds Uke another Eantaatk WU title. 
"Super Paper Mario," developed bv Intelligent 
SvttenUi continual the ouirk) Taper Mario" nnnv 
(Mac Iw adding daaak Mario to the slew. Numer- 
oui 'Paper Mario" quaUtiea remain, though. 
Although the strange stun bieatoohaid to mo- 
tivate vou, the humorous dialogue delivers. Any- 
1HKI\ immersed within gaming culture will appre- 
ciate Intelligent S\ stems' translation  Internet lingo 
and online video taming retaencea alapi smile on 
jroui Eace when the dialogue meanden on 
Also, the 'Paper Mario" aesthetic returns. While 
the Msuais appeal ripped out ot i GameCube title, 
the) still impress i ike tin- PlayStation 7a Okami," 
"Super Paper Manos    visual rreativitj beta tresh 
ihe tvaj objecta and duuactem animate (hemaervea 
into n'.iiitv Hparatea "Super Taper Mario" from 
other WU and ne«l I't'iu-ration titles. 
However  Intelligent Systems also decided to 
make Mime detOUn 
Ilirouing \anous past Taper Mano" role pLiving 
elements into the trash run. "Super I'aptT Mano" head' 
down the pLitfonning sidi"»*roller path It dota not lol 
low -the same plav it sate" approach "New Super Marit 
Urns." adopted. InteHiRint Systems deserves a nigh five 
lr.idition.il side-scrolling gameplay is fine, but 
packaging it with interesting abilities and simplt 
puzzles is better Hipping between 2-1) and 3-D per 
ipedivea whik dedding which technique to use i- 
more exciting than lumping over a turtle shell 
Plus, the boss encounters are unique and mon 
than just a standard enemy enlarged. I hese bout* 
demand imaginative thinking I.ike the puz/les 
these event! make um experiment with Mario and 
the other iharacter's abilities. 
But, wh\ is this game on the Wii? "Super Pn 
per Mario rarely uses the Wii remote effective!) 
and seems im redibK laeked on. Revealing hldder 
doors1 I hat's innovation? 
l>i the other hand, the lack of ivaggk< keej*s tradiln lial 
sidt"*n Jlmg a mux its tiglrt, YI*J can't argue with that. 
joining "Iwilight Princess,'' "Super Papei 
Mario" now awaits the next potentially excellent 
GameCuba to Wii port "Reaidenl Bvil i' anyone] 
Thanks 
for 
reading 
The 
Breeze! 
I Tfe* BrEB2E 0ni|nE 
College credit for building 
a solar cooker, running a 
fuel cell, and making your 
own fuel? 
GSC1104: 
"International Renewable 
Energy Perspectives and 
Applications" 
May 7th-9th 
9 am-12 pm & 1 pm-5 pm 
each day 
1 credit, no prerequisites 
International Renewable Energy Perspectives 
and Applications is a 3-day short course that 
brings energy experts from multiple countries 
together at JMU. The course will be presented 
through an engaging combination of lectures, 
discussions, and laboratories. Topics include 
biofuels, hydrogen, fuel cells, solar energy, wind 
energy, hydroelectric power, and geothermal 
energy. In addition to first-hand interaction with 
these renewable energy technologies, we will 
examine each from the social, cultural, and 
political perspectives. 
This interdisciplinary, international experience is 
open to all JMU students. The course is listed as 
GSCI 104 for one credit. 
Get the latest news at the click of your 
fingers. Making life easier for you. 
wwwaSiebreeze.org 
151 WEST KING ST, STRASBURG VA 22657 
\~VX   \%TTHURSDAYS Ji
   -AVW'IA JAMBANDS 
U2ADV WATTHtDOOR ■am 
THE HACKENSAW BOYS' 
LAGCRHtAD 
rr^ 
DAVID 
ALLAN 
COE 
?it«m S3s 
LIVE CONCERT!! 
540  465   1 777 
www.strasburgtheater.com 
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Palahuniuk turns story 
into a new masterpiece 
Author of Fight Club 
releases new novel Rant 
■v EVAN THORNE 
Northern Star 
DEKALB. III. — "Like most people, I didn'l 
meet Rant Casey until after he was dead. That's 
how it works (or most celebrities: After they 
croak, their circle of close friends just explode*. 
Such begins the latest novel by Chuck 
Palahniuk, best known as the author of 
books like "Choke," "Stranger Than Fiction" 
and "Fight Club." His latest. "Rant: An Oral 
Biography of Buster Casey" is a collection 
of sometimes-contradictory accounts of ac- 
quaintances of the late Buster "Rant" Casey, 
rumored murderer and the sole cause for the 
crippling outbreak of rabies gripping the na- 
tion. 
What's the catch? The crippling outbreak 
of rabies isn't real. Neither is Buster Case) 
Palahniuk may have one of the firmest grasps 
on the English language of anv modem author. 
His ability to switch between dozens of differ- 
ent voices, each with varving degrees of liter- 
acy and eloquence, each utterly distinct from 
the rest, is mind-boggling. 
Rant is a troubled youth who initially seeks 
lulhllment by being bitten by vanous InMCtl 
and small animals. As a result, he launches a ra- 
Met epidemic when he reaches sexual maturity 
and moves to the city. As if that weren't enough, 
once relocated, he |oins the cult of "Party Crash- 
ers," who dress in various attires and crash their 
vehicles into each other. It is one of these craah- 
cs that kills Rant before the novel even begins, 
sparking a mass eulogy from friends, family 
and complete strangers. Palahniuk's caustic wit 
is ever-present, making Casey seem more like 
James Dean than Typhoid Mary, perfectly skew- 
ering the "teen-martyr" stereotype. As more and 
more details are uncovered about Rant's death, 
the story builds to an ending so twisted only a 
mind like Palahniuk's could have conceived of 
it. 
"Rant" is arguably Palahniuk's most am- 
bitious piece yet, a lofty title given the man's 
impressive resume. But the often-confusing, 
endlessly complex format of an oral biography 
would be a challenging enough task on its own; 
having to invent the story as well as the story- 
tellers makes the task seem nearlv insurmount- 
able. 
Thanks for reading 
The Breeze. 
See you in the fall! 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
I iKVfhiie Diamond Ring Gold 
Center Diamond 1.61CIS. SI2 G 
Total Diamond Weight 185Cts. 
This Week $4,800 
'All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff CIA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at ""5 S Court Square llarrisoiihurn or u tin mchmejeueln com 
The Breeze : 
D on't just read us, 
live w ith us, 
'Fuzz' proves to be the 
hottest film spoof in years 
New comedy is smart and clever 
BV KRISTIN GORMAN 
Tuft* Daily  
MEDFORD, MMI. - Much to Hollywood*! dis- 
may, the new British |db -it our tacky American cul- 
ture, "Hot Fuzz," is as humorous as it is clevoi .1 
(eat most spoofs fail to achieve Prom the makers 
of 'Shaun of the Dead" (2004), this film not only 
m.ikfs ,t mockoy of the typical American action 
flick, but also showcase's America's gun obsession 
while simultaneously tearing apart Britain's own 
rural, almost unintelligible,  culture of the  West 
Country 
In a generation 1l1.1t has lost the ,ibilit\ to de- 
liver sarcasm and wit through comedy, "Hot Fuzz" 
reassures us th.it .it le.ist somewhere on this side 
of the equator, people can still m.ike films that are 
actually funny and not just full of dimwitted pottv 
humor. 
The plot revolves around Sergeant Nlcholai 
Angel (Simon Pegg), a transfer from the "Met" 
in London, sent to patrol the streets (well, 
lovely paths) of the safest \ UlagC in Hngland. 
Due to his overzealoua work ethic fellow col- 
leagues sent Angel to work alongside his new 
partner and exact opposite Danny Butterman 
(Nick Frost) to chase missing swans (ves, lit- 
erally) and solve other such distressing com- 
munity issues. As he slowly assimilates into 
the surreally idyllic atmosphere, the town ev 
penences a series 01 peculiar .undents. ' all 
seemingly linked and all smelling distinctly 
i>f ... murder  With the rest ol the department 
writing his suspicions off as the bloodthirsty, 
overdramatic ramblmgs ol .1 disillusioned 
'city" cop. Angel is left to investigate the go 
ings-on himself. 
The film has everything one uould hope 
tor m a British coined)   biting sarcasoi, In- 
nuendos    and     lewd     language     contrasted 
against old women drinking tea Even scene 
has multiple meanings and jokes, Snd every 
scene will send you to the floor with laugh- 
Special Student Rate 
ter. After films such as the never-ending sc- 
rles ol "Scary Movie" (2001-2006) and "Not 
Another Teen Movie" (2001), it seemed al- 
most impossible that spoofs poking fun at 
various genres might have something new 
or (gasp) funny to offer. Picking up where 
sarcastic films left off ("Dr. Strangelove" 
|1964|), Simon Pegg and Edgar Wright give 
hope to Brits and other dry wits everywhere 
With "Shaun of the Dead" and then "Hot 
Fuzz," these two writers have proven quite 
the comedic skill. 
I hanks to the comparably small si/e of the is- 
land on the other side of the pond, practicalK e\ SfJ 
talented Bntish actor appears in tne him, creating 
quite the entertaining ensemble. Ex-fames Bond 
ftmoth) Dahon plays one of the central members 
of the town 
Wnter/star Pegg brings an undeniably hys- 
terical edge to the atypical over-worked turned 
.ompassionate hero, and combined with his co- 
star Nick Frost, the two together make the film. 
Adding to the gentle pokes at our action-stoked 
culture. Frost's character, Dannv, is utterly ob- 
SSSSed with "Bad Bovs II" (2003) and Toinl 
Break" (1991), focusing especially on Keanu 
Reeves' emotional, captivating scene firing his 
gun into the air. 
Interestingly enough, the only problems 
with the film are products of the fact that it is 
making fun of terrible films in general. Thus 
the action scenes are a little long and the same 
overdone antics get old after a while, but after 
.ill Hot Fuzz" had to be so, just to drive the 
point home 
Vet there is one real downside. Dumbed 
down by years of |im C arrev-esque antics, it 
might take a few seconds for the jokes to connect 
(that is when you can understand what they are 
actually trying to sa) I. At leesl in the end you 
will feel a little bit smarter, not to mention sass 
ier, and a little more jealous of the fames Bond 
side of the Atlantic. 
2 Locations 
MINI STORAGE 
Private Storage Rooms 
24-7 Access        433-1000 
Secure 
Facilities 
Escape crowded'Harrison6urg 
this weekend! 
Enjoy ItaCian dining at 
1=1 
ITALIAN 5I5TKO 
15 minutes ■East on </ft. 33 in 'McQaheysvitte 
Cafl'289-5770for reservations or directions 
Packing up to head home? 
Don't forget to 
return your library books! 
And, be sure to come visit us again next fall. 
MASSANUTTEN 
REGIONAL 
LIBRARY 
174 S. Main Street 
Harrisonburg.VA 22801 
540.434.4475 
www.mrlib.org 
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Vintage clothing is making 
a bold, modern statement 
New album by Macy Gray 
fails to have a 4big' impact 
M Snnusit GRANADA 
Independent i I >n.Ai Alligai n 
GAINESVILLE. Fla. - When Nava Ottenberg 
tirsi opened Pmoni in 1980. she had no idea she 
would «.till be in the same buiilWM 27 ve.irs later 
I uikilv rur her, vintage fashion has maintained 
.i itiong following. 
'Vintage fashion has become verv nurinatraam 
Before, it wtt vm  popular in the underground 
scene," Ottenboi MM. 
Throughout the \e«irs, there has been a notable 
blending ol the past and present 
Bell bottoms trom the 70s, swing dresses from 
the 50s and skinnv leans from the 80s all have a 
place in modern fashion — bell bottoms are now 
flared pants, skinm leana don't have zippers down 
the legs and iw Ing dreaeai ua i little skimpier. 
Alter fashion disasters of the 90. like U-.itfur 
boas and parachute pants, designers are taking a 
more subtle Vintage approach. Instead of pushing 
awkwafdly patterned bright colors on harsh tab 
no — a la Versace — fashion Is taking the best ele- 
ments ol pre\ mus decades and compiling them to 
i reate i modern look. 
today, flowing tops, (.reek-goddess structured 
dresses ,md '70s stacked shoes .ire the sort ol ele- 
ments th.it comprise fashion magazines ,md Celeb- 
ris wardrobes. 
Each is tailored to tit our environment, yeteas- 
ih distinguishable as originating In the pail 
\ot \our grandma's sewing machine 
Chain stores that deliver mainstream fash- 
ion to the masses are filled with vint.ige-st\ led 
clothing   Porevei 21 abounds with bright 70s 
dresses. American Apparel carries brightly col- 
l-Styte spandex and Macy's  "American 
Rag* collection is known for its bohemian 60s 
it) lea 
It is sometimes hard to differentiate between 
the timeless dress passed down trom someone's 
'.•rr.it .Hint and the department store dress made in 
l Taiwanese factory last November. 
The main difference lies in the quality end 
origlnalit) of the product. 
Lnlike the i|u.ilit\ craftsmanship erf the past, 
modern clothing is often mass-produced, dimin- 
ishing the garments ijualitv and hlc span 
Clothing and aocsasories (bund at Persons BIS 
either handpicked, authentic vintage or inedalh 
made bv independent designers reinventing the 
Mntagestvle. It all possesses a high degree ot qual- 
ity and onginahn not obtained trom department 
stores 
"You can buv a designer purse lor $3,1*00or von 
can come to Persona and find a great clutch from 
$14 to $22, and it will have great vintage quality," 
Ottenberg said 
Recycled fashion has also become increasing!) 
sought out since 199ft lnlike vintage shops. nv\- 
cled fashion — or consignment      stores sell aentrj 
used dothing passed down trom customers  rhe 
same clothes found at the mall an- sold for I reduced 
price. 
In the past, buvmg tram consignment shops 
or thnft stores was reserved for the alternative 
crowd. 
NOW;   evervd.u   shoppers   roam   the  aisles  ot 
local recycled fashion stores like Flashbacks and 
Sand) s 
"Recycled was | fading or thought pro.ess 
that for people took ofl In i^1 with the 20th 
war celebration of Earth Daj    said flashbacks 
owner Steve Nichtherger. "Since then, people 
became I lot more open and m j < led lashion be- 
cantc hip 
The 20th anniversary ol Earth Daj accompa- 
nied I trend that made everyone more aware ol 
the benefits ot recwhng I'rom plastu to fsshlon, 
people  became   more COnsdOUl •>!   reusing   re- 
sources 
Like Ottenberg, NHchtberger did not tusped 
Ins recycled fashion boutique would still beboonv 
Ing more than 20 wars later 
Aa the yean passed, appreciation o< low •priced 
quality clothing continued to trow keeping I lash- 
bat ki as luccesstul .is ever 
stores hke PUshtMCkfl «,irr\ anything ranging 
from authentic vintage dresses to Hollister leans 
I he Deal par! la 1 COal less than hall '•■> hat 
they would at the mall 
People have become more consdoua ol the 
fact that the) don't have to spend ISO on ■ pair ot 
leans.  \u htbergei said. 
'Big'turns out to be a 
big disaster for Gray 
n C ^MHIA STONE 
Daily Utah Ch- 
SALT LAKE CITY       Macy Crt/a album Bfe 
actually is big — a big disappointment. It s sad 
I realK had high hopes lor this album, but Gray 
uist doesn't have it am more 
She loses the emotional fire ol her Grammy 
^ward-winning moments in I**** and 2tKK> and 
produces this new record, which has as much 
BavOT as | nee cake Hie leels mitre like another 
album demanded bv record companies to meet 
quotas 
The album isn't all bad, though. Guest artists 
such as Natalie <■ Ole and lergie lend their voices 
tii ' I in.ilh Made Me Happ\" and "Glad You're 
Here     arguahK  the best songs on Big. 
But by receiving help from pop star producer 
Will i am and Justin Timbcrlake. Gray sacrifices 
the Style that brought her fame to match the more 
mainstream, overly produced music of today. 
(Stay's raspy voice still sets Big as unique in the 
R&B world, but doesn't sound as fresh as her al- 
bum How Life Is. 
Gray works to mimic the vintage sound of 
orchestral instruments first utilized by I960 pro- 
ducers Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller, the minds 
behind "Stand by Me." Unfortunately, the vio- 
lin background didn't quite pull off the mood I 
think Big was looking for. Instead, it was a bit 
kitsthv 
The hackneyed lyrics in Big add insult to 
iniury by stripping this stricken album of any 
personality If it weren't for the big namers, 
it probably never would have made it to first 
base. No guy will, either, if he buys this tor his 
girlfriend. 
Some songs — "Glad You Were Here" and 
"Shoo Be Doo" — are worth not changing the sta- 
tion, but not much more than that. 
'Losing at Life' by Classic 
Case is indie rock done right 
n> JISSK \ lAVAZO 
Deify Fortv-Ninei 
LONG BEACH. Cat*. - ( lass., i ase'i second 
studio album / osifUI at I I'C is a thick, guitar-driv- 
en album thai could be s rock hit 
I he album opens with "Into the Nightmare/' 
a song that leatures call and response lyncs be- 
twecn vocalists [ared I tanighon and Josh Moore. 
I Ins t\ pe ot vocal Interplay, which is rernlrdsoerri 
ot the band linuny I al World 's << significant trait 
throughout the album. 
I he record is composed of primarily rock 
longs such as "Fatal Phrase,' IVul's Advocate" 
and Vampires" but is also interlaced with me- 
IIHIK SOngi SUCTI <is the title tr.uk and "llevator 
Phobia." 
"Scott Free" is a fairly political track but 
Draughon is quick to point out that despite the 
song, the band is not political. 
I he band's tongue-in-cheek title was bom 
when ClasMi < ase was on tour and the guys 
asked a fnend what he had been up to, his re- 
sponse was "I've been up here, losing at life." Al- 
though the title is lightheaded, Draughon wants 
Kiple to know the album is serious too and that 
lyrics "probe darker topics." 
Although Classic Case is not a well-known 
band right now, its newest album is worth add- 
ing to your collection. The songs are catchy, and 
■.ou will find them stuck in your head long after 
rau have stopped playing the album. 
Madison Manor :: More Amenities 
■   I 
Living at Madison Manor offers more amenities, including 
an escape from the traffic of other housing options. 
• Fireplaces 
• Pool 
• Tennis Courts 
• Plenty of Parking 
• Spacious Living 
• On Bus Route 
• Pet Friendly* 
Check Out More Information @ 
* Umtsd • ol PM Frwndty Unrtft AvaittM * Equal Housing Opportunity Each CoMwe. Bar 
www.OffCampusHousing.com 
COLDWELL 
BANKER 
COMMERCIAL 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS 
J".ce is inoopendenttv OwnM And Opp*u 
71S Port Republic Road 
Harmonburg. VA 22001 
434-5150 
540 4320200 
1762 South Main Street 
Harrisonburg. VA 22801 
We Deliver! 
$7.50 minimum 
Ilex Act opted 
Cad and Ask For 
Student Special 
XL Cheese Pizza 
$5.99 
Single lopping Pizza 
S6.99 
2 Topping Pizza 
$7.99 
Ipkkuponlyl 
Lunch Special 
$5.25 
Dinner Special 
$6.99 
Over 20 Items! 
Beers&Cutler 
TAX I ASSURANCE | CONSULTING 
THE RIGHT PLACE. RIGHT FROM THE START 
Beers <N (utler would like to congratulate our 
2007 now hires and summer interns! 
CLASS OF 1007 
Derek Boyd 
Melissa I vans 
Amy Knueven 
crog Prince 
SLIMMER INTERNS 
KimberlyBurkett 
David Castilleja 
Nikki Nguyen 
Kaitlin 0'Neil 
liernoy Parker 
We lookforwardtoyou joining our loam! 
WWW.BEERSANDrUTLER.COM 
Hey, Pird! 
Don't cry, you can 
catch more of The 
Breeze next year! 
Have a great summer. 
Kdiior  lim Chapman 
Editor Matthew McGovan 
sports®ihrbrreze <"¥ 
<540)56a-3S46 
wwwihebreezt-org 
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Four JMU players pursue NFL 
Banks, Davis, Jordan, 
Rascati await results 
of 2007 NFL Draft 
BY JOHN CAILE 
senior writer 
i VAN DYSONfJUrptao 
Running back Alvin Banks was limited to sight games with a hamstring injury in his last season with the Dukes, but his versatility intrigues NFL 
scouts. The 5-10, 225 pounder Is a powerful ball canter and has displayed good hands as well. In 2006, Banks had 166 yards reclevlng on only 14 catches. 
Four union bom IMU'a football team 
will be draft eligible this Saturday', hoping 
thai they've Impressed Nl I scouts enough 
to be selected, signed as an undrafted free 
agent or at least invited to a camp. 
According to JMU strength and con- 
ditioning COaoh |im Durning - the pro 
liaison for the Dukes qu.irterb.uk Jus- 
tin Rascati,  running back Alvm Banks 
and offensive tackle CofS) Davil SM all 
projected anywhere from the tilth round 
to free agencv, while linebacker Akeem 
Jordan is projected solelv as an undrafted 
free agent prospacl 
"It's hard to know [for sim'|," Dunning 
said. "You |usi naval know All decisions 
are based on needs, v\ huh change through- 
out the draft." 
At |MU's pro day, eight to ten different 
\i i leant scouts ware En attendance, but 
didn't focus on any particular JMU players, 
Durning said, rhe lets, Bengals, Pentners, 
Redskins, ( olts and levans were a tew ot 
the teams represented. The Cardinals and 
Rams  also  came  to  JML   for  individual 
workouts after pro day. 
"A lot o! these guys are going to be free 
agent deata,    [Ml   ornmslve coordinator 
Jeff Durden said. "But we're hoping we'll 
get one or two drafted." 
In ESPN's  \H   Dratt  Guide 2007, 
which was released on magazine shelves 
in March, Scouts. Inc. had protected former 
JMU quarterback Justin Rascati and former 
(ML running back Alvm Banks tls sleeper 
pii ks th.it would ultimatek go into the \ll 
as undrafted free agents. 
At No. 21 in his position. Rascati wat 
lust lour spots away fn>m getting | seventh- 
round protection. With .i list, : 
time ot 4.H<) (comparable to I Si 's lamarcus 
Russell (475) or Michigan State's Drew 
Stanton (4.82)1 Rascati ".is i om pa red to 
David C.arrard of the |aguan B guv with 
mobilitv, exceptional touch and accuracy, 
but perhaps UK king arm strength and DOCK- 
et presence .it the next level 
"We all |usl need an opportunity (to 
m.ike.i canipj.   Kascati said  "( omingtmm 
tee FOOTBALL peer22 
YEAH... 
1 SAID II. 
Sometimes it's 
about more than 
wins and losses 
Approaching    members    ot 
the Virginia lech community 
about the importance oi athlet- 
ics -is a healing device wasn't 
exact!) see) 
When  it comes down  DO  it. 
last   week's   massacre   will  be 
something lew will ever torget in 
Bla.ksburg. 
But With am thing that 
brings hurt, there are mam 
more things that bring heal- 
ing. 
Poi the 
Vl I.^stu- 
dents,     fac- 
ultv, famil) 
and anyone 
else deepK 
a 11 e c t e d , 
one oi these 
things     has 
bean sthlel 
ics. aspa 
cialli base- 
ball. 
At Tuea- 
d.i\    night's 
b a a aba 11 
game against |MU, more than 
1,000 fans came out sport 
ing orange and maroon, while 
erupting in chants oi I eis Go 
Holies) 
And although suih senmad 
ing proved unsuccessful i" pro- 
pelling  the  Hokies  to  victory, 
the game was about much more 
than baseball; it provided much 
needed relief for tans still in 
mourning 
"It's iust nice to havs some 
thing besides classes,     Va. Tech 
■opnomore (cyan  Droegc raid 
i hen haw kind ot been solemn 
because so main people have 
gone home 
while much oi the on cam 
pus tune since April 16 has bSSfl 
devoted to memorial services is 
mcrnbering the Q victims killed 
in the atrocity, the last tour base- 
ball games shitted the attention 
awav Irom the media-swarmed 
Dnlllield 
Pot nine innings nt America's 
past-time on Friday; Saturday 
Sunday, and lueada) the Hokic 
Caseres fits right in as redshirt 
TIM CHAMAN 
SPORTS I I'IK'K 
in II ftp23 
First baseman joins 
young squad after 
sitting out a year 
%\ MATTHEW MCGOVIH\ 
tpOfti 1'iltlor 
Redshirt Iresliman Stet en 
( Meres is making up for lost time 
on the diamond during his tirsl 
active season tor the Dukes 
Caseres, a first basemen, sul- 
fered a season-ending injurv before 
the 200*> seas,»n started when he tore 
his meniscus early m the year 
"The first week back from 
t hnstmas break, I got hurt on the 
football field doing some sprints,' 
( SSeraS Said *M) knee just kind ol 
locked, I pushed off and it ripped.'' 
While redshirting his freshman 
year, Caseres witnessed a .lime in 
ollensive production put on by his 
teammates.        In 
tUar 
the  2(Kk>  season, 
the |M1   baseball 
team set school 
records lor dou- 
bles, home runs, 
extra-base hits 
and RBIs on 
their    way   to   a 
22-8  conference 
record    and    the 
1
  
x
 ^regularsea.   ( 
son title. oaaores 
Fittingly, the Dukes clinched 
tirst place in the CAA standings 
when then-redshirt freshman Lee 
Bujakowski hit a walk-oft home run 
in the last regular season game ot 
the year. 
Last year, Caseres identi- 
fied with power hitters Michael 
I 0Vi gill and Nate 
s,hill, who gradu- 
ated following 
the 200h season 
Caseres learned 
about playing at 
the college level 
by watching them 
and     listening    to 
their .uK U s 
"it   was   rough 
sitting there watch- 
ing, but it definite- 
ly helped me a lot 
because I saw what 
it took to plav college ball and be 
successful."    Caseres   said     "I    |list 
watched how they approached the 
game   and   how   the\    .ipproaihed 
ever) single al bal 
Who knows what 
we can do with the 
core guy* we have 
coming hack. 
— STEVEN CAM M s 
JMl1 hrM h.i-cm.'n 
t   aseres   is 
res s.ud that he focuses on 
being aggressive al the right times 
and knowing when to extend the 
pitch count 
Ma) be you re leading oft the 
inning ^n<l  vour team is down bv 
a run. |m that case] \ou have got 
to see   pit. lies and   trv   vour best to 
get on base, maybe with a walk.'' 
(aseres    Bsld      "YOU've   got    to   do 
whatever you .an to get that pit. h.i 
out ol the game." 
!his year, ( sseres is fourth on 
the team In batting average among 
starters at V>4. and ranks SfiCOnd 
On the team with 32 runs batted in, 
trailing onl) junior All-American 
Kellen KulbacM. 
While (aseres has enjoyed 
individual success tins season, the 
team's struggles have been frustrat- 
ing 
It's tough be* BUM our record 
really   doesn'l   reflect  our   talent 
and the team that we are, i aseres 
laid     "We VS   lost   a   lot   Ol   one run 
games, a lot ot come-from-behind 
games   other   teams   took   from   us. 
Right now. we're w Inning some ball 
games, but there was a stretch there 
where it seemed like nothing, could 
gO right 
I or mui h ol the season, 
Madison has struggled to combine 
successful offensh e and defensive 
production They hold a record of 
IS-2n, 7-12 in the CAA, but thir- 
teen ol their losses have been b\ 
IWO   runs   ,<r   less     Sewn   of   these 
losses have come in high-scoring 
games where the Dukes scored si 
least live runs 
" I here are |usl <erl.un games 
where WC VS pitched well, and not 
hit. and there are certain games 
where we've hit well and WC SCON 
1(1 runs but lose   I I - |H 
I atelv,    though, 
IMl     has   exploded 
offensively      and 
made  pitching  not 
much ot an [issue. 
I he  Dukes scored 
a .ombined 7b 
runs m their last 
six  games,  prior to 
Wednesday s game 
al v irgmia. an aver- 
age oi over 12 runs 
a game. I he?) won 
five out ol those six 
games 
hopeful    thai    these 
results can become more consis- 
tent 
Wt    e got a lot i>i good freshmen 
On the team   I   lot ol gu\s who plav 
I VAN IA SI )\ file ptui., 
Steven Caseres sat out the 2006 season with a torn meniscus, but the redshirt 
freshman has emerged as an offensive threat this year, batting .304 with 32 RBI 
ever)   day." Caseres said   "Next  year, 
who knows what We can do with the .ore 
young guys we have coming back " 
Madison has started live undervlass- 
men  in more than 20 games  this year, 
Freshmen   Mike   Pabiaschl   and   \i<« 
FoltZ are in this group, as well as sopho- 
mores Brett Garner, I ee Bu)akowskJ and 
Steven t aseres 
(aseres did not travel to Virginia 
Tech or Virginia this week, due to a 
light hamstring Injury   He plans to play 
in Madison's weekend series at Georgia 
State 
ihe Dukes still have 12 games left 
this year, and t aseres is locus,d ,,n 
helping the Dukes continue their win- 
ning waya down the stretch. 
i ». 
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Looking to the future: 
2007 NFL Draft 
predictions 
FOOTBALL: JMU 
Alums aim to go pro 
FOOTBALL from pap 2J 
I mailer school, you kind of get ow 
looked .i lnti«' hn. because they knock 
the competition that m pin 
Raacati, however, has puihed him- 
self to the forefront as much H possible, 
getting increased exposure at two Vir- 
ginia Tech pro days, Florida's p 
and playing in the I at Vegas Bowl Alj- 
Star gai 
According to Raacati, a roster spot 
is the moal important thing, and since 
bemp drafted doesn t guarantee that, 
Raacati .ind Ins three teammates just 
want a chance to show thdr (alent in a 
camp 
In a much less heralded running 
back dralt class than last vear. Banks is 
looking for a better opportunity to get 
that chance; despite having knee Ianiea 
in 2004 and hamstring and ankle inju- 
ries this past vear. 
Banks was ranked at No. 27 by 
Scouts.  Inc   out of the top 60 running 
backs anal) zed and was just three spots 
away from a seventh-round projeo 
tion. Since then, however. Banks has 
impressed scouts at JML's pro d,n  by 
running a ISO second 40-yard dash on 
his first attempt and a 4 4^ on his second 
run (his personal bestt. Scouts, Inc. had 
him listed at iS9 in March, citing speed 
as a potential downside. 
"I had the fastest times in even drill 
except one [the shuttle)," Ranks s,m1 of 
his pro day. "I think I impressed a lot of 
teams. 
A number ot NFL teams have al- 
read\ shown interest in Banks m con- 
tacting his agent. However, the Eagles 
iust  recently contacted  Banks directh 
on Monday while ths \ikmgs. Steelera 
and Jets havealread) seen the Hampton 
native for personal workouts. 
Corey Davis has been an integral 
force on the line for JML's running 
game throughout his caieCf But, like 
his teammate and friend Akeem Jordan, 
Davis said he s no) (getting into the In pe 
of the draft itself and ma\ not 
watch it. 
Lnlike his teammates Davis doesn't 
believe he had a very good pro dav, 
which saw the highest scouting turnout 
the sentof has seen vd .it Ml   Davis 
said his training times were all better. 
and  hurting himself during  pr 
didn't help matters 
It was horrible. Davis said "I've 
been working out for however long and 
I didn't show anything good at all But as 
a pro day in general, everybody sbedld 
really great and opened a lot ot n SB 
Personally, I think it's a litt 
hyped. I've got four years w orth < >t tarn' 
I tell them to watch my tape WaUh mv 
tape. I'm not a tilting guy but it you 
get me on the held and get me doing po- 
sition drills, I'll do those all dav/' 
Last, but not least, Akeem Jordan 
put together an exceptional senior -.ear 
as he led the team with 140 tackles '17 
tor losj S s Backs) to attract scouting 
attention  Ha was also named to three 
All-America tirst teams, was second in 
voting tor the Buck Buchanan Award 
that is presented to I >i\ ision l-AA's best 
defender, was a finalist for the state's 
Dudley Award and was the Atlantic 
10's Defensiv e Player of the Year. 
i leapite coming from IMI . i small- 
er.   Division   I AA   school   these   four 
players can look to recent draftees and 
past ones who have made it in the \l I 
v\ ith similar backgrounds 
Horatn'a former wide receiver 
Marques Colston, for example, was 
puked 2S2nd overall bv the New Or- 
teana Saints In 'he seventh and final 
round of last year's draft. Since then, 
he has recorded 70 catches, eight touch- 
downs and over 1.000 vards as a rootis 
vs ith a Division I-A A background. 
Perhaps a better example ol small 
town draftabilitv is with Division II 
fourth-rounder jahn Fvans, a D-foot- 
4. 316>f>OUnd offensive tackle from 
Bloomsburg L niversitv It those dimen- 
sions sound tamihar, that's h. , 
they essentiallv match those of Davis, 
who has about ten pounds on I-vans 
Ironically enough, like Colston. I vam 
was also dratted bv the Saints last vear 
and earned a starting role. 
All four IMLprosrxHts have acquired 
and a couple of them also have 
friends within the \H already, helping 
ease their transition out ot college 
"My good friend Stefen Leforsjfrom 
LouiSviDe| got drafted in the fourth 
round (by the Carolina Panthers!" 
Raacati said ol his former teammate 
from his freshman year at I ouisvitle 
'I've been on the phone with him nu- 
merous times ... knowing some people 
in the NFL and having advice from 
them definitely helps." 
Said Banks Man.us Viek called me rust 
the other dav to see how I was doing 
Rascati is back home in l.ainesville. 
PI . and will be trying to relax with his 
fnends and tannlv on draft weekend b\ 
plaving some golf or lounging by the 
poo! - while staying close to his phone. 
Similarly. Banks will be home in Hamp- 
ton w hue Akeem Jordan and Corey Da- 
v is will remain in Harrisonburg. 
Regardless of this year's draft class. 
IMl 's football senior class will be sure 
DO brighten the lights at Madison. Se- 
niors Chuck Suppon, Kevin Winston, 
Isaiah Dottin-Carter, and Phil Minaheld 
have already signed with the Canadian 
Football League. And as for the future 
ot these tour dratt prospects, only time 
will tell. 
IMl really don't know until the 
weekend.' Davis said. "We're |ust si- 
ting around, working out and waibng. 
So, that's pretty much all it's been ... 
"To get that phone call would be 
great, but I |ust want to get to a camp 
making a camp, working hard and 
making a team is what 1 want to do 
Breeze Mock Draft 
H«      lllll>\    ll.Ss.1    <. " 
1.) Oakland 
Raiders: JaMar- 
cus Russell, QB. 
LSU 
The rumor that won t die is that the 
Raiders are looking tor anv SXCUM 
to pick Georgia m h receiver < alvin 
Johnson hen-, but alter passing on 
Matt I einart last v ear the Haulers 
must take a quarterback in ths first 
round. 
2.) Detroit Lions: 
Gaines Adams, 
DE, Clemson 
The Lions should probably go with 
Brady Quinn here but Adams is a 
solid pass rushing defensive vn^\ that 
will really help in Rod MarinelU'l 
(over 2 Defense 
3.) Cleveland 
Browns: Adrian 
Peterson, RB, 
Oklahoma 
Yet another team that should prob- 
ably draft QB Brady Quinn but alter 
trading away Rueben Droughns to 
the Giants, Peterson w ill be the pick 
Peterson has struggled with an injury 
history at Oklahoma but I think onca 
lie gets to the \| |  he I! Iv,i star. 
4.) Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers: Cal- 
vin Johnson, WR, 
Georgia Tech - 
If the best player in the draft is still 
available when the Bins pick, con- 
sider it a steal for |on Gruden and his 
offense   i his guv ia considered can't 
miss bv   almost everyone m the \l I 
and will likely star in lampa Bav from 
the beginning. 
5.) Arizona 
Cardinals: Joe 
Thomas, OT, 
Wisconsin 
I his is another team that will be 
us BKIVS HANSON 
Muter wnarr 
running to the podium il this sce- 
nario plavs out    I homas is (he best 
offensive lineman in the draft and 
the Cardinals desperate!) need to 
upgrade the position, so this puk iust 
makes sens,' 
6.) Washington 
Redskins: Amobi 
Okoye, DT, Lou- 
isville 
With Bradv Quinn or Adrian Peterson 
still likely to be on the board at fhis 
point I'd bet the Redskins trade out 
of this spot and pick up either Okov e 
or Adam Carrikerof Nebraska   Simv 
I'm not forecasting any trades though 
I'm giving them the I" v ear-old phe- 
nomenon from I ouisville 
7.) Minnesota 
Vikings: Brady 
Quinn, QB, Notre 
Dame 
lavarous (atkson is not the answer at 
QB tor the \ ikmgs and Quinn could 
likelv start for this team tomorrow. 
NOW, it only they can find someone 
for him to thn»w the ball, Ux> 
8.) Atlanta 
Falcons: Levi 
Brown, 0T, Penn 
State 
NtM coach Bobb) Petnno has made 
it known that he wants to get bigger 
on the offensive line and thev don't 
come much bigger than Brown, who 
stands at 6*rO0M and weighs in at 323 
pounds. Brown will bring a dominate 
io a smallish offensive Jine in 
Atlanta. 
9.) Miami Dol- 
phins: Ted Ginn 
Jr., WR, Ohio 
State 
Ginn was falling on a lot of draft 
boards after mjunng himself in the 
BCS Championship game   I le w as 
healthv enough to show at his pro day 
and can still run with the best of ihem. 
1 ha ' N 'Iphins won't have anyone to 
throw him the ball, even if thev do 
trade for Trent Green but Ginn will 
improve their receiving core. 
10.) Houston 
Texans: Laron 
Landry, S, LSU 
If this guv makes it all the way to 
pick 10 it will be a bit of a shock. 
I.andrv is probably the best defensive 
player at the draft and will make an 
immediate impact for the lexai i 
11.) San Fran- 
cisco 49ers: 
Alan Branch, DT, 
Michigan 
I don't buy all th<- t.ilk that Branch is 
tailing in the dralt bcauM •>! a pm>r 
\w>rk whu   This guy is too good tor a 
team like the 49ers. whodesrH'ratck 
need a MM (a. kle, to pass up. 
12.) Buffalo 
Bills: Patrick 
Willis, ILB, Ole 
Miss 
I he Bills top-two linebackers from last 
season, l-ondon Fletcher and Takeo 
Spikes, are gone, so thev desperately 
need to upgrade the position.   Willis 
will be a star from dav one and would 
be my front runner for 2007 NFL 
I Merisiv i KiK>kie ot the Year. 
13.) St. Louis 
Rams: Adam 
Carriker, DE, Ne- 
braska 
I his gu\ has soared up draft boards 
and will be too tempting for the Rams 
to pass up.  Pairing Carriker up with 
Pro Howl I >| I eonard little will give 
St. Louis the most dominant pass rush 
in the league 
14.) Carolina Pan- 
thers: Leon Hall, 
CB, Michigan 
Michigan certainly has a pedigree for 
m DRAFT, page 23 
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producing solid oomCfl I lv 
I.aw, Charles Woodson, M.irlm 
laeksonland Hall will continue 
th.it tradition    I In- Panthers 
already have a ginnl front seven 
and if you add 1 lall to the mix, 
Carolina might be one of the Deal 
defenses In the NFL. 
15.) Pitts- 
burgh Steel- 
ers: Jon Bea- 
son, OLB. 
Miami 
li v.ui think Michigan pnKlu.es 
good corners, that is nothing 
compared to what conn's out ot 
The I  at linebacker (Rav lewis. 
D.J. Williams, Jonathan Vilma). 
The Stei'lers let Joey Porter walk 
in the oil season and will need 
to replace his production if they 
H isli tostav competitive 
16.) Green 
Bay Packers: 
Marshawn 
Lynch, RB, 
California 
Lynch has .i few Injury oonouni 
but the Packers desperately need 
to Improve their running game 
it the] wart Brett Fm re to have 
an) root at leading them back to 
the playoffs. 
17.) Jackson- 
ville Jaguars: 
Jamaal Ander- 
son, DE Arkan- 
sas 
I he laguars boast the best 
combination of defensive tackles 
in the game in Mar. us Mroud 
and John Henderson, but they 
haven't had am otic to rush the 
passer from the outside for a 
H hile. Anderson Will change all 
that with his combination ol si/e 
and Ipecd coming 00 the edge. 
18.) Cincin- 
nati Bengals: 
Reggie Nel- 
son, S, Flori- 
da 
One ol the most exciting defen- 
sive players in the dratt, \el 
BOH will bring | play making 
ability to the Bengals second- 
ary that desperately needs it 
19.) Tennes- 
see Titans: 
Dwayne Jar- 
rett,WR,USC 
larrett is often compared to 
format USC receiver Mike 
Williams w ho has yet to make 
a positive impact in Detroit 
Jarrett however, is much more 
mature than Williams and will 
lv a star catching passes Irom 
Vincv Young in I'ennessee. 
20.) New 
York Giants: 
Darrelle Re- 
vis, CB, Pitts- 
burgh 
I he < lianta have a glaring 
need at both corner and line- 
backer so thev I! go with the 
beet available player et either 
position   Kevis is ,i burner in 
the secondary that will help to 
improve a leakv C.iants second- 
arv 
21.) Denver 
Broncos: Jar- 
vis Moss, DE, 
Florida 
Moss to getting favorable com- 
parisons to Ml Pro Bowler 
jevon Kearae   Ihe Broncoe 
need a stellar rusher like 
Keame to help improve on ,i 
terrible pass rush in 2tHlh. 
22.) Dallas 
Cowboys Rob- 
ert Meachem, 
WR. Tennessee 
Terrell Owens and lerrj Glenn 
are getting old, so the ( nwbovs 
should look to upgrade at wide 
receiver. Meachem is a one 
year wonder at lenneaaec who 
has boom or bust potential in 
theNPI 
23.) Kansas 
City Chiefs: 
Joe Staley, 
0T, Central 
Michigan 
With Willie Roat and nOM 
Will Shields retiring irom that 
steller Kansas* itv offensive 
line, the I hiels are ROUUE to 
need an upgrade   Stale) il I 
hot name in the draft and he 
could go as high as 10th overall 
to the Houston   lexans 
24.) New Eng- 
land Patriots: 
Michael Grif- 
fin, S, Texas 
Rodnev Harnson is getting up 
there In age80a repla.ement 
should he found with one ol 
their two Oral round pick* Cnt- 
tin will be a terrific fit in a Rill 
Belichick destneethat likes guys 
that can do a lot of things w ell 
25.) New 
York Jets: 
Greg Olsen, 
TE, Miami 
i eel season the lets offeree did 
lust enough to get by and put 
them In the playoffs. Oben 
will give them a much more 
dangerous attack bv stretching 
the held ^vui creating ntls- 
mahhes fbroppoaing defenaaa, 
26.) Philadel- 
phia Eagles: 
Paul Posluszny, 
LB, Penn State 
(he Eagles wil take the home 
town hero to heb improve their 
leak) andagfoganebaddngcoie 
in 31117. 
27.) New Or- 
leans Saints: 
Aaron Ross, 
CB, Texas 
I ast season-the Saints were 
torched bv receivers getting 
mismatches with Iced I homas 
in their secondary. Ross is ai- 
read) an upgrade over I homas 
and COUld Da) immediate 
dividends for the Saints. 
28.) New 
England Patri- 
ots: Dwayne 
Bowe. WR, 
LSU 
I he Patriots got this pick in 
a trade u ith Seattle that sent 
IVion Branch to meSeahawks. 
I hey'll use the pick to dratt his 
replacement m Howe w ho has 
the si/.' and speed to create 
miamatchee for the opposing 
defense 
29.) Balti- 
more Ravens: 
Lawrence Tim 
mons, OLB, 
Florida State 
After AdaUufl 1 homas depart- 
ed to the Patriots, an infusion 
ol VOUng talent is .ailed for in 
Baltimore. 
30.) San Di- 
ego Chargers: 
Brandon Meri- 
weather, S, 
Miami 
II it weren't tor some character 
concema Meriweather might 
be the second safet) taken 
in the draft    1 he Chargers 
alread) have i 5uper Howl 
caliber team, but it the) have 
one weakness, it is at satetv 
and Meriweather will help 
strengthen that position 
31.) Chicago 
Bears: Justin 
Harrell, DT, 
Tennessee 
Alter Ibrnrnlc Harria went 
down last season the Bean de- 
lense became significantly less 
dominant.  Harrell will be a 
great rotation guv to help fill in 
for Tank Johneon, " ho is cur- 
rently serving a lour-month jail 
term, and ran provide depth 
should I larns go dovi n again 
32.) Indianapo- 
lis Colts: David 
Harris, MLB, 
Michigan 
Atter losing a lot ol defensive 
talent the past few seasons. 
eapedalh   at linebacker, the 
Colts will be drafting defense.' 
I he) .ire the defending Super 
Bowl champions though, so the 
Dratt will be more about really 
solidilving the roster at the 
back-up positions 
Brian Hsnsrn u tin outgo* 
nw sports editor mi will grmtuaH 
with (i degree in print fourneusm 
from tkt - I fl Arts and 
■ b fl mtptting for a ah 
rt'i-r in the tpartt industry, 
Ohio State football 
will remain in hunt 
m loan I MIAN 
Tht tjmtern 
Vui make me sick. Mavbc 
not yOU specifically, but the gen- 
eral "vou" make me gag like 
i had Henne in a cntical drive. 
All I'm hearing in the wake of a 
somewhat sloppy Spring t-ame 
is that Ohio State football will 
have, by our standards at least, 
an awful year. Predictions I hear 
rarely rtrsj above W and hover 
around 7-5 on this year's record 
Have  you   forgotten  which 
universitv    were   talking   about 
here, or have the Florida Gaton 
given this campus a permanent 
mtenoritv Complex? Sure. Irov 
Smith, red Ginn and Anthonv 
Con/ale/ are gone, but it's riot 
like this team doCSn I haw ta! 
ml list means that we don't 
rebuild. WC reload 
Obviously, Todd Boeckman 
isn't going to be winning the 
Heisman trophy any time * Kin, 
hut I saVi I lew things I liked on 
SatUnU) Ihe man has | BOOd 
tOUCh On his deep hall, and vou 
know he won't turn it over much 
Sounds like .mother .juarterha. k 
I know I hat gU) "ore \o. 16 a 
tew \ears ha. k 
On top ot that, the Buckeyes 
won't need l*oe« km.in to be like 
his  predeceeeoc   Ihe   |»crsonnel 
Hist isn't thereto run the lour and 
live wide receiver sets am more 
No, the days ol S5*poinl iirst 
halves are gone m) mends in- 
stead. I hns Wells will he pound- 
mg the ball left and right Alter 
that, expect "Beanie" to hit the 
hole again in a wav that would 
make mody I laves proud 
Mot tosa\ that there w on t be 
an) big pla) s 'or this team Brian 
Kohiskie MK\ KJV  Small are ier 
tainl)  capable   wide receivers, 
(hough not in the (.inn Gonzo 
.lass Mori-over, thanks to the 
wonder ot a little thing I like to 
call "minuting, a young nian 
In the name ol Brandon Same is 
On his wav to( olumbus 
In   CaeC    vou    haven't   heard 
of  Mr. Saine. next  time  vou re 
looking for a way to put on your 
homework, tr\ a \oulube scan h 
tor him. A word to the wise 
though: have a change ol pants 
ready. You'll nets;| them, three 
words: Reggie Rush Kennar 
nate 
More than anvthing though, 
the reason Im confident about 
this season is the defense 1 hev 
mav be voung, but thev re 
fast I'lavmakers like \ernon 
(.holston, lames I aurmaitis ^i^i 
Malcolm Jenkins give this unit 
big play potential at every level. 
I tneha.ker.    I arrv    (.rant    looks 
poised for an Impressive senior 
season, and maiming freshman 
I Ugene Ctiflbrd (another You- 
lube distraction worth checking 
out) is e\a. try the type ol safet) 
this team needed in Arizona 
Make nu mistake about it. 
there's   real!)    onK   one    worn 
some spot on ihe 2007 But ks i he 
offensive line needs to show that 
lliev rC the unit that gave Irov 
smith all kinds of time in 2(*lr>, 
not the Swiss .luese wet pa- 
per bag combination that broke 
down against the Gaton lour 
months ago   I his is huge  hW.k 
man does not have the mobility 
to make the plav s when prole. 
iion breaks down. Fortunately, 
he's not tin' tv pa ol gU) to throw 
the ball Up tor grabs, he'll take 
thes.uk .uui Iressel ball will live 
again 
Maybe I'm overlv optinustu, 
but ait] team .oa,bed In I lovd 
( arr doesn't s.are me |ohn I oo 
per  thinks  Michigan's a  bunch 
ot chokers. Penn Stale and rVIa 
COnSUI have as mam question 
marks and holes t.i fill as we do, 
so I don't see M) reason to think 
a third straight Rig len t ham 
pionship is out o| reach. Have a 
little faith Were Buckeyes, re- 
member? A lucky bounce here 
or there, and we could be talking 
national title in \evv (>rleans 
More   likelv   though,   this  team 
will win 10 or ii gamea and go 
to the ROM Howl or I ies|a Row I. 
Rodriguez on fire 
j fas Pimts 
ST. PETERSBURG. Ha. — It 
was the kind ol vision Amen- 
. Bfl   I eague   pitchers   dream 
about 
Mere was Alex Rodriguez 
backed up against ■ wall 
[rapped. And all he could 
do was blink Ins ha/el eves, 
swallow hard and a.cept the 
punishment he was about to 
n: eive 
'OK. what have you got' 
ho began, kicking on an Im* 
pmmptu media conference In 
the third base dugout at I rop 
kana held on lueada) 
Rodriguez is ruudh  me 
dia-shv. but these davs he 
admits he'd rather face losh 
BecketfS fastball than a re- 
porter s tape re. order 
They're  both   hard,''   he 
said 
Onlv (his mens was en 
tin-K ot his own making   I he 
night before he had gone four 
for live with two home runs. 
lour run- scored and three 
runs batted in, extending the 
most prolitu start to a sea 
son in baseball hlston I hr.v 
hours later he would prove 
human,   though,   grounding, 
out twice and striking out in 
the \.-w  fork Tank) 
loss to the lamps Ba) Dei ii 
Rays, ending a 23-gamo hit 
ting streak dating to last sea- 
son. 
Rut that did little to detract 
Irom i torrid April in win. h 
he has slugged II home runs. 
tv Lruj .i re.ord lor the season's 
first month With tour games 
to plav   And onlv   |uan t.on- 
zalez, with JS KRb m 1990, 
has driven in more April runs 
than Rodriguez'a *•( 
i hat,   howei et   doesn t 
even begin to explain hovx 
dominant the Yankees third 
baseman has been through his 
first 19 games 
\o tWO major leagu- 
ers have Combined lor more 
homers this month than Ko 
drigue/.   who   has  out -hom- 
ered eight big-league teams 
And he also Started Uednes 
dav leading baseball in runs 
[26A total bases (79) and slug- 
ging percentage M in') while 
ranking second m hits (10) 
and fifth in hitting | 
So naturally inquiring 
minds -- a couple dozen ol 
them   - were demanding to 
know how he v\ as doing it. 
I can't explain,' he said. 
"I know vou guvs are frus- 
trated and you re looking for. 
some profound answer Rut l 
don't have one." 
I m not trying ta think 
about it too much. I'm tmng 
DD take everv at-bat as thev 
.time and eti|ov ihe UKM a 
little hit 
So that has lett it to olhers 
to trv to explain how   \ Rod 
has Hidden!) become Hot 
Rod. And that has produced 
almost   as   many   theories 
most ot them lontli.tin 
Rodriguez has produced hits 
It's the swing    He ' reallv 
had s complete m erfiaul ol 
his   swing      said   his   agent. 
Scott Boras 'Hut swing is 
now shorter lbs bat sp.vj is 
quicker He's reall) focused 
on technique, "It's  not the 
-wing     "I think his swing is 
the same, honestly,' Yankees 
bench coach and former bat- 
ting instructor I ton Mattingl) 
said I le's doing everv thing 
the same   ' 
It's all in his nund "I 
think   it's   more   mental   than 
anything else,"  said former 
IOOI teammate Doug 
Mientkiewicz, now a Yankees 
inheldor He takes nothing 
tor granted   He prepares lor 
each gami' like its gomg to be 
Ins last ' 
It s all in his body: "He's 
more    llexible     lie's    looser. 
batting coach Kevin I one 
snd "He's just freer and that's 
helped the bat gel through the 
/one 
what everyone can agree 
on is that whatever Rodriguez 
is doing, it has lett him in a 
league -  ii not a planet     ol 
his own 
IU' s not In the major 
leagues." iampa Bay Devil 
Rays Manager foe Maddon 
said. "He's in that major ma- 
jor league." 
v\ith   AI.X.     Mattingl) 
added,   "it's  just   a   different 
planet he's on 
Not that Rodriguez. 11, 
couldn't have qualified tor ,tn 
interplanetarv visa before. In 
fact, while Rodriguez's tor- 
rid April might not run t been 
predictable, it shouldn't have 
been surprising. 
In it full big-league sea- 
sons before this one. Rodri- 
guez proved he could put up 
Dig numbers, hitting 309and 
averaging 12 homers and 121 
RBb He needs onlv 22 hom- 
ers to become the youngest 
player In ruston to reach ^ut 
and it hi' Continues at his . ur- 
renl p.ue. he will pass Hank 
Aaron's record ol ~" in seven 
rears - well before Ins *9th 
birthda) 
In other words, the guv- 
can hit. 
"I'm   not   surprised.  I'm 
not in awe sluggei Reggie 
laekson, I Ith on the all-time 
home run list with 56% said in 
the Yankees clubhouse alter 
Rodriguez's   two-homer   per 
formance Monda)    i believe 
he >,\n <U> that   He's got that 
kind ot abilirj 
(IWgin optional trim) 
Rut    that   also   means 
last    summer,    in    which 
he   hit   a   respe. table    290 
with      JS      homers     and 
12]   KRis    qualified   as 
a   down   year   for   Rodn- 
RUCZ, who went home to 
Mi.nni   and   began   pre 
paring tor this season a 
COUple Ol weeks belore 
I hanksgiv nig He start- 
ed bv losing 12 pounds, 
dropping his bodl fat 
per. entage Irom 18 per- 
cent to 11> percent 
"Your swing reallv works 
around your core,'' I one said. 
And he s lost | lot ol that ex- 
tra bulk there 
TECH: Hokies 
and Dukes unite 
when it matters 
TECH, from page 21 
Nation united with far more 
smiles than tears. 
"It's so much better be- 
Cause it's to the point where 
We can't watch the news any- 
more.1' freshman Julie Kelly 
said. "We are bombarded 
by it and it brings back bad 
memories and the sports kind 
ol help that " 
The athletes of the terror- 
stricken school are healing 
along w ith everv one else, and 
for senior shortstop Warren 
S, haeller. baseball has been a 
release. 
Although Va. Tech has 
dropped four straight since 
the resuming their season, the 
team has been greatly appre- 
ciative of the overwhelming 
support they are receiving. 
At last Friday's series 
opener against ACC foe Mi- 
ami, 3,132 fans tame out, set- 
ting a new attendance record 
by packing the seats and fill- 
ing the slopes down the first 
and third-base lines. 
"We were the first event, 
sports or non-sports," Shaef- 
fer said It wouldn't have 
mattered if it was tennis or 
softball though, it was just 
great to have everyone out 
there 
That's  the  kind  of  thing 
sports does though, it brings 
people together and in Tues- 
day nights instance it brought 
opponents together. 
Shaeffer's high school 
teammate, Rob Altieri, was in 
the away dugout wearing the 
purple and gold, but before 
and after the game it was all 
about friendship 
Altieri recounted trying to 
get a hold of Shaeffer. the day 
ot the shootings. He couldn't 
reach his tnend. but learned 
through Shaeffer's parents 
that he w as okav 
He was definitely think- 
ing about me," S,haeller 
said. 
Final score aside, the two 
hugged and made plans to 
talk more in depth over the 
phone later, and when Altieri 
was asked il beating Va. Tech 
was bittersweet he couldn't 
del, v   it. 
"Yeah definitely," the 
Pittsburgh native said. "We 
feel bad tor these guys, they 
shll have to play baseball." 
Junior infielder Joe Lake 
also made a point to interact 
with his opponents. 
"1 was talking to one of the 
guvs on base, just asking him 
if thev usuallv get this manv 
tans," lake said. "We ||MU| 
were |usl making sure every- 
thing was going alright." 
In a hard l.i-explain way, 
ev ervthing did seem to be go- 
ing alright during the ol' ball 
game. 
I Ml coach Spanky Mc- 
Farland admitted to notic- 
ing a different atmosphere 
at the field, saying there was 
BOmaVi hat of a damper on the 
situation. But he also felt that 
Once ihe game started, things 
seemed more normal. 
"You [have] got to admire 
the other team," McFarland 
said. "Its got to be hard to fo- 
cus, but this is why you play 
sports 
Mcl-arland also wanted to 
reaped the school and decid- 
ed hgainst allowing the team 
to go b) the Drillheld memo- 
rials 
"All the indications I r,i 
is thai |Va.J Tech wants to 
move on." McFarland said 
"They've asked the media to 
stav awav and I want to re- 
spect that, they don't need a 
bus full of baseball players 
Va. lech will move on, 
thev will never forget but 
thev will continue going to 
baseball, tootball and bas- 
ketball games, and thev Will 
Continue to use sports as not 
onlv a heating device but an 
outlet to show the world that 
they are resilient. Sports will 
giv e them positive media and 
repaint the orange and ma- 
roon in a positive light 
It gives us something 
happv to i\o," Ireshman Km- 
ilv ( onnell said. "We reallv 
|ust came together, not that 
we weren't before, but we 
w an! to support all aspects ol 
the school. It'll show that we 
won't let this keep us down." 
Council's emphasis on 
WC resonated      through- 
out Va. Tech's English Field 
t lassmates and triends of 
Connell agreed with her, re- 
iterating   the   word*   uttered 
at last tuesday'a convocation 
ceremony b) le.h professor 
\ikki Giovanni, "We v\ ill pre- 
vail, we are Virginia  lech 
Tim Chapman is a fttsknutn 
SMAD major conctntMtini m 
prinl journalism 
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Looking Back 
On a Final Year 
all (■*>*» h> EVAN DY S( >\ w.l,wm> nlll.f 
As a result of the Board of Visitors' decision to bring JMU athletics 
into compliance with Title IX, ten varsity sports will be eliminated, 
effective July 1, 2007. 
The cuts will affect 144 student athletes, three full-time and eight 
part-time coaches. 
-from staff reports 
An i TEAMS 
Mens: 
Womens: 
Archery 
Cross-Country 
Gymnastics 
Indoor Track 
Outdoor Track 
Swimming 
Wrestling 
Archery 
Fencing 
Gymnastics 
'.>H'    fl 
For ten varsity sports, this year 
marks the final competitive season. 
! 
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College Basketball Coaches 
Experience High Turnover 
in MIM DfComcY 
(.1 'lli')',i' basketball convulsed through more than Ml coaching c hang- 
<-. .liter tin- 2l*lfi-tlrv soavin, so then' vv.is cvcrv reason I.T US to believe 
this spnnj; would be calmer I he sv stem suri'K u a- exhausted Imm so 
much turnover 
What we could not have snttdpatad, though was the Impact of the 
-.1 Syndiane. It had been building through this decade, as the 
Zaga elevated themselves (mm a top mid-ma)or team to a c. flags hoopt 
power, and it got out of control a.s this season closed. That's w hen main 
."lli"'..s I, eked, it («IW|;,I\ program and asked: Why not us' Ihelall- 
OUl in luded the purging ol coaches al Santa Clara, San Diego, hicli.in.i 
Slabs Bvansville and Illinois State among a staggering 52 changes 
Stme ot those pnigrams wen'successful. |ust not successful enough 
Some w en- building i,'vv .ml MM OSBS hut weren't there yet. If s not much 
ut asintrh to suggest the dismissal last week ol'Saint Louis coach Brad 
Sodefberg tails into this category, tin nigh news oi Gonzaga's rise appar- 
entlv traveled to the SI I i.impus In earner pigeon. 
It wasn t nisi i„ni/,i,',i It was ( reighton - seventh NCAA lourru- 
ment eppetnncei since ltK*'  It was Wichita State and Bradlev in the 
sweet 16 and George Mason's Invasion ot the Final Pour in 2006. Even 
inordinately successful nnd-nia[or team made others wonder vili.it was 
wrong vMth their oaachea. 
I lonzaga'l aUCOeSS was the result of unique cm umstaiues I lie I'.i 
t ilu Northwest has I Ir.klion ot tin- Division I schools heated in other 
regions but no shortage of talent. In recruiting outside ot that region. 
(tonzagaaggressively traded on the brand name engendered bvtouma- 
menl success L mil assistant BUI) l.ncr became San Diego's head coach 
last month, the con' ot I ionzagas excellent atafl had bivn kept intact. 
\onetlieless, osnhcs .uross the onintrv  feel the pressun' nsing. 
B.'ton'. they wanted to reach the \i \ v because a t..umey bid repre- 
sented competitive su„cs. and, as a Inngc benelit, accelerated career 
advana'ment   Now, an accomplished coach such as Missouri Mate s 
Bart) Hinson finds hhnsell under attack tor falling abort of the touma- 
nient dunng consecutive M'.ison. in which his teams won -M games and 
went 24-12 in the Missouri Vallev Conference. 
I his hasn t atopped other coaches tnim pursuing vacanoes cmatcd 
In unu.rsili,-. inip.iueiue kcrrv Keating, who excelled at nvruilmg as 
a I I I A assistant  could have waited lor .1 |ob at a school with a track 
record ot tournament appearances that lad its coaches to high-mapr 
lobs He instead accepted an offer Irom Santa Clara, which nudged out 
esteemed veteran Duk Davcv because he could not keep pace willi the 
/av'.s ill tile WiM t oast t imlen'tice. 
Keating is axdtsd about the opportunity: beautiful campus, suc- 
cessful .ithlelii department, great tradition. With Steve Vish among its 
alumni. Santa dan has made 11 NCAA appearances — but none in the 
t .on/agaera 
'I think the\ wanted someone like me to bring in nevi lite, new en- 
Keating s.us He pointi out that other programs m the league 
h.we reached the SK \ \s despite theGonzaga monolith. Inducing SI 
Mar] si.it-i.in-e 2005)andSsn Diego(automatai qualifier. 21ml) 
Have a great 
summer... 
Love, 
The Breeze 
Redskins pick #6 overall, debate options 
iw LXSIIN i ,\ CANTORS 
I Hi- Washington Port 
s.ilety I aRon Lmdry may be considered the best defensive plav- 
er available m the \ll draft by many m the Washington Redsuns 
organi/ation, but that dm'sn't mean that taking him with the sixth 
overall pica Saturday is an automaticdei ■ 
I andrv's talent and potential are l>ev ond debate but eve. ulives 
from several other teams aa) the) wonder how well he might mesh 
with Starting Bafcty Stan lav lor and whether addressing needs on 
the defensive line, which faltered against the run and failed to mus- 
ter much ot a pass rush last season, isn't more urgent. Still, sources 
said, there is strong internal support at Redskins Park tor I andrv. a 
Louisiana state player who had a particularly strong workout tor 
Redskins officials last Mondat In baton Rouge. 
"I andrv can do a lot of things, and he mav In- the best kid on the 
board (on defense), but he's not going to improve their defensive 
line,   said a high-ranking olhcial from an NFC team, vv ho requested 
anonymity because ot the sensnVttj ot draft evaluations    raking 
another salelv that high is a luxury I am not sure thev cm afford 
I andrv and defensive tackle Amohi Okoyc 'I ouisville) are the 
most hkelv , hones should the Redskins retain the sixth puk   the 
team COukl still trade up or down. Executives and SCOUting direc- 
tors trom numerous other Ml   teams said privatelv  that tliev. too. 
with that assessment ol Landrv but wondered it he is the 
I'.-1 ut lor the Redskins 
"There's no doubt landrv is a great prospect, -aid one M I 
s. outing director. "We reallv like him I can sse vv In v on would 
w ant to take him that high"— safeties traditionally have not been 
tt 
lop-10 pick*, "He is .i treat all-around athlete Ha car play deep, 
he can play at the line, he can plaj halvea (of the field) hecanplav 
in different system*. 
"Hut vuth \our safeties vou want one guv to be .1 stabilizer — a 
steady, head) guv who can make the calls and get everyone lined 
lip and keep even tine together, I nun what we've seen and what 
we know, tnat's not landrv. He's not that cm 
bral, he can be a little immature   I know  for us. 
My, we wouldn't want bo play two Kd Reed types 
or 1 Hoy) PoUmalu types together Vbu can't nave 
hvo Ramblers back there two safeties who will 
get aw.i\ from the scheme and do their own tiling 
sometimes, and Irani what we knov< about Tavlor, 
l would Ix* 1 little worried those two <l andn M\^ 
la) lor) pun Ing together I'm iust not rare how M ell 
that would work " 
Historically, safeties have been selected later 
in the draft with the position \ iewed as not as es- 
sential as thoae with players stationed closer to the 
line ot s» rirnmage, Rut H ith the ernergenoa ot more 
hybrid players such as raylor— Mg enough to purj 
linebacker and last enough to pla\ in (he secondan       safeties have 
: tC more enticing   When the Kedskins took   lavlor tilth overall 
in 2001 it was the highest an) safer) had been selected since 1991, 
■nd m 2009 Washington invested the ninth overall pick in another 
defensive back, oomei ( arios Rogers. 
Hut sources s.iid the Redskins \ leVi I andrv as .in elite talent      a 
natural strong saret) who could pla) tree safety In the NFL rhev 
and as a blitzing presence and that Landn's \ersati1itv would make 
him a RotnJ tit with laylof He is much more gifted athleticalh than 
an) Safety currentK on the roster, save tor la\lor. and his presence 
could help reverse what "as ,1 foundering secondary In -IHK some 
OOacnea and scouts believe I andn must learn to adiust better to the 
ball while in flight, scouts said. 
He haabeen ven impTSseedb) the serious 
        ness of WashingUm's interest in him. according 
to source-- close to the plaver, but is tlto draw - 
Ing stronj; interest from Minnesota and Atlan- 
ta,  which hold the seventh and eighth picks, 
respet lively. 
One BCOUl who has watched l.indr\ closet) be- 
lieves l>e will have to become more of a student ol 
the game to work well with lav lor and that his old- 
er brother, I tau an. a s,itet\ with Baltimore, could be 
a positive bifllienOE with his mon> restrained Style 
and more erudite BppTOadl lavlor. v\hi>s,' p,nnng 
with Adam Arrhuleta last season was disasboua, 
has continued to struggle at tunes In coverage ^m\ 
n'pi-ausdiv sacntues proper positioning in an at- 
tempt to land .1 punishing hit He has wt to develop into the Consistent 
game-, hanging tone the Kedskins need (despite some flashes), and 
coupling him With a rookfe might not help him develop. 
It the team opts topick the best di'tensn e plav er available. I andn 
would be rated slightly ahead ot OkoyC b) main in the organization 
In that case the Redskins, among the nii»st appressive teams in pur- 
suing trades and tree agents. hkeK would turn to those DiettSoCtt to 
With your safeties 
you want one guy 
to be a stabilizer 
— SCOUTING DIRECTOR 
-1) 
believe that within their s.heme landrv   could thrive in coverage     bolster the defensive line helore the -tart of training camp 
77^   Bhe.e.Ze.   •   //o£/jt*j Silt d/a5S 
Mondays & "Thursdays 
Todas/ts darts W pat ujmr* \ ' .   .  , /-»/// 
v •    t   * J        ,J -1 t/iis -fa//! ft/itm jonu/at today u>oi//dntt 
you say 0/ c/tap? 
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Great  NeW COITlbOS.(Sandwich,side,anddrink) 
Starting under 
Everyday 11:00am - Close 
35 Burgess Rd. 
Harrisonburg,VA 
540-434-2626 
wich, side, and drink
'is 
Chipotle 
Chicken 
Wrap 
$4.99 
Firehouse Burger 
.99 
100% Angus Beef! 
Flatbread 
Pepperjack 
Chicken 
$5.49 
Also try a delicious 
Chicken Ranch Wrap   $4.99 
or 
Flatbread Cheesesteak   $5.49 
Credit cards not required 
(but still accepted) 
Only valid at Harrisonburg location. Cannot be combined with any other offer or discount. 
\ 
Classified 
For Rent ^ 
! KiKIM. 1 HAMI II RMSIII I) 
li.ssnliouses Vijlkinc Distance JuK ft 
AUHIIM 2007 Available X2843464 
\ M.slll All 4-Monlli Student 
summer Rentals, mtbmammkic,,m 
I 1252)255-6328 
III II ISI   1 l.uyc kitchen.. 4 NcdnKim.. 
den. W/D. fenced yard 80* ( omn. 
< lubRtxtd $1450 month 540-411-2221 
IWOIII DROOMIIOI SI .Cleat 
[ location. HQf close locatnpus. ncv*l% 
WnOwaMd. ^alI appliances, no pels. $800. 
! (540) 433-1569 
| BEDROOM H"i si, Oood condition, 
i onvcnicMI) located, v.  D.AvtJIabte 
} 8/17/07. $870. (540) 433-1Sf.u 
MOVINGVI IvmoOFI c win S70c 
{    lo wchjmu cdu/ocl/listings him. JMI '• 
official MIC lor off-campus housing, 
roommates, and funtnurc. I .real lot 
adscnising suNcls. tentals(434)8l7- 
0721 
I   \Kt,l   ONI   III DROnsi 
M'ARIMINI CIOMtocampw. 
trood condilKin. AC. No pets. $4:s 
(540) 413-1560 (540) 433-1560 
Api Available 40l)$/monlh Includes 
Utilities! Excellent Condition' (703) 
508-1756 
si I KINO MAI I  HiK si It | | \si 
of Pheasant Run Apartment  $200 
plus utilities, lulls lurnished Call 
Brad 240-671-K4M 
2006 Jetta 
Black. 4 dtnit. 5 speed, seis good 
condition. I lO.OXK) miles. 4(1 mpg 
Selling lot S6.I88I 
Call (5401234-8702 
wwwjhebreeze.org 
[Help Wanted i| 
Well Constructed Wood-Stained 
loft with Shelf Price Negotiable 
(540)801-8164 
[Help Wanted] 
ft I PAY UP [OS'S per 
(ielPaidlolhink com 
10 SPEED BIKE 
Barely used. Good condition 
[Raleigh Falcon. Murray. ant 
HuiTy. $50/each-firm. Ml 
Jackson. VA (540) 477-9616 
I   \Kl.l ONI   HI OKI x »M 
\r\Kl\1l N I. Almost new. Great 
loattoa WialHi Diytr, DfaaWtaher, 
■M . No pels. Available* |7.$545, 
I Mill 4.1.1-1569 
POOl  IAB1 i  Olhainwn 
Professional Pool fable x foot 
Slate Perfect Condition Includes 
all accessories SIOOO 01 best otlcr 
poiterdi'tiimu edu (S56) 912*6514 
IBARTENDMG.S2S0  D.I> Potential 
No I spcricnee NeCOMM)    [raining 
Available (000)»65-6520XT3l2 
llAkll NDIM, I I   \SSI SGrcal 
Booty, work M ihe he..ch. job 
placement, close 10 campus, 
hands on training, contact gary 
ii.nl coni(540)671< 
1302 
SUMMER EMPLOYMI M 
Continental Pools, lOG   is hiring 
man) Hfiguprdi, pool managers 
and RBorvison Multiple lotmlone 
MIX VA. IX" Metro Area. Baltimore. 
Richmond. Hampton. Vtrgim. Be "■ h 
ndBoBMoMiot.1 ft l PROVIDI 
rRAININO! Visit us online ,il www 
.ontincnUlpools COR] or .all us I-T7- 
780-7665. 
St Ml K    IOI1    IN    NOVA   lei   (team 
i      Summer   Positions   Available 
112% Scoopa2l  oon.<57l)2l2-7lt4 
IIIII1 WANTED Individual or OOOpk 
■OOn io he married, with marketing, 
media arts or business bodtOXMlod, to live 
at local business in management poMiion 
QgOd Mian A henelUs Phone K2»""*'' 
SPMNO/SUMM k ADM klisiNt. 
SAI i s      MARK! IIMi     POSITION 
lam tt$ and gain valmhlc Mlee and 
inktg experience working lor the "Plan It 
i ic-urgs" tsiudent >ellovv pagesi the 
tree dad) planner lor students <>KI \l 
Kl SI   Ml   BOOST! k'»'< all Phil it 610- 
►47 fr.r more information mm 
studentnicdiagroup.cnm 
DAN" i       INSIKI t iok      Position 
available at established Dante Center, 20 
yeenlnbuiineti Reaanw end Refewcei 
kcv|uircd Must commit to teach Sept 
"07 lo Mas 30. 200X   Previous teaching 
ecperience pnuonod  t ill 433-7127 or 
Xlli-tf.ll .onic|uirc  
t Aklt.lVI kS Nil DID to supervise 
griHips ol cildren Mon MtJ 21-t M.v 
25th, i 45-6 -is,, n . s.„ MIJ ZftheeOO- 
10 (Hi pin ami Sundav Mav 27* 2 00- 
h 00 p.m < >n< .iinpiis site Must commit 
to all boon Hued Mereneei required 
t .11110-3631 tolnojubt 
ikADisiioftoikit i.    located    in 
downtown Harrisonburg. is |ooMn| Ml I 
lull.wpantimegrjphicpriKliKtionperson. 
knowledge ot design ptonrams  •  i 
plus Plenty of room for edvenceeaeni <- 
mail mlo</lradfshowdircct.com 
si \i\n K ftOKK Great pa Applv 
N((ft rxyin alltr IIT.II-. lK-\ibl, 
schedules. ian continue in tall, eusiomn 
vilcs serviie. condilMh. .ipplv. all 
■ lMe v h.. I.ii ships, all 
maiors   COMldewd   At I     \les     I Kl |i 
701-504-9030, Feirna Novi   W 
7600.   Newport   News    757-594-0100, 
kichmond    104-2704300,    Ronnoka 
■ 
557-OOM, summerworknow com 
BABYSn II k     WANTED     LOI U 
SM   I.I Nil    Kl II kl V IS A   Ml SI 
PI I \si   i \| i   540-560-2459    \SK 
ittkAl ISON  
NI i i)  CHILD  PICKED   UP   Aon 
da>care "4 yen old girl" 2 to 11 
week   Mas through \ufusi. peys$IO/hr, 
lelerences needs, preler •omCOM with 
ihildearc experience, call 442-1 ll" 
IH)   yoi    NEED M MMIk   ftttkk' 
( erglll  lurito)  Piodocdon,  11'   it." 
turrent positions open   at   the   bleeder 
tarms and haUhers   [540)4334)110 
>z* 
^ 
Catch The Breeze 
every Monday 
and Thursday 
V 
D on't be 
sad   that 
this  is our 
last  issue 
of the year 
We  wiH be 
back and 
better 
than  ever 
in  the   fall 
A BOX 
What am I going to do with a 
my stuff this summer? 
We have the Answer! 
We will pick up your stuff, 
store it at our warehouse 
and deliver it to you next Fall. 
Too Busy to pack...We'll pack for 
you 
Boxes and packing supplies 
available 
Call Today To Reserve Your Space 
540-801 -0404 or 888-801 -0404 
  www.aboxofthevalley.com 
l^umliiy.April26.3»)7l27 
I I I. 11 sill Kl I .     ss.Lhmclon     IH 'a 
pmnian HI  naj  agancy,  waka 
recent cr.idu.iks for lemporars and leinp- 
lo-hitc  legal  BiaialaM  poaMkm  \snh 
It   s  l.ir^csl and ituisl  preslicioos lais 
linns   Kespi.nsihiliMis range   ln«n d.11.1 
cnlrs and tik- matuccmcnl lo doctatlenl 
.nd Irial pretsiraliiHi   Badl 
■ KHI   computer 
skills   required      pravkwi   paralcstal 
experience is n..l    Send   resume   GOVai 
leOef lo |.'h-.ikc.il.oLme son.    Ii. Iiod 
out more, -isii imra k-c.iisoorcecom 
INDIAN IKADIM.I'OSI 
Kcepting applications tor I    P I Hnune 
•bsstitiK* rndfetj Pon end* 
Stand I lesihle svhedvilc. but must he ,ib|i 
0 work   weekends and >onie eventngl 
vit lnB|rjon.Vi(S40|477«96IA 
MAKING \ Dllil kl N( I DAM 
Sunuiici p.»sin»nis tvith tin- Boys \ inii- 
' Harrisonburg and Koekingham 
< ountv ale available al all sues   Vouwjll 
■lutt between Ihe hour* ol 7 to 
1111      ] Uipm Mtnihi   Send icsume to 
mcorta ■)b9chr.org(540)4344MI60 
Nil II    \    St MMIK    KW    IN    Mil 
HI kir' SunebBse is lookuvj for help 
luming .iparlmeni. I or more mlornution 
call (SM) 442-4800 Roga Vnma 
I IMP t 01 NM LORS t amp (all 
I imhers. a coed, overnight vamp, located 
90 miles west ol Vnun i« . )s looking fbi 
yOUl! ftc are interest,-.! m p,-is,ms capable 
ol instriKtini. dance, tennis, water sports 
or  oiint  cnnin Bcuvitiee    Call iK00» 
bfmnuon  www 
camptalllimbcrs GOBI 
NI I I) tGRI M SI MMER lOH'ftant 
10 woik hard and be paid well Want | job 
wild a lulure' Sales reps a>| S2ok ,md 
install le.hs BVgSl3K in <-4 nionlhs. paid 
conkpen) cruise. bonuM 
resume e\p. check out WWU befaUlM 
eon ior in : 
BABYSn ITNG Need assistance In the 
afternoons and earlv evenings tapprux 1 
lo 7 pml. panicularlv on weefcda) • Some 
transporting"   mav   be   involved   [540) 
■    I 
oi 11| i HI IP NM ni I) I leajbn 
boon Pllng Phone Catti Papcrwofb 
Profeasjonal      am nawneni       t neat 
experience I an opportunity to build vour 
re-ume 
HAM'S 
'All positions opctl lor 
siniiniff emplo) menl 
' Suucturad innsrview 
procceu 
' \ll SI conic in lo applv 
viiuwih 2:00-4:00 
Ml si HAVE GREAT 
PI RSON \l II t FOR \ 
II \ JOB! 
Traveij 
skM)i\i ■   One   Da)    I ■«    i 
frOffl    over    I V'IKI'    irom    22    junpaf 
airerafl     < oiapleee    inlonnnUon    is 
on       www ikyd Oil | 
( I kill it   \|| S'(540>943 
Personals 
(Ml        ORADI  MTON       LODOTNG 
Masai enResol 2l«drctom.avallaipfc 
1100 nieht or entire week fa 
■ 
Good Luck 
on finals 
from 
everyone at 
THE BREEZE 
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Congratulations JMU/Coca Cola Promotion Winners!! 
Holiday Bear Vending Promotion 
Win a Polar Bear in a Coca-Cola Bottle. Prizes won instantly! In 
November/December 2006 (490) bears were seeded in Coca Cola 
vending machines on JMU campus. 
Student Entertainment Challenge 
Shane McNamee-Grand Prize Winner of the 50"DLP HDTV & 5.1 
surround sound system. 
Phillip Carron, Sarah York, & Robert Bailey—First prize winners of $450 
to buy the game system of their choice and (2) coupons for a free 12 pack 
of Coca Cola products. 
»-ou n*»nooua no* '-■, - 
TOO COUlfi WIN A f| Spring Vending Promotion 
Win a James Madison University T-shirt, Bookstore Gift Card or a JMU 
Dart Card. In April 2007, (100 )T-shirts, (2) $400 Bookstore vouchers, 
(20) $50 Bookstore vouchers & (25) $20 Dart cards good toward a JMU 
food purchase were seeded in Coca Cola vending machines on JMU 
campus. 
Substance Abuse Awareness Academic Scholarship Award 
There were (2) recipients of the Substance Abuse Scholarship Award this year. The winners were Julia 
Marchetti and Alii Knighton and each received $1,250.00 
Emerging Leader Award 
There were (2) recipients of the Emerging Leader Award this year. The winners were Ryan Powanda and 
Emily Young and each received $1,250.00. 
Spring Semester 2007 College Toolkits 
There were four months of promotions (January through April) done for 
students at Mr. Chips & College Store East. When products were 
purchased an instant prize was awarded. 100 prizes were awarded for 
each of the promotions. 
January-Buy (2) 20 oz. Coca Cola Zero and Get a FREE Coca Cola 
Music Card for music downloads. 
February-Buy (2) Gold Peak Tea products & Get a FREE Gold Peak 
Ski Cap. 
March-Buy (2) 32 oz. POWERade & Get a FREE POWERade Mini- 
basketball. 
April—Buy any (2) Energy Singles or 20 oz. Vault & Get a FREE Coca 
Cola Music Card for music downloads. 
zer: . 
* 
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( (>|)\ (-tNKM (on eoXa 
"At Santos, Postal & Company, we 
have created a caring environment." 
"*>ui the pa\l 10 \t-ar\ with Santos. IWal \ ( ompam. IM      Sl't   , I haw wn 
all aapactt <>f thvaununring bttaanaw. \fia working in accounting fa \ conm 
connactoi ind .i local univenin medkal center, I !• . 
I Kiectoi oi i Ipcmions and Intern I . he partner) 
V;
 law n iy potential and cncouiaajod me to obtain m) CPfV 
SP<   Ripported my CIV I am now a 
d auocian with mj ov 
M) fawtftM pan about the job i% tin dkaM 
interaction. I li.ii, do doped p>od rdauomhipi 
with my dienti I caie aboui mem and rheii 
families, and tin fecfing i> mutual 
U\ great to bring the human sidt- 
io Bccooatiina). 
Santos Postal 
\( 'onin.'inx 
focS 
■ 
Contact 
into)' wntospmul.iom today 
to ict up your interview. 
^^ 
l ruvtrsity Blvd. 
across from The Outback 
Mon - Fri: 7:30am - 6pm 
Sal: 8am - 3pm 
(540) 432-6623 
Before you head home 
for summer let Midas take 
care of all your car needs. 
$5.00 OFF 
Any service over $50.00 
nnl valid with any other offers. 
What should you do AFTER graduation? 
Stay in touch with your Alumni Association! The JMU Alumni Association will keep 
you informed about its events, services, and programs as well as keep you in touch 
with other JMU alumni AND might even help you find a job1 All you need to do is 
register with the JMU Online Community, after graduation. 
(The link is located at: www.jmu edu/alumni) 
Membership is exclusive and FREE to JMU Alumni 
888 JMU ALUM 
AMIS 
MADISON 
I    N   I   \   I   If   s   I   I   > 
ITION 
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Leam the Ins-artd-outs of selling back textbooks by 
going to the bookstore Web site at jmu.edu, book- 
store. You can also get more information by visiting 
University Outpost or the NSCS Web site 
Get the most out of your textbooks 
Learn how to get books of your hands 
■Y MEGAN WILLIAMS 
a&e editor 
Selling back textbooks is one of the many signs that 
.i semester IS lominf* to an end. The experience can be a 
trying one with zigzagging lines, the frustration of not be- 
ing able to sell a book back and the confusion of not quite 
understanding the process 
"One of the most frustrating aspects of trying to sell 
back textbooks is when the store won't take your books 
back and then you're stuck with them." freshman Miranda 
Williams said. 
l-or those students who have experienced not being 
able to sell back their textbooks, it can seem unfair when 
the JMU Bookstore will buy back some titles and not oth- 
ers However, the JMU Bookstore buys Kick 2,500 titles 
ever\ semester, even buving back books that professors 
aren't using next semester and then selling them to the 
wholesaler 
The classes with the most sections, and subsequently 
the most students, will have the largcM buy bacfc qUOOM 
"Our biggest buy back book is   In the Company of 
Others' by Rothwell. which is used mall (.( I >M sections 
bookstore manager |ohn Rheaull said  "Then-fore, we will 
buy back approximately 1,2(10 copies of it." 
The long lines an- another frequent complaint about 
selling books back, especially at the JMU Bookstore In 
.ontkit tins, the |MU Bookstore has several locations in 
eluding outside Zane-Showker, Rockingham Hall parking 
lot. the ISAT lobby and Ashby Crossing. 
"We also use a lot more computer terminals to help 
speed-up the process." Rheault said. "On a dav-to-day ba- 
sis we only use one terminal, but during buy back week 
we use thirteen." 
The use of more systems and the amount of customers 
the JMU Bookstore sees during spnng and fall buy back aid m 
them to hin- temporary staff to help during these times. 
"For every two buyers, we nave three more statters 
who are in charge of cleaning the books, boxing them up, 
and shelving," Rheault said. 
According to Rheault the best time to buv back books 
is during finals week, but the JML BookttOM does buy 
back books everyday. 
I hen- ,in' .1 lot ot advantages to selling your books to 
the JMU Bookstore. They pay the most money and thev buy 
back the biggest vanetv ol titles and the most copies of those 
titles. However, the JMU Bookstore is not the only option tot 
students trying to sell back their textbooks. Among the other 
popular means ol selling kick books .in- through University 
(hit post and through social networks such as Facebook. 
Anolherwav for students to get textbooks off their hands 
is thmugh the Books tor Afnca pntgram sponsored In I he 
\ational S<H iet\ for Collegiate Scholars. Dunng exam week 
btx>ks that cannot be sold back can be donated to this pro- 
gram H hen' thev will then go fo students m Africa. 
While the proem of selling back textkioks can be 
daunting if is MM henehual to Both the students and the 
university 
While selling back textk>oks doesn't necessarily help 
benefit [Ml . students who buy the used books that WC 
purchase kick an- helping the university k-cause part of 
our proceeds gin's to them." said Rheault. 
Parents, need a break from all the moving out? 
Come play Packsaddle with your JMU 
student and you'll receive $5 Off! 
PxkiW<U Rtif* G*H Ckeh it * public 18 hole golf court* located 
in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley and It one of America'* mott 
spectacular new goft courtev Packtaddle R<do* Golf Club in 
Kee*letown. Virginta, e*ly 1S minute* from JMU. will challenge 
all type* of qofe-s and over hud your tentet with natural beauty 
Call 540-269-8188 for your tee time 
or visit www.packsaddle.net 
Math *«1 —■ Im fi mid m —e ol pun hi* arj mma 
w —— ei i^fjrtmn —■* try oam a«a»« *d»tam«v i 
Great court*. Great price 
PLAY TODAY! 
£•   grandma's ^.^^ 
U ^lijftea ml ry & trail tm 
"
;
« a"1:- 4*(-heeses 
Harruonburgi favorite ftndl  j* (;/i„colates 
1 OFF of$8.00 purchase with this coupon J& Candies _*> linking Goods and More! 
IIredil cards accepted!     Knutc 11 South In tin- Micnanduuh HarbafC Malta 
I ..ink ()ul t.>r the Windmills' 
GIFTS FROM THE HEART 
FOR F.VFRY OCCASION 
Perfect gifts fur 1.1 .ulii.iii s, \ml)»eds, 
MIHII. and iiuin mill i.. 
All items handmade b) fairl; paid artisan. 
from amund the »orid 
11 .ii in in- items from 
Ten Thousand Villages 
.Mm"1   FAIRLY TRADED 
V-SEP;   HANDICRAFTS 
8
       " Gift & Thrill 
731 Ml C'linlnn Pike. Ilamsnnburp 
<h*« Mon-Sal »:.<0-5:00 
Mil 411 
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Director of Peace Corps 
to speak at graduation 
Graduation Guide 2007 
BV LEII.A SAAIHH 
contributing writer 
The commencement speaker for [Ml - 
graduation ceremony this M.n is tlu < „i,i 
di H. Vasquez, who is currently the direc- 
tor of the Peace Corps. 
Vasquez's dnve to do something 
great in the world started when he was 
just a son of a migrant farm worker in 
Carnzo Springs, Texas A strong work 
ethic and the idea of always giving it 
his best molded him to become the man 
he is today. He graduated from the Uni- 
versity of Redlands and was the first 
member of his family to earn a college 
degree. 
As a police officer in Orange Coun- 
ty, California, when he was only 19 
years old, Vasquez devoted 29 years 
to public service and was appointed 
by President Bush to federal commis- 
sions Bush also nominated Vasquez 
to be Ambassador during his tenure 
nt service .is the Representative to the 
United Nations Agetuies for hood and 
Agriculture 
Ambassador \<is,|ue/ stresses that 
one of his main goals is fighting world 
hunger. He has visited v.muus countries 
all over the world such.is Mali and Egypt 
to check how the L \   is providing re- 
sources from the US to those malnour- 
ished in places where fiMtd is needed the 
most 
Ambassador Vasquez. being the di- 
rector of the PciCfl Corps and the first 
Hisp.inu-Amencan director, has tre- 
mendously improved the Peace Corps 
by reporting an increase in volunteers 
and by enhancing security and safety 
s\ stems across the globe. Under his 
direction, the Peace Corps also has 
participated in the President's Emer- 
gency Plan for AIDS Relief in partici- 
Kation with M> other countries and 
as opened an historic program in 
Mexico. 
Named one of the 100 Most Influen- 
tial Hispanics in the United States M. 
times by Hispanic Business Magazine, 
Vasquez founded the Orange County 
Hispanic Education Fund, which has 
raised more than $1 million for scholar- 
ships 
Vasquez is a valuable member in 
the federal community as well as the 
public community Helping others in 
every way, Vasquez has made a dif- 
ference in the world. JMU's graduat- 
ing class of 2007 will have a chain | to 
hear the advice and encouragement of 
a man who is the utmost svmbol of al- 
lagtari ■ 
Boston Beanerv 
*^ RESTAl R\NT J 
&TWERN 
Congratulations 
Class of 2007! 
For your last week in town 
enjoy your 25% off discount 
at Boston Beanery! 
Too busy studying? 
rnve 
'Discount applies to takeout April 26th - May 5th 
CONGRATULATIONS 
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2007 
"Nothing ever coma to Otie, thai i- worth having, except as a result of hud work."    Booker T. Washington 
Wf&mlkkMtskptiiBii 
forMwyCflllDikrtoGo-MJ 
564-1922 
17W-120LMarkrtSt.:Rt.33; Stw-ThuR 11 am-10pm 
Next to Kroger Harrisonburg   Fri&Satll am-llpm 
THE Staunton's Oldest 
Independent Bookstore 
New and Used Books 
Special Orders Welcome 
I E Bi'tvWo St. 
Summon, VA 2440/ 
rxH>fc.stac/c@nti'/iis net 
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Graduation ceremonies 
full of classic traditions 
Activities, dress date 
back to Middle Ages 
n. Kim FIHIIIK 
i:tor 
i iraduauon it's a time ot oskbraoonand 
,i milestone In man) people's lues. Gradu- 
ates have spam yean preparing 'or this 
apedal occasion and rile ot paaniit While 
many have mixed emotions about leaving 
IMi and entering the 'real world," there la 
nodoubl thai ii is an exciting tune Hut what 
do .ill ni the graduation traditions mean? 
The Hat 
Kmmn as mortarboardfl 01 'trencher 
cape the hats worn M graduation wave 
original!) used just to keep the sun .ind 
rain off the faces ol graduates Ihej date 
back to the 1700s at Oxford University. It's 
.1 well-known tradition to toea the h.ii*. into 
the au -it the end of the cercmon) 
The Gown 
when unlversittes were tirM brnserX ev- 
ery< ra .it the ceremony won n •!>*- became it 
was Qjnatcsued to be nice attire Ks time went 
«n. only grnrhiasne continued the tradition ol 
H earing special robes far tin-. * t sett n 
1he a loral the y.> iwns used u < begraj In the 
{ & However; In ISB9 the American Counsel 
in I dik.iliitn hod Inrmed $ t ommitttvon Acn- 
dernk Cbsturrsa aid GsivnioniaB and changed 
theo de to make the mles m >n- relaxed today, 
many srud^rtt wear their school arJor&orcoi- 
i ir. designated b) their institution. 
The Hoods 
I he tradition ol hoods dates back to the 
I rid. and Pruid priests, who WOR I.IHHIS 
to symboluN their high status within 
CTOWda. Since these priests had high intel- 
levefa, the IUKKI has came to s\m- 
bolize those characteristics among gradu* 
ates tnun modern-day universities 
In the Middle Agee, the hoods "ere 
also   used   tu   COVer   graduates'    heads   m 
places where the weather was cold, today, 
these hoods denote the school and degree 
oi the graduate. 
I he I >iplomj 
Originally, tins piece ot papei denoting 
the completion ol courses was made out 
of thin sheepskin, whuh v\.is then hand- 
rolled and tied H ith a String  It Wasn't until 
recently th.it most diplomas were handed 
out in leather binders, rather than being 
rolled up, perhaps becauee rolled dlpto 
mas are harder t<> frame 
Pomp JIU! Circumstance' 
I his dearie graduation song was com- 
posed b) Sir Edward Qgai and was iirsi 
periornn'»i at a graduation ceremony m 
Liverpool,England while not even school 
still uses this musM during graduation, it is 
still recognized as a graduation sung. 
.    _     _     ...  , SOMETHING 
Only good at I'on Republic Im, n DIFFERENT 
$1.00 Off $1.00 Off 
Moolatte anysi« Blizzard I 
L-Offti cn.l. i«J I I 0- •(Jffcr.ndi:0Vli-0- 
l)nlvjiu.*i 41 I'o.i K.p.iMi. I ...^ i |   • ()nl» K„„it 4, I'oci Rcpuhh. I .luli.m    I 
JMU Graduation History 
I   I IK' ITtSI (IKIIIKIK (1IK11I MS IX*I KlK' I4 MO ■« ItlT 
HnfeartMBCafttouse 
► i a HIT iirsi i amen erncm die iT.*iii««es iwtio *ere.«gits 
wore hip. i onservHilw- wt*e (tessi s 
Ihe (MMI emeiH (eremom »* inowd 101 .mi|xis m wih Hi »ti« Is now 
Hanson iw. 
ki Kin ihe pr«tfnies WOR irriiDhMl (dps dul powns kx ihe nrsi Ume. 
Ihe ceremony MS mo\rd IO the Uuad ki H71. dump (.1 rlers Iirsi yea ,is 
lYeskleni ,«l he bepdn Ms ir.xlihi ol slwWnp Hands *IUi every prdduaie. 11 Is 
estmud irux he shook more dun ROOO prddwies artip Ms presidency. 
bil.Miii.KMM) Inmi muni timmtitlraim (imrnnirnn-Jint 
VIK$|NIA 
FOR INFORMATION AND 
MORE GREAT EVENTS VISIT 
HARRISONBURG 
TOUR I II 
^A^nSnl^i^if M    Tounsm &Visitor Services SATURDAY, APRIL 28 212 S. Main St. 
in downtown Harrisonburg 540-432-8935 
AND'FSV'VAI^NTS   www.harrisonburgtourism.com 
NooN.6ooPm       ^2225X22"* 
C I 1MB THE ROCKWALI. COURTESY OF MASSANUTTEN ADVENTURES 
OUTDOOR BEER GARDEN PROVIDED BY DAVES TAVERNA 
r 
s* 1    r- r 
Monday ■ Saturday 11:30 a.m. 
Lunch Buffet: Monday ■ Friday 11:30a.m. • 2:30 p.m. 
Exciting Vegetarian Dishes 
Noodle Soups 
Pho 
fresh Seafood 
House Chargrille Special 
and More 
Antique Mall; Rolling Hills Shopping Center 
787[. Market St. (Across from Sheetz) mmtk mmm ^mmn Harrisonburg, VA 22801 540434-5750 
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College of Integrated Science and Technology | Hospitality andTourism Management 
International Business i 
Management \ 
Marketing ^wk 
Operations Management 1  «■ 
Quantitative Finance 
Convocation Center 11:30 a.m. 
College of Integrated Science and Technology 
Communication 
Science and Disorders 
Computer Science 
ISAT 
Kinesiology 
Nursing 
Bridgeforth Stadium 11:30 a.m. 
INTECRATfO 
College of Education 
Adult Degree Program, Bachelor of Individualized Study 
IDLS- Early Childhood Education 
1DLS- Elementary Education 
IDLS- Middle School Education 
IDLS- Special Education 
Memorial Hall Gymnasium 11:30 a.m. 
 -:—: ;  ■ ■ • ■ ■ 
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4K 
Ceremony for College of Integrated Science 
and Technology 
Ceremony for College of Integrated Science | 
and Technology 
Ceremony for College of Art and Letters 
Ceremony for College of Visual and 
Performing Arts 
Ceremony for College of Art and Letters 
Ceremony for College of Business 
Ceremony for College of Education 
Ceremony for College of Science and 
Mathematics 
en 
L 
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Things to do before 
Graduation: 
-HcK/e^joo... 
• Streaked the Quad (or 
anywhere on campus)? 
• Swam across Newman Lake? 
• Climbed the rock wall at 
UREC? 
• Taken a picture with James 
Madison? 
• Gone to Jess's Lunch? 
• Gone to the bell tower? 
• Eaten grilled cheese on Thurs- 
day one last time? 
• Taken your special someone to 
the Kissing Rock for a make- 
out session...      . ,     _ M 
Seniors share their JMU memories 
Students reflect on their favorite moments of the past years 
H> KATHLUN HSBJUNG 
rtter 
to thesdiool year drawi to a dose, seniors thoughts are 
on their bome-away-from-home IML. Longing to cherish 
what little iimc they have left many an competing final 
projects, performances, events and oi course, exanu   \ few 
seniors shari- their favorite IML memorial 
S»'tiMirAfiJaM\ii«iLK-s,u\\.is.i[ti'iKliii".,iv|lKI.Ti(h,iikl(oi.- 
cerl .it the Artful I lodger laal Monda) night wilh lomemends, 
She said Ihe I todgei was one ol net favorite phoea to hang out 
espedalh whan me student aoupa were performing 
I adore ii with <i passion,'' Nicolaeacu said "We rv all 
■ to miss this place when we graduate 
Ashley R  < i.irk s.nj ih.it sin- would miss   the entire 
|\ll experience and spending way loo much tuna uithmv 
amazing sisters Without mem I would be the p<«>rer 
Adrian Belcher, shared .i menmrv Irom his senmr ve.ir 
of high ichool 
During m) campus tour, while I w.is stdl trving to de- 
cide which college to attend. v\e sol to the D-Mall portion, 
rhe guide was going on about ma university being rated 
number six for beat t»«od in tin- nation in some magazine, 
when all ot a sudden the doors burst open and a Student 
COmCS running out unto the lommons. drops to his knees. 
and vomits all over the stones right in iront ot all ot us," 
BeK net laid. " I he tour guide was incredible — kept a per 
fectl) straight face, then Kmks ,it m and •-.us 'But mere an 
always exceptions IchoeeJMl 
^•me studenti Mid the) t>-it that participation in extra- 
,urn<ular .utmties was the best part ot their time here at 
JML 
I definite!] t»Kik some great I Ml daasas that opened up 
im mind and altered im perspe.ti\cs for \e.irs to mine," 
Mid senior kristen I etniek 
Ihe memory that sticks out to me the BlOSt, lumnrr. 
*- Is beoamiitc ven Involved with the JMl Swing Dance ( lub 
this vear. I found a new physical activity that haslnvn proi 
en to be both tun and relaxing, and c4 course, 1 am ever-eo- 
lu.kv to have met such wonderful people that have made 
m\ |ML experience truh worthwhile Better late than never 
at all.' 
lellow   Swing   Dance club  memher (.ret.hen   Bobber 
shared these sentiments. 
larwaysenjoyed watching the other students have fun in 
their activities oi Jut's, whether they are presenting research 
at a symposium, performing at I m. walking across a tight- 
ropeon me Qu.^i. lindy-bornbins; oi trying to gel people to 
honk their »ars tor Homecoming IMI  students are toll i>r 
Spirit and di\ ersih   What makes |\U   an ama/mg experience 
is the people of JMl , thefacult) and students "saiclBobber 
Mam students' favorite memories came from activities 
DM)   had participated in throughout their time hen\ such 
rt ot a Miusual ensemble or perrbrming group. 
Senior drum major tor the Marching Royal Dukes Deborah 
Schociwei shared her thoughts on hei time hereal IML 
[Wo tavonte | \ii  memories come to mind. First play- 
ins With mv pet rabbit. Merlin, on the quad, and meeting 
talking with all the frlendl)  1MI   students who wanted to 
pel her Second, conducting Pbsdanca at Homeoumlng- 
there's nothing quite like standing on i podium, surround- 
ed In your best friends and a stadium full ot streaming 
tans, and unleashing the power of the MRI >s ( ,e*>d times," 
said Schoelwer 
ATTENTION 
SENIORS 
Leave the burg with a taste 
of Mr. J s for Graduation 
Bagels Graduation 
Breakfast Platters 
Bagels & Cinn. Buns 
Donuts & Muffins 
Party Bagels 
Chicken Francoise 
Sizes to Fit 
Your Party 
Hot Food 
Baked Ziti 
Chicken Parm 
Don't Forget Dessert Trays 
I isi Market Street 
1635-37 East Market Street 
Harriaonbufg, V,\ 22801 
I'll, II I,II, 
3 Store Addresses: 
I larroony Square 
1741 -I' Virgin., Square 
Harriaonbui 
I'll, .1- 
Rwkingham Square 
nil I Leji SUM 
lljtTllt.ll,,,,,     \ 
132-1386 
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Allison M.Baucom 
We're so proud of all that 
you've accomplished at JMU. 
You are our shining star. Your 
dreams have become a reality. 
Love Mom, Dad, Diane, Brian, 
Helen, Kevin, and Mary Kay 
Justin M.llluzzi 
Like the sun your smile is a constant light, 
a presence of great joy. 
Wea are so proud of you. 
Love, Mom, Dad and Jonathan 
0 Amanda E.Walsh We're proud of you. Take forward the lessons of intellect and life you've learned; apply them for all humanity. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Jennifer, John, Lynnlee  
Cassie Holman 
We're Very Proud of you. 
Congratulations! 
Love Mom,Tim, and Dale 
Courtney Paige Boyd 
You've come a long way, baby! 
Relax and enjoy- the future will 
take care of itself!!! 
With great love and admiration, 
Mom and Jess 
Christopher J.Scott 
Congratulations to our soldier! 
We are very proud of you! 
Don't forget to call and 
Keep your head down. 
Love Mom & Dad, Rocket & Speedo 
Dana Bobrowski 
Graduation congratulations!! Welcome to the working world! 
We're very proud of you! 
From a loving sister, proud Mom, and broke Dad. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, and Alicia  
Elizabeth "Brooke" Kelly 
The future belongs to those who 
believe 
in the beauty of their dreams!! 
YOU are a Believer!!! We are SO 
PROUD OF YOU!! 
Love & Hugs, Mom,Dad & Ginna 
Gregory C. Prince 
You've made your mark on JMU, 
and now you're ready to take on 
the world. We're always so proud 
of all that you accomplish. 
Love, Mom, Joe, Dad, Jackie & Hannah 
Karen E. Travis 
We're very proud of you and 
are confident that you will 
be successful in whatever you do. 
 Love, Mom & Dad  
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Michael J.Chupka Jr. 
"JMU','a stop on the journey completed. 
Take joy in the journey, on we go. 
with love and support always, Mom and Dad 
Nathalie Cooper 
You have worked hard and played 
hard. What a wonderful way to 
spend four years. 
Love, 
Loretta and Baron 
Laura Rae Pruett 
Congratulations on all of your 
accomplishments! 
You have made us so proud! 
Love, Dad, Mom, Kent, and Kathryn 
** 
Brian J.Hansen 
Congratulations to the graduating Sports Editor 
of the Breeze. A great and successful career is ahead 
Love, Mom & Dad 
Rebecca S. McGee 
Becky, You're starting on an 
exciting new journey -- 
enjoy the ride! We're very 
of you. 
LUG, Mom, Dad, Jenny, and Cecilia 
Marisa Caitlyn Webber 
We are so proud of you, Marisa, 
and your amazing accomplishments! 
As you begin your new journey, 
know how much we love you, 
and that the best is yet to come! 
Love, Mom & Niel, Dad & Carol, Tyler, Brian, and Jess & Dave 
Jf- B.Travis Hopkins Congratulaions! May the future be all that you dream it to be as you begin a new chapter in your life. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Taylor B. Ad kins 
May you continue to have a 
heart for God, allowing him to guide your 
dreams. Let your bright smile greet each new day. 
Congratulations son! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and Justin 
Sarah Simmons 
Wherever you go, go with all your heart. 
-Confucius 
Congratulations and Best Wishes 
from your family in the Training & 
Development Department. 
We Love You, Sarah! 
Technical & Scientific Communication 
Congratulations 2007 Graduating Class of 
Technical & Scientific Communication! 
We Wish You Well!! 
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Writing Minors Krista Hedderich 
Congratulations, Krista! 
JMU Class of 2007 
"...from the laugh of a child 
to the song of a star." 
Alex Wile 
Live, Love and Laugh with Passion. 
You are destined to be the next "Mr. Wonderful 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Kevin, and Lee 
Why HAUL stuff home when 
you could STORE it hereP 
>^ 
STQAWAY 
•till aa*« 5 mumes Iran nmn 
■ UK amomaiK creiW car* MM 
■ Humus uwi sues I* imii tow DMtt. 
• MM MW clean ami Mil in lacMts 
■ SaM aM secore video suneHaace 
- GaieO access aad aeveO dnvewan 
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Lisa A. Moore 
We Are So Very Proud of all your 
wonderful accomplishments. May 
your future be bright and all your 
dreams come true. 
We Love You, 
Gary, Lindsay, Lisa, Jenn, and Budd; 
-STOW 
Lindsey Thacher 
We're all very proud of you, and we know how hard you 
worked lo graduate with honors. Congratulations! 
Just remember to have some fun too! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Shannon, Nana, and Buddy  
Settlors Tiffany Painter 
We are so proud of you, you have worked 
hard to accomplish a dream. Good luck 
with everything your future is waiting. 
Dad, Mom, & Travis 
. 
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